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Another exciting, action-packed month. 

May is always an important month because in nature at least it signifies the change of 

seasons; winter into spring for our northern hemisphere readers, and summer into 

autumn for those of us down south. 

With the change of seasons all sorts of things happen; birds migrate, leaves either die 

or grow and wardrobes start to change.  In the motoring world things happen too, or at least in my 

mind at least. 

New York, the ‘city that never sleeps’ hosted its annual International Auto Show, which Nadia 

diligently covers.  She brings you the latest and greatest offerings from the world’s car makers. 

My team, like migrating birds, flew out across the globe to test and review a fantastic collection of cars 

this month, including the incredibly rare Morgan Aero GT, Lamborghini Huracan Evo, Mercedes Benz 

GLE 450 4Matic, Maserati Levante V6, Audi R8 Performance and the rather unusual and quite extreme 

Nissan Navara specially modified by Arctic Trucks, dubbed the AT32. 

Then Oliver, James and Kate ran off to Stonehenge and had a threesome… with a McLaren 600LT, a 

Porsche 911 GT3 RS and a Lamborghini Huracan Performante.  I wasn’t there but reportedly fun times 

were had by all. 

During the month I receive quite a few e-mail letters asking for our readership number and such.  So 

for those curious, Naked Motoring magazine - the world’s favourite online motoring magazine - saw an 

unprecedented 1 477 000 copies of our April magazine being downloaded, with just under 2 million 

‘unique visitors’ browsing our website.  I am speechless and can only offer my sincerest thanks to all 

our readers from all over the world.  Clearly we are doing something right and the figures confirm this. 

Ever committed to your reading pleasure my team and I are determined to deliver the best and most 

contemporary motoring reviews, in our unique and non-conventional style, which if nobody minds is 

clearly liked. 

Thank you so much for your continued patronage and we trust to see that patronage continue when 

the magazine goes on sale, which should take place very soon. 

Happy and safe motoring.  

 

Leon Rehrl   

editor@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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precision trimmer 

HOWARD CHARLENE 

THYS SAVAGE MARK 

JAMES 

OLIVER 

KATE 

KEVIN 

THEMBI 

This is the Naked Motoring Team, who all come from massively different 

backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring to the table a varied 

and completely fresh approach to journalism. 

The Johannesburg team is led by editor-in-chief, Leon comprises Howard, 

Charlene, Mark, Kevin, Thembi and Rodney. 

In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original and founding 

Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and runs all things Mother City 

related. 

All ex-pats and now based in Europe are Kate, James and Oliver.  Then joining 

them is Jessica, a slightly (for good reasons) anonymous born and bred 

Bri7on; all of whom comprise our European team.  

Then all the way in Japan is expert driKer Ichika, who shares with us all things Asian and 

tail-happy. 

Then all the way in the good ‘ol US of A, we have our American beauty Nadia bringing to 

us her fresh and intriguing view on all things motoring. 

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver and our resident racing 

driver, who brings his vastly knowledgeable and somewhat unusual approach to all 

things race inspired… he of course doesn’t really have a home at all, except of course 

the one he sits in... and holds its steering wheel…  

NADIA 

ICHIKA RODNEY 

If you would like to write to them, then please send a mail to 

team_mailatnakedmotoring.co.za and specify the addressee 

JESSICA 
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le7ers, comments, ques3ons or sugges3ons, 

and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica3on. 

Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za 

Dear Kevin. 

I am glad you are enjoying your new car and thank you for 

reading our magazine. 

I must however place on record that, as you said, you test 

drove a few cars and based on that decided to get the Q3. 

James, who did the review, however drives at least 100 cars 

a year and has been doing so for 20 years.  That’s 2 000 cars. 

If he voices a view on any par*cular product it is based on 

vast experience and in completely impar*al. 

Views expressed are also, much like yours, a ma-er of 

opinion.  His are just underpinned by experience and hard 

facts. 

I hope this answers your ques*on. 

Ed. 

Dear Editor. 

I was recently in the market for a new car and eventually, 

a1er looking at and test driving a few, se-led for the Audi 

Q3, which you reviewed in February this year. 

I note with interest that you said that it was not class 

leading and was basically just a nice car.  I disagree 

completely.  The car I bought is u-erly brilliant and as far as 

I am concerned in class leading. 

Perhaps your journalist who did the review is bias towards 

Audi? 

Kevin, Randburg, RSA 

Hi. 

I own a six-year old Toyota Fortuner and want to 

trade it in and get something new, but the prices are 

astronomical on both new and used cars, yet the 

trade values below par. 

In most countries in Europe the second hand car 

market offers brilliant deals at very reasonable 

prices, yet in South Africa we seem to pay a lot more 

for used cars than we should.  In fact a one-year old 

car is only frac*onally cheaper than a new one. 

A six-year old car should in essence have no value at 

all, but for some reason the methods used lean 

towards paying as li-le for the car to resell it for as 

much as possible. 

In my view this is wrong. 

Elliot, Cape Town, RSA 
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Hi Karl. 

In a departure from the norm I relayed your message to 

Jessica before publica*on and she had a few remarks to your 

le-er. 

To quote, “I am not hearing impaired, I am deaf.  I say it for 

what it is, and its not a disability because I don’t allow it to 

be one.  Should I end up doing car reviews, although that is 

not part of my plans, I will write them for the interest of our 

readers and not bring into it elements of deafness.  The world 

doesn’t understand these things and no amount of 

educa*ons can make this change.  I embrace life and my 

differences make me who I am.” 

What more can one say a1er such a powerful message? 

Ed. 

Dear Mr Editor. 

I loved the ar*cle last much “Life in the Silent Lane” wri-en by 

Jessica. 

I am also hearing impaired and completely understand what she 

is speaking about. 

So few publica*ons, of any kind, cater for hearing impaired 

persons, let alone offer a modicum of considera*on or 

understanding of what we have to endure on a daily basis. 

I really look forward to vehicle reviews by her in which her 

disability plays a pivotal role in the assessment and 

consequen*al verdict. 

Karl, Aus*n< Texas, USA 

 

Hi Reggie. 

We are at the cusp of launching a new line of 

reviewing, where American cars (and the sort 

available only in America) will be reviewed by our 

American Beauty, Nadia. 

Nadia in fact wrote a lengthy le-er to our readers 

which will be published next month. 

We have a large American readership and fully 

intend to address these issues.  Some things just are 

a bit slow to start than others. 

Ed. 

Morning.  

I am an American and love American automobiles. 

When will you start tes*ng American cars in 

earnest?  I note you drove the Dodge Challenger 

last month, but that’s the only one. 

Reggie, Buffalo, New York 

Hi. 

I love your magazine and I really enjoy the 

unconven*onal approach you take to journalism. 

It is refreshing and welcomed. 

Keep it up. 

Chad, Perth, Australia. 

Hi Lindsay. 

We do not have foxes in South Africa, so I personally 

cannot comment regarding their nature and 

temperament.  However all research seems to indicate 

that they are not par*cularly nice animals. 

I spoke to Oliver and he says, “… that man (or woman) is 

stupid and doesn’t know what they are talking about”.  

He did also invite you to contact him and he will happily 

let you stand guard at his henhouse to save the fox, and 

his chickens from certain death. 

I guess then you won’t like his column this month either... 

Ed. 

Dear Mr Editor. 

I address you on the ma-er of the ar*cle wri-en last month 

where your Oliver was detailing his plans and a-empts to kill 

a fox. 

I feel that this sort of ar*cle is inappropriate and want to put 

on record that foxes are wonderful animals. 

I demand a retrac*on. 

Lindsay, London, UK 
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Circuit de Calafat, L’Ametlla de Mar, 

Spain:  The Audi R8 supercar in V10 

guise has been with us for a while, 

and it is now in its second genera3on 

having enjoyed a few subtle tweaks 

here and there too.  But there are only 

gentle revisions to the car for the 2019 

model year.  Few mechanical changes have 

occurred beyond a mild reskin inspired, 

Audi says, by its GT3 customer racing car, 

which easily rolls down the very same 

produc3on line as regular R8 road cars. 

Visually, then, for the road car there has 

been a de-chroming of the grille surround 

at the front, because “chrome and 

motorsport don’t go together”, according 

to Audi’s designers.  

The front end gets some more angular 

treatment, including a new spli7er whose 

profile con3nues onto the car’s sides, 

where painted black it reduces the visual 

height of the body. 

It extends from there to the rear where it 

blends into a big old-school diffuser.  That, 

like the oval tailpipes and a wide rear grille 

for dispersing heat from the engine bay, 

are all redolent of the race car. 

The R8 con3nues with the same 5.2 litre 

V10 engine, rear-biased four-wheel drive 

and with a dual-clutch automa3c gearbox 

as standard.  Not many changes here, 

though there is a power hike for this 

faceliK, raising peak output to 419kW (on 

the standard R8), or to 455kW for the 

Performance model, as tested here 

(previously called the Plus version).  It has 

also arrived with a modest price hike. 

Audi claims dynamic differences too, but 

they are limited.  And, on our brief track-

only acquaintance, they were as hard to 

spot as any power increase was.  The front 

an3-roll bar is now a composite-alloy 

crea3on instead of a steel item, thus 

reducing unsprung weight.  The steering is 

meant to be more accurate and responsive 

too, but springs and dampers remain the 

same and I suspect just as much change 

comes via the op3on of s3cky Michelin 

Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres as any other 

mechanical altera3on. 

And that’s just fine.  The V10, in my 

10 
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humble opinion, holds its 3tle as one of the world’s greatest 

modern produc3on engines and the chassis is pleasingly 

controlled, with a great willingness to rotate under a trailed 

brake, and the ability to steer it on the thro7le on the way out of 

a corner.  Owing to the Audi’s large engine and its 4WD system, 

there are lighter cars in this class but thanks to the adjustability it 

s3ll feels pre7y agile.  Audi brakes are rarely the strongest and 

these are a touch tricky to accurately control on a circuit, too.  

The steering is medium-weighted, and pleasingly responsive and 

accurate.  I’m not convinced it has the last word in feel like, say, a 

McLaren 570S, nor does the car turn so responsively, but it has 

more adjustability, and makes a much be7er noise.  It also feels 

more exo3c than a Porsche 911 Turbo S and is more refined than 

the AMG GT R. 

It’s hard to say precisely how recommendable the R8 is without a 

longer test on the road as well, but one of the things that has 

made the R8 so appealing over the years is how smooth and 

rewarding it is as a road car; and it’s hard to conceive too much 

has changed there, given the rela3ve paucity of the chassis 

changes.   So saying in the coming months I know a full road test 

will occur. 

Its interior is striking and yet, being an Audi, easy to live with.  

Given there’s much to enjoy about the V10 and the driving 

experience whether you are on a ‘hot lap’ or not, the R8 should 

remain as compelling a proposi3on as ever.  It occupies a nice 

spot in its class, being a sa3sfyingly easy car to get along with yet 

with a livewire engine when you ask something of it.  It is the 

perfect culmina3on of usability and glamour into a pleasing 

compromise be7er than most. 
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Seville, Spain:  The CR-V is by a long way the favourite 

compact SUV offered by Japanese car makers, and it was 

already the first Honda SUV to offer seven seats, but now the 

fiKh-genera3on CR-V has scored a second debut - it becomes 

the first SUV from the brand to be sold in Europe with a hybrid 

motor. 

Honda is even going so far as to call the intelligent mul3-mode 

drive (I-MMD) powertrain the most important one it has launched 

in the last decade.  As it filters through to the rest of the range, it 

will play a big part in helping the company hit its goal of two thirds 

of all sales across Europe being alterna3ve fuelled vehicles by 2025. 

Of course, now that diesel engines are en3rely absent from the CR-

V line-up, it also becomes the de facto op3on for customers that 

priori3se fuel economy.  So no pressure, then. 

The new hybrid system uses two electric motors in addi3on to a 2 

litre i-VTEC petrol engine which produces 135kW and 315Nm of 

torque, and another for genera3ng electricity that gets stored in a 

lithium-ion ba7ery.  All are connected through a direct transmission 

with single fixed gear ra3o, which Honda claims facilitates 

smoother torque delivery.  Noteworthy is that this single-gear 

setup is the same sort of thing found in the Koenigsegg Regera, 

which we know works very well. 

The car dynamically switches between EV, hybrid and engine drive 

modes, with the former drawing power solely from the ba7ery.  In 

hybrid drive mode, the engine supplies power to the generator, 

which in turn supplies it to the propulsion motor.  Only in engine 

drive mode is the petrol motor connected directly to the wheels via 

a lock-up clutch. 

The car switches between all three on its own to maximise ba7ery 

power. and to keep the engine in its op3mal power band for as long 

as possible.  Any excess grunt it creates in hybrid mode is diverted 

to recharge the ba7ery, and the ba7ery can assist in engine mode 

for a boost to performance.  It all equates to a 0-100km/h 3me of 

8.9 seconds in front wheel drive guise, and 9.3 seconds for the all-

wheel drive model.  Top speed is the same, at 180km/h. 

Honda expects the majority of sales to be for the all-wheel drive 

version, and it’s the one we’ve tested here.  An equal split is also 

predicted between petrol and hybrid models, although separated 

only by a negligible amount of money, Honda is doing everything it 

can to make the hybrid more appealing to customers. 

Favourite In-Plugged 
the all-new Honda CR-V Hydrid 2.0 iVTEC AWD SR 
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In EV mode, the CR-V hybrid delivers silent, 

linear accelera3on, with the combus3on 

engine seamlessly joining in or taking over 

when required.  Torque isn’t delivered as a 

huge shove like some electric powertrains, 

and pushing hard will force the petrol 

motor to kick in. 

Engine noise has apparently been tuned to 

sound more natural, but while it doesn’t 

need to constantly rev high like a CVT, it 

does an uncanny impression of a leaf 

blower at moderate speeds.  Not 

unpleasant, but not unno3ceable either. 

For town driving, however, you hear 

nothing beyond a low hum. 

The petrol engine only really revs high 

under full thro7le accelera3on, but quickly 

quietens down again once you liK and the 

electric motors take over.  You have to 

really push it hard for the engine noise to 

become constant, and that isn’t in keeping 

with its efficiency ethos. 

It might lack the gears to shuffle through, 

but the hybrid s3ll finds a use for the 

wheel-mounted paddle shiKers - they 

simulate engine braking by increasing or 

decreasing the amount of regenera3on 

applied to the brakes, and are largely 

effec3ve.  You can’t quite use them in lieu 

of the brake pedal, but a7en3ve drivers 

will be able to maximise their range with 

very li7le effort. 

This powertrain feels like a middle ground 

between noisy CVTs and completely mute 

EVs, and as a result the hybrid is a more 

refined drive than the 1.5 litre petrol. 

The extra weight of the 

hybrid system hasn’t had a 

detrimental effect on ride 

quality, which remains 

quiet and comfy, albeit not 

to the same level as some 

similarly priced rivals. 

In most other respects, the 

hybrid is nigh-on 

indis3nguishable from the 

petrol CR-V, with all the implica3ons that 

brings.  The family SUV category is filled 

with models unafraid to make a 

statement with their styling, which can 

leave the Honda feeling a li7le humdrum. 

The cabin is spacious and well-equipped, 

even borrowing its dash-mounted park, 

neutral, reverse and drive bu7ons from, of 

all things, the NSX hybrid supercar (Acura 

NSX in America).   The digital instruments 

are comprehensive, and can be configured 

to show engine modes swapping in real 

3me, but the graphics do feel a li7le dated. 

Our mid-spec SR model came with a 

leather interior, keyless start, parking 

sensors, a rear view camera, blind spot 

warning and a 7 inch infotainment system 

as standard. 

Honda’s Sensing safety suite is also 

standard across the range, with low-speed 

collision avoidance, lane keep assist and 

adap3ve cruise control.  Unlike the petrol 

version, though, here there’s no op3on to 

increase the seat count up to seven. 

Anyone yet to be sold on the CR-V’s 

conserva3ve and slightly boring styling is 

unlikely to be convinced by the addi3on of 

a new engine to the range. 

And then of course there is the s3gma 

a7ached to pre7y much all Honda cars, 

that they are the preferred transport of 

those who regard a game of bowls as 

serious sport, and enjoy taking ‘walks’ for 

exercise.  They also have very long ear hair. 

For those more concerned with 

func3onality, however, Honda has priced 

the hybrid to make it a temp3ng 

alterna3ve to the 1.5 litre model.  Given 

that it promises improved fuel economy, 

running one for even a moderate period 

would make more financial sense than the 

petrol alterna3ve, although the lack of a 

seven seat op3on here could be an issue 

for some. 

The more willing powertrain is also less 

intrusive than the petrol during daily 

driving. It’s not any more engaging, but as 

a prac3cal family SUV, this CR-V largely 

fulfils its brief be7er than its range-mate. 
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Harlow, England:  Good news!  KIA have finally decided to 

get with the 3mes and as a result have created quite possibly 

the best Picanto yet.  And its turbocharged. 

It was inevitable, really.  City cars used to be dreary, 

unpreten3ous transport for commu3ng about town in an unhurried 

manner, with few concessions made to straight-line performance.  

But as their prices and exterior dimensions have increased, their 

makers have realized that they need to improve them, or be leK 

behind.  

The rise in contract hire and leasing deals has increased the 

popularity of top-spec models across the board.  AKer all, why 

se7le for an entry-level variant when, for an extra couple bucks a 

month, you can have the bigger engine and / or the more lavish 

trim level? 

It’s why Volkswagen has returned to the small warm hatch formula 

with the Up! GTI, and why, if you want to, you can now pay quite a 

bit for a Picanto.  Yes, this flagship GT-Line S variant is not far 

behind a mid-spec supermini price-wise, but it packs a punch to 

jus3fy it. 

KIA has squeezed in the same 1 litre three-cylinder turbocharged 

petrol motor used in a number of its larger models, including 

the Rio.  Here, it makes 74kW and a healthy 171Nm of torque.  

Ordinarily, these aren’t numbers worth geXng too excited about, 

but in a car weighing slightly over a ton, it’s a different proposi3on. 

Unlike the Up! GTI, though, this isn’t a true spor3ng model.  There 

are no suspension or steering changes, just a sma7ering of visual 

15 
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faux-spor3ness and a faintly staggering kit 

list for a car at this level.  Apple CarPlay 

and Android Auto smartphone 

connec3vity, heated seats, a heated 

steering wheel and even a wireless 

smartphone charger are just some of the 

big car features thrown in on this range-

topper.  

The Picanto 1.0 T-GDi is more of 

an Up! TSI rival than a fully fledged Up! GTI 

worrier.  The third-genera3on Picanto 

impressed us when we first drove it last 

year, and this new turbo variant builds on 

that in a couple of areas. 

Let’s start with the obvious.  This Picanto is 

so close to actually being called quick.  A 

9.8 second 0-100km/h 3me is par for the 

course for high-level superminis, but it’s 

s3ll a rarity in a city car.  The mid-range 

performance is even more noteworthy. 

Like most forced induc3on small capacity 

engines, it starts to pick up steam once it’s 

spinning beyond about 2 000 r/min, 

feeling strong and muscular with the 

characteris3cally buzzing (but not 

overbearing) three-cylinder soundtrack 

accompanying it.  As a result, the Picanto is 

much less troubled by inclines or 

overtakes, so, as well as being more 

enjoyable at lower speeds, it’s more 

relaxing over long distances.  

Unfortunately, the power delivery tails off 

no3ceably for the last 1 000 r/min before 

it hits the rev-limiter, meaning diesel-like 

short-shiKing takes precedence over rev-

chasing fun.  That’s not something the 

higher-tune 88kW version of this engine 

suffers from, so it’s a pity KIA didn’t go all-

out with that unit and create a proper 

Picanto GT. 

The is however very frugal, and offered a 

fuel economy figure of 5.1 l/100km for the 

test period, which for a buzzy, 

turbocharged li7le car with sporty looks 

isn’t too bad at all. 

With less need to wring the Picanto’s neck 

to keep up with the general traffic flow, it’s 

also more refined on the move, with the 

engine complimen3ng the pleasantly quiet 

interior.  The only disturbance is caused by 

the 16 inch wheels, which can introduce a 

touch more tyre drone over coarse 

surfaces than lesser rims.  

But that’s a small price to pay, many would 

argue, for the more youthful stance at 

which KIA is aiming this car.  Those wheels 

and the resul3ng tyre profile also help give 

the Picanto enough grip for the increased 

cornering speeds afforded by its engine.  

The GT-Line S Picanto feels surprisingly 

well planted given its tall body and short 

wheelbase.  It’s not thrill-a-minute, but 

body control is assured and 3ght, the 

steering feels pleasingly direct and 

naturally weighted and there’s none of the 

high-speed instability that can plague short

-wheelbase cars.  It forfeits some of the 

bigger-sidewall soKness of lesser Picantos, 

but the ride is s3ll composed enough that 

you might think you are in something from 

the class above. 

We would understand if you took one look 

at the Picanto’s price tag and let out a 

snort of contempt.  AKer all, it’s more 

expensive than the similarly powerful and 

good to drive standard Up! AND the five-

door Up! GTI.  

The seriously impressive kit tally almost 

makes up for that (you couldn’t spec the 

Up to the same level even if you wanted 

to), although even the more reasonably 

priced GT Line version of the Picanto is 

hardly sparse.  That would be the pick of 

the bunch for us unless a temp3ng 

monthly finance deal made upgrading to 

the S a no-brainer. 

On the subject the one thing that did strike 

me as incredibly odd was that the front 

seats were a blend of dark grey and red 

whereas the back seats were completely 

grey with only a hint of red in the contrast 

s3tching.  It almost looks like the front and 

back seats are from different cars. 

Whether or not the racy aesthe3cs and 

punchy engine of this flagship model are 

enough for the Picanto to shake off its 

rather anodyne image remains to be seen.  

But its spacious and well-made interior, 

punchy engine and sorted driving 

dynamics mean that, cost aside, this is a 

very capable city car.  
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As it turns out my dogs, the biggest of 

which is named Bite, are all a bunch of 

cowardly sissies. 

Cast your minds back to last month 

where I regaled you with the tale of my 

first couple a7empts to rid my farm of 

the scourge of nature, the devil 

incarnate, the sum of all that is evil, the 

bringer of disease, pes3lence and 

suffering.  The fox. 

My chicken popula3on have suffered 

terrible losses between the rabid fangs 

of this fluffy orange devil-wolf and I 

have taken an oath to murder it. 

This is therefore not going to be a 

suitable ar3cle for reading by animal 

rights lovers, or just lovers of the 

dastardly fox.  If you are either then 

look away now. 

And to reiterate I will again make it 

plainly clear that the fox is not a cute, 

doe-eyed, fluffy-wuffy orange puppy.  It 

is a nasty, nasty thing sent from hell to 

destroy us. 

So when we leK off last month I had 

reported that my two a7empts to 

shoot the bastard had resulted in 

serious damage to my wife’s garden 

furniture and the accidental death of 

Kate Moss (the chickens were all given 

names).  I then decided to allow my 

dogs, however unpopular a decision it 

may be, to deal with the problem on 

my behalf.  I figured 4 dogs vs. 1 fox 

would be a very unfair fight and 

resul3ng hopefully in a painful death 

for the f***er.  However I was wrong. 

Before seXng my dogs off on their 

mission I sat them all down and 

showed them a large printed 

photograph of a fox, which I then rolled 

up and smacked them around the 

heads un3l in a fit of rage they grabbed 

it and reduced it to confeX.  Right, 

they have been briefed and know who 

and what is the enemy. 

Night aKer night I let them out to 

execute their mission, and night aKer 

night they returned unsuccessful in 

their efforts, AND another chicken was 

murdered.  I wondered if this whole 

idea was worth it. 

All we wanted were eggs, but the 

chickens were s3ll on strike pending 

the destruc3on of the fox.  My 

thoughts driKed to a sumptuous 

chicken Christmas dinner. 

I decided however that, before I would 

start sharpening the axe, I would  stake 

out the henhouse and see what 

perhaps was the problem, so I 

retrieved my old and blurry ex-Russian 

military night vision goggles from a box 

in the garage and got into posi3on that 

night. 

Admi7edly I had to do this for a few 

nights before actually seeing 

something. 

As I on the fourth night peered out into 

the blurry greenness of night I saw my 

dogs on patrol and they were doing 

very well un3l the fox came.  All the 

orange demon had to do was snarl at 

them, show some fang and all four of 

the cowards turned 

and ran away in 

unison without so 

much as a bark. 

This of course is 

contrary to what we 

see on fox hunts 

where many men in 

funny ouZits ride 

off on horses 

following packs of hounds baying for 

blood, which inevitably they get when 

foxy-woxy is discovered. 

The sounds of howling hounds can be 

heard for miles and every fox in the 

land packs their things and moves, 

immediately, when hounds are near. 

So not only have I invested far too 

much money in a for3fied henhouse, 

which seems to do nothing other than 

prevent the hens from escaping when 

the fox gets into the thing, but my dogs 

- all four of them - don’t have a single 

killer ins3nct between them.  Unless of 

course they are ‘killing’ a Sunday roast 

si3ng in a pan awai3ng placement in 

the oven - which has happened more 

than once. 

So where to from here?  Clearly 

shoo3ng the bastard isn’t a safe op3on, 

nor is poison lest my dogs fall vic3m to 

it too, and now as it turns out the dogs 

are scared of one bloody fox. 

Maybe its 3me to pack up the 

henhouse and go back to shop bought 

eggs - of course that would be IF the 

chickens were laying eggs, which they 

aren’t. 

Another perfect illustra3on of the 

perfect plan thwarted by an idiot. 

Me. 
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Have you ever looked at your garage 

and thought, “I wish it was nicer”.  Well, 

maybe you have.  I definitely have. 

By profession I am an architect, and 

although I am currently part of a large 

team designing the most boring things 

on earth, some day I have a dream to 

design and build my own home. 

I have it all worked out in fact; a single floor, yet mul3-level 

dwelling which has a certain circularity to its design to allow for 

effortless access to any area from any area within the building.  

And the garage is part of this plan. 

However in 99.9% of cases the garage is just a 60-odd square 

metre flat slab with walls on three sides, windows in one and a 

door in another and the front is covered by a large single (or pair 

of smaller single) roller doors.  And in most cases too there is 

usually a li7le space leK extra at the back to put some shelves.  

Nice and simple. 

But that is boring and doesn’t have to be so. 

For one, the space between the cars need not be standard, and 

in fact the angle at which the cars are even parked needn’t to be 

90° to the back wall.  Why not park them at 30° and get in three 

cars instead of two? 

Does a garage door have to only go up and down?  No, doors can 

also slide from side to side AND can even go around corners, so 

why not make two of the four sides open up for be7er access? 

You see.  Nice ideas! 

Now if such variety can be thrown into the pot for something 

which ordinarily is regarded as a bit ‘industry standard’ and why 

can’t the same approach be taken towards cars themselves, in 

par3cular the interiors. 

Now I know that this subject had been discussed previously (by 

Oliver I think) but it is s3ll massively per3nent and, in my view, 

quite important. 

For this months magazine I drove  five cars; a small KIA, a 

Hyundai SUV, a big Lexus, a Mercedes Benz SUV and a 

Lamborghini supercar and every single one had something in 

common.  The interiors were all grey, leathery and dull. 

By contract the baby KIA was painted bright white, the Hyundai a 

red-orange, the Lexus dark silver, the Mercedes GLE was metallic 

white and the Lamborghini was white too - but it did have the 

Italian flag painted on its en3re length from the nose, over the 

roof and to the tail. 

Now the ques3on comes; how hard could it be to offer cars with 

more interes3ng interior colours?  And for that ma7er materials 

with which to fill the interior too?  Why does everything have to 

be grey leather? 

Now before you say, “well yes but they make seats in tan, white 

and a few other colours too”, I must point out that the top of 

dashboards is always black and seats are either leather or cloth, 

and cloth is limited to very few colours - black being the base 

colour 99% of the 3me. 

What if I wanted green suede seats and red moleskin dashboard?  

I am not saying I do, but just that what if I did.  Well quite simply 

I wouldn’t be able to have it. 

What if I wanted my steering wheel rimmed in wood?  Well 

unless I was buying a Bentley, or something similar, I would also 

be shit out of luck.  Plas3c is cheaper.  The end. 

Well I can’t afford a Bentley.  In fact I can’t even afford to think 

about a Bentley.  But I can afford a small car, like that slightly odd 

KIA Picanto I tested earlier in the magazine and when you are 

shopping in the entry-level sort of price range you don’t get a 

hell of a lot of op3ons, which is surprising because a lot more 

people shop in that range than in the range of the Bentley 

Con3nental. 

KIA will offer you op3onal extras on the Picanto, for which you 

do actually pay more, so why not include in those green suede 

and red moleskin?  Who cares if only 5 people are mad enough 

to ask for that, I mean its not like it costs them to keep a few 

strips of the stuff in stock anyway. 

I just think we get screwed because we are poorish; and that 

really sucks. 

Its like Nadia’s review of her Nissan Sentra SR in last month’s 

magazine.  You can tell she likes the car, but when it came to the 

interior she was quite cri3cal of the things like leg and head 

room for taller occupants, and commented on the lack of choice 

for the SR model in respect of seat covering op3ons.  The colour 

though was just accepted, YET she made specific men3on about 

the exterior colours of the car. 

So I think I have proven my point. 

Build a be7er garage and give your car a nicer place to sleep, and 

next 3me you buy a new car ask the obvious and then argue why 

you can’t have it.  Who knows, maybe one day the powers-that-

be will hear our voices; the voices of the peasants. 
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Lately life has been crazy hec3c for me, 

but in a good way.  Recently I have 

been having more 3me to read 

previous magazine issues and other 

journalist’s ar3cles / columns.  One 

thing I no3ced immediately is that 

Jenny is s3ll being men3oned which 

did bring tears to my eyes!  However, you may have no3ced 

that for a while I have not men3oned Jenny in any of my 

columns and there were a couple of reasons for it.  Although 

I’m as open as a book can get, this is one topic I have a difficult 

3me discussing because it’s deeply personal.  I haven’t wri7en 

about life with Jenny for quite some 3me and when she passed 

the biggest thing I was worried about is will I forget those 

amazing memories we had before she was sick and even while 

she was sick.  At first when I was wri3ng this I was drawing a 

blank.  It almost felt like a recap of what I went through when 

having to write her tribute.  Back to square one of writer’s 

block being leK with a blank page of wondering how I can  

make her proud.  Then it dawned on me, the word promises 

and all the amazing conversa3ons we had of things we wanted 

to do came back to memory.  So almost magically - like a fairy 

godmother gran3ng a wish - no more writer’s block aKer 

calling up to my phenomenally outstanding Warrior Princess 

Guardian Angel Charming, Jenny for help! 

When thinking back on my conversa3ons with Jenny I realized I 

have a decent amount of topics I could discuss.  It’s safe to say 

I’m a daydreamer or one who enjoys reminiscing, if you want 

to call it that, and I couldn't help but think about Jenny’s 

columns / ar3cles, yet I kept wan3ng to go back to Jessica’s 

that she wrote for April.  I just honestly found it extremely 

fascina3ng how we really don’t think about other cars.  Yes of 

course a Ferrari, Pagani, Koenigsegg, or even a W Motors 

LyKan HyperSport will capture our a7en3on because of it’s 

beauty, style, grace, and pure sexiness inside and out, but it did 

get me wondering her ques3on of what about the Nissan’s and 

Fords.  Would they send an equally good vibra3on to her 

nether regions compared to that of a supercar?  Honestly I’m a 

bit jealous as what girl wouldn’t want to be sensi3ve to 

vibra3ons in their girly parts.  Or did I get that wrong… in my 

defense I may or may have not purposefully miscomprehended 

that “uninten3onal” pun by Jessica but for now I will plead the 

fiKh - like the innocent un3l proven guilty Angel that I am. 

For those of you who don’t know, I own an Nissan so I 

couldn't help but put my 2013 Nissan Sentra SR who I recently 

named “Nike” to the test in regards of Jessica’s ques3on in her 

April column.  I mean she, meaning Nike, could “Just Do It” and 

well it’s fiXng with my column name so yeah I guess I 

didn't no3ce that un3l now.  Nike performed very well as usual 

but it bothered me that the good vibra*ons and a sweet 

sensa3on of my lady bits were absent… maybe Jessica will have 

be7er luck?  

Okay so Nike slightly failed at the ero3cally pleasuring my 

nether regions and I cant but not think of the wonderful sweet 

sensa3onal feelings it could have provided, but didn’t.  This got 

me thinking; what else will my so called Victorious car fail at in 

the sense of Jessica’s April column?  

Time to check if there’s a discrepancy in hearing the 3res and if 

differences in their sizes actually really ma7ers.  Seriously, who 

knew that I’d be talking about sizes and wondering if it 

ma7ers?  In this case I think it does.  I mean as Jessica stated, 

“...bigger tyres make different noises then smaller ones”.  Let’s 

also put that to the test… bring in the 2014 Ford Mustang 

Shelby GT500 SVT named “Flora” that my friend drives and my 

friend who's going to be my assistant for this experiment. 

Flora’s ‘vocals’ sound beau3ful as it’s edgy tone sends a 

pleasurable shiver throughout my body but can I hear the 

differences in her 3res verses Nike's?  Now it's 3me to see if I 

could feel the difference between the two 3res so the best way 

we could replicate this - in the way that Jessica men3oned in 

her column - was via a car liK.  Well, what do you know as it 

just so happens that same friend owns one of those too, and 

the one he owns is easily controlled regardless of whether you 

are in or out of the car while it's being liKed.  

The most important aspect of this test was to prevent bias 

results so there were mul3ple ways we tried this from me 

geXng blind folded, not being present when the cars were 

THIS AMERICAN BEAUTY... JUST DID! 

by Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapire    
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changing on the liK which my friend helped assist me with 

walking away from the garage into his house so I could take the 

blind fold off only for him to have to put it back on me and 

walk me back out into the garage, to lastly even wearing ear 

plugs in order to distort the sound.  In short we tried anything 

and everything we could think of.  Regardless of what we did, it 

was obviously bound to be a bit different as in Jessica's column 

she men3oned the car is on the road, but then again she’s an 

expert on this stuff however it wasn't by choice.  How can one 

who’s hearing capable ever relate to let alone understand this, 

but it was my mission to try to familiarize myself with the deaf 

world!  AKer all I do love Jessica for who she is and it’s my 

duty, I feel, as her significant other who one day wants to 

marry her to try and understand her world.  

I’ve just personally been the kind of person who enjoys geXng 

an understanding of differences as a whole.  It’s about 5:25pm 

on the East Coast [of the USA], where this tes3ng was 

performed therefore it’s s3ll light out and the idea of a male 

blind folding me wasn't the highlight of my day, but for the 

greater good it needed to be done.  

I’m all into kinky stuff but a woman has her limits; chains don’t 

exactly excite me but a flogger on the other hand may with the 

addi3ve of being bounded and no escape only to let Jes… okay 

enough of that.  

Prior to my male friend geXng the first car on the liK, he oddly 

enough pulls a long ass piece of sa3n black material out of his 

Mustang's glove compartment.  I give him a confused look and 

debate if I even want to know or should I just let it go and 

pretend I didn't just see that freaky shit.  I decide to let it go 

and leave myself thinking, “Hmm I wonder what he needs that 

for?”  He sees the confused expression on my face turn into 

concern and addresses me, “Relax it's not what you think. I just 

got this today for the test in order to help heighten your senses 

and also prevent an incorrect result.”  Seeing that I'm s3ll 

ques3oning his methodology and not really buying it, he goes 

on and pulls out ear plugs and a bunch of  other stuff from the 

glove compartment to assure me all these things are to 

prevent inaccurate results.  It’s not every day I’m geXng 

blindfolded by a man, so it's quite understandable my 

hesita3on.  Then again I think it's safe to say most women 

would be hesitant aKer seeing what I just saw.  Time to put my 

senses to the test finally, but sadly enough the blind fold idea 

didn't heighten my senses much, and well I just think maybe 

my senses are semi broken in this aspect.  I take a deep breath 

and think to myself, “NO PRESSURE. I got this. I can do this.”  

I then think of Jessica and the warmth of her love just filters 

throughout my body in order to possibly heighten my senses 

more now that I'm blind folded and my body is relaxed verses 

tensed.  My friend for this experiment goes into the first car 

and I now have to guess which one he’s revving.  Do I feel a 

difference in the airflow being sent in my direc3on?  Do I hear 

the difference between the two 3res spinning through the air?  

And the million dollar ques3on of the day is ul3mately do I 

know which car is which?  

The conclusion to my findings for this test was that because I 

have approximately between 15 000 - 18 000 frequencies I was 

deprived of being able to differen3ate the two cars justly.  I 

could tell the difference but not because of how Jessica can 

and only because I could hear the two engines being revved 

regardless of the fact that it was done with and without ear 

plugs, and me being blind folded among other things to 

prevent a bad results.  

I couldn't tell the difference in airflow being sent in 

my direc3on, nor the difference in sound between the two 

3res spinning through the air, and lastly the million dollar 

ques3on of being able to differen3ate the two cars engine's 

without being bias as it was clear one engine was more 

muscular than the other.  Maybe I should have picked a lesser 

aggressive car than Flora and gone with a friend who has a 

Ford Fusion.  My friend and I agreed that should our readers 

want us to do further tests, we would, and be open to 

sugges3ons too. 

Once again, I failed miserably at something in my life.  However 

this failure is one I embrace because I learned a very valuable 

life-lesson.  That lesson is we take things for granted in our life 

and oKen enough we aren’t thankful for them.  It’s easy to 

bitch and complain about cards we were dealt with in life and 

it’s easy to ignore the differences in our own li7le worlds of 

those that are in it but we really should think outside ourselves 

because one day those cards may be dealt to us.  

Another thing I realized is that I’ve been bitching and 

complaining about wan3ng an adventure of a life3me and 

thinking that it takes money to do this when the reality is it 

doesn’t.  Fact is that an adventure is what you make of life so 

there are endless possibili3es - wherever your path in life takes 

you!  

I have being living my life recently taking in and applying these 

three saying.  Maybe these three will be useful to you too. 

"Life is beau2ful so use it beau2fully!" 

-Jennifer Müller- 

"Live to have no regrets" 

-Jessica- 

"A life is well spent when you lived it saying a bunch of I did / 

I haves verses I wishes / I should haves." 

-Nadia Schapire- 
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When you stalk off to the local used car dealership wearing a hoodie 

to conceal your iden3ty and leave it a few Quid lighter in some ra7le 

trap which you only drive at night, lest you suffer the shame of your 

mates seeing you in it, you can’t really expect too much from it, or 

blame the car for being u7erly shit. 

Cheap cars are noisy, they ra7le, they squeak and usually the engines 

sound like they are on the verge of imminent and painful death.  And 

unsurprisingly we all understand that, and why that is. 

So it stands to reason that, on a sliding scale of price per unit, cars go 

from extremely noisy to eerily silent.  Or does it? 

Take what most people drive, and give it a name – the small 

hatchback.  An entry-level Volkswagen Polo or something very similar.  

Something which costs about half your annual salary.  A nice car, and 

to some a very nice car.  But this li7le car is u3litarian transporta3on 

void of many luxuries, and in congested traffic it blends in to the point 

of near invisibility.  It is grey on grey and in this world of people 

3ghtening their belts it is also perfectly fine.  I mean who doesn’t like 

the Polo? 

When siXng in traffic crawling to work and back every day the car is 

comfortable, economical and very quiet.  You have to glance down to 

the rev counter to check it is s3ll running.  However take this same 

li7le car onto a highway and get it up to speed and you can hear it 

very clearly.  It makes a noise; the engine, the tyres, the wind, the lot. 

So refinement seem to work on an upwards sliding scale; the more 

you pay, the more refinement you get.  It works for houses, hotels, 

beauty spas, watches, running gear, aeroplane seats and pre7y much 

everything else in the known universe so why not cars too! 

Dialling up a notch or three you would have something like a BMW 3 

Series.  I work for a large law firm and quite a few of these things 

occupy our parking area.  It is a very good car, massively 

sophis3cated, affordable (apparently – being somewhat of a 

subjec3ve view), safe, comfortable, luxurious and refined.  I have had 

occasion to travel between offices and to clients in the company of 

colleagues who own these and I can’t really fault them. 

A BMW 3 Series is no Rolls Royce Phantom, even though they are 

owned by the same company – BMW, but for what you pay, which 

would also be half your salary if you were a more senior member of 

staff, you get quite a lot.  Around town the car is quiet, smooth and 

nice.  And this theme con3nues out on the open road too, depending 

somewhat on which model you buy.  However all-in-all they are very 

good.  But you can do be7er, a lot be7er. 

Now I don’t want to keep using one brand to make examples, but in 

this instance I feel I need to.  For many, many years the benchmark of 

the big execu3ve car has been the BMW 5 Series.  The ‘business 

athlete’ if you are to believe their marke3ng.  And admi7edly, as was 

pointed out by another Naked Motoring writer somewhere around 

the middle of last year, they have got a lot bigger over the years, too.  

I guess this is out of necessity to meet consumer demand and not 

because some German just wants to make things bigger und be-er.  

That I believe is an Americano trait and not a Germanic one. 

Now please don’t think that I am one of those Brits who hates 

Americans, because I don’t.  In fact my significant other is from the 

very land of bigger and be7er. 

Back to the 5 Series.  I have been a passenger in more than one – 

again at work – and I have to say that hands-down the 5 Series is a 

really, really nice car.  It is a bit big for my personal liking and quite 

honestly if someone gave me one I would probably give it back 

because I wouldn’t have anywhere to park it, but it’s s3ll an 

excep3onal car. 

The last 3me I was in one was during a trip last year to consult with a 

client in Liverpool, which is a good couple hundred miles from London 

and the journey was so comfortable that at the end it felt as if we had 

just driven to the local shops.  And the return trip was equally 

pleasant. 

This car operates in absolute comfort, and apart from noises intruding 

from the outside, it is virtually soundless.  The price tag isn’t exactly 

within everyone’s grasp, and unless you are a firm partner you can’t 

afford one, but that’s okay too.  Execu3ves also need to feel special. 

But it seems rather that even by this very high standard of motoring 

refinement there are those who consider the 5 Series to be a bit of 

the thing that the poor drive - a pimped out ox wagon if you will. 

So let’s stop faffing around and jump to the top of the tree.  Rolls 

Royce and Bentley.  Two Bri3sh icons of impeccable and 

immeasurable standing.  Admi7edly not en3rely Bri3sh as both are 

German owned, but they are s3ll built in the UK mostly by Brits, so it’s 

all good. 

Should you lash out several hundred thousand Pounds you can have 

one of these.  The Rolls Royce Phantom and Bentley Mulsanne being 

the respec3ve brand’s flagship models. 

You are guaranteed that not even the pi3ful wails of the lowliest 

peasant will intrude into the cabin to disturb your serene universe 

from which worlds are commanded.  It is in fact a well know adage 

that in a Rolls Royce the only thing you should hear is the 3cking of 

the clock.  Maybe that’s why they s3ll put analogue clocks in them?  

Silence guaranteed, absolute. 

So tell me then, why is it that for even more money that that (and in 

some instances a hell of a lot more) you buy cars whose exhaust notes 

sound like the atmosphere is being cleaved in half?  Of course I am 

referring to the hypercar. 

Guess you should just s3ck to the cheap ra7le-trap and spend your 

money on earplugs and hoodies. 

SILENCE IS GOLDEN 
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Last month I flew to Geneva, via the UK to 

a7end the Geneva Interna3onal Motor 

Show.  And it was brilliant! 

However during the course of the few days 

that I spent there I had occasion to chat to a 

large number of car makers, in par3cular the likes of Maybach, 

Bentley and Rolls Royce who all, pre7y unanimously, claimed that 

the best way to cross con3nental Europe is in the back of one of 

their cars and not in the back of an aeroplane.  An interes3ng point, 

however biased, but one which could have merit.  It was however 

on the return flight to South Africa that I came to fully agree with 

them. 

When I boarded my Virgin-Atlan3c flight at Heathrow owing to 

some screw-up my original seat had been given to someone else.  

As I wasn't going to sit on someone’s lap for 10 hours, the only 

solu3on, and one which I thought quite agreeable was an upgrade 

to Upper Class - which is not quite First, but slightly nicer than 

Business.  And I was seated next to a seemingly pleasant enough, 

and somewhat fat man of Asian-of-sorts descent, who introduced 

himself and began regaling me with tales of the “most incredible” 

Indian-food meal he had at a restaurant the night before in 

London’s West End. 

This was going to be a long flight I thought, but I was wrong.  And 

then right again at it came to pass. 

No sooner had the wheels liKed off the ground my neighbour put 

his seat a bit back and curled up in a ball with his back to me, and 

then fell asleep.  Perfect I thought. 

About half an hour later though my world of peace and 

consummate luxurious travel was sha7ered by a fart.  Not only was 

it the most strange sounding but also the worst and longest fart I 

have ever encountered.  Now imagine this; a pirate jumping from 

one ship sail to another with a dagger between his teeth and as he 

jumps to the big sail he takes the dagger in his hand and stabs it 

through the sail and then descends cuXng the sail.  Well the fart 

sounded exactly like that - a prolonged and tortured sound of 

tearing fabric.  Of course everyone looked in my direc3on but 

because the bastard was lying down they could only see me. 

And then the smell came.  At first I thought, “oh f*** the plane is 

on fire”.  My eyes burned and the wallpaper changed colour. 

And then I thought, “oh Jesus, hold your breath, if you inhale you 

will get cancer!” 

So I climbed on my seat trying to free the oxygen mask, but failed 

so I put my lips around the air vent sucking in clean air and 

exhaling, only, through my nose.  The air hostesses scampered off 

closing the curtains behind them presumably to save themselves 

and the rest of the passengers. 

It was a nightmare… 

When the disgus3ng f*** woke up most of the Upper Class 

occupants were dead and those remaining, like myself, were 

kneeling on our seats breathing directly from the very dry air 

condi3oning. 

It then struck me.  Bentley, Maybach and Rolls Royce were right.  If 

you want to cross a con3nent in absolute comfort you can do it in 

an aeroplane, but if you want to do it in more comfort AND in 

complete control of your environment then the only op3on is a car.  

Okay, a private jet could work but those aren’t exactly within the 

grasp of most people.  Okay neither are those three brands but a 

Bentley Mulsanne is a lot more affordable than a Gulfstream.  And 

that’s my point. 

We love cars, that’s why we read magazines about cars.  They are 

things we can appreciate for a number of reasons. 

Now I know that the drive from England to South Africa is about 

15000km and that is perhaps not a very sensible drive, especially if 

you are in a hurry, but certainly shorter distances could be covered 

in a car. 

I in fact know of someone - Jennifer - who, in a car, raced someone 

else - Kate - in a plane last year from Johannesburg to Durban, a 

distance of some 600km, and won.  Admi7edly she did speed a 

li7le and only got there 15 minutes ahead of Kate, but that’s an 

irrelevant detail.  What is however relevant is that Kate hated every 

second of her journey and Jennifer loved every second of hers (go 

read August 2018). 

Now when you are the sort of person who believes that the holiday 

starts the second you get in the car - which is bullshit in my view - 

then this lesson should be even more relevant. 

On the other hand you could always sit in the most expensive seat 

in an aeroplane being farted on my some fat git who feasted on 

curry and God knows what else the night before. 

Me personally, I would be far happier being the master of my own 

universe and pilo3ng my own car.  Or being chauffeured - either 

way it’s all the same at the end of the day.  The car wins, again. 
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London, England:  Admi7edly 

Hyundai’s compact SUV is best 

known for its electric variant, the 

Kona Electric, which has a laudable 

claim-to-fame - it has the best real-

world range of any electric car currently on 

sale (415km), AND is far more affordable 

than most too.  We reviewed it in our 

February 2019 magazine and liked it a lot. 

While the Kona Electric is worthy of its 

many acclaims, it will only account for a 

nominal amount of the Kona’s sales.  The 

majority will go to its petrol line-up, which 

includes a three-cylinder turbocharged one

-litre and a four-cylinder 1.6 litre turbo. 

Finally, now there is the Kona diesel.  

Plenty of rivals also offer a diesel variant - 

however there is li7le demand for the oily 

fuel type in the compact SUV 

segment.  Most buyers use these cars for 

lower-mileage driving around town, where 

petrol (or electric) power best suits, and 

diesel sales currently stand at around 10%.  

Regardless Hyundai maintains that diesel 

“is s3ll an important part of our product 

line-up”. 

The engine in the Kona diesel is a newly 

developed turbocharged 1.6 litre four-

cylinder unit.  There are two op3ons: one 

with 84kW with a six-speed manual 

gearbox (as driven here) and a more 

punchy 100kW variant with a seven-speed 

automa3c gearbox. 

Our car’s engine, which also delivers 

281Nm of torque, pulls nicely from low 

revs, responding eagerly from 1 500 r/min, 

and feels spritely in and about town. 

Achieving 0-100km/h in 10.7 seconds 

hardly makes it a racing car but it sits 

between the Kona’s two petrols for 

accelera3on and comfortably reaches 

highway speeds.  It more naturally cruises 

at 100km/h rather than 120km/h but at 

the same 3me doesn’t struggle to keep up 

with other vehicles. 

Probably the biggest cri3cism of the Kona 

diesel is how unrefined the diesel is.  It’s 

noisy throughout its range and at low 

speeds, with a horrible ra7le that is really 

hard to ignore.  

Noise aside, the Kona is a comfortable and 
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pleasant place to be.  The handling on the other hand far exceeds 

what you expect - or need - from a compact SUV, with good 

cornering and li7le to no body roll, making this as fun as plenty of 

hatchbacks out there.  That’s helped by accurate steering and gear 

changes which have been influenced by Hyundai’s popular hot 

hatch, the i30 N.  R&D chief Albert Biermann told us late last 

year there had been “many transfers” from the i30 N to other cars 

in the range, “The Kona - it’s fun to drive, the driving posi3on is 

changed, the steering ra3os are a li7le bit more direct.  It’s not like 

an N car, but there’s a li7le bit of N in the Kona.”  

This front-wheel-drive Kona (four-wheel drive is available on the 

higher-powered petrol), which uses a torsion beam set-up, is just 

on the right side of firm, but becomes easily unse7led on imperfect 

roads, and has a tendency to crash over speed bumps. 

The Kona  is a li7le cramped in the rear for adults and boot space is 

less than in some rivals.  However, on both fronts it does beat its in

-house rival, the KIA Stonic.  The other disappointment are the 

interior plas3cs, which are hard and scratchy to the touch. 

Otherwise, the interior is well-designed, with good func3onality 

throughout the infotainment system, par3cularly when playing 

with Apple CarPlay.  

The diesel is only available from the mid-range SE trim and up, and 

we had the Premium SE, which gets everything but the kitchen sink.  

Included are heated and cooling seats, heated steering wheel, 

electric driver’s seat and rear parking camera. 

I did however find the dash layout to be a bit too bu7on rich for my 

liking, especially when you can find very good, all-encompassing 

touchscreen systems in similarly priced rival products.  That and 

how the infotainment screen looks a bit like an aKerthought 

perched above the air vents  seemingly una7ached to the 

dashboard. 

There’s also a host of safety systems, the most notable of which is 

the rear cross traffic alert and the lane-keep assist.  The la7er, 

which steers the car to keep it in lane, worked well during our test 

on the highway. 

While certainly a decent car, the Kona diesel is the weakest link of 

the three-strong family.  I would personally go for a petrol variant 

over the diesel - unless you’re a par3cularly high-mileage driver - 

or even the EV if your lifestyle allows.  There’s a significant price 

premium for the diesel over the equivalent turbo 1 litre Kona 

petrol, which would take a lot of mileage to earn back. 

As a range, Hyundai should be commended for the Kona’s strength 

in the handling department and for its bold styling, both of which 

make it stand out in an largely dull and uninteres3ng segment.  

All in all, there are rivals which beat the Kona as the best all-

rounder, but so saying Hyundai’s offering has plenty to tempt 

buyers considering a compact SUV. 
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Maranello, Italy:  The new supercar was developed at Ferrari’s 

styling centre to a brief set by a “connoisseur of the Ferrari world” 

who wanted a modern sports prototype inspired by the likes of the 

1966 Dino 206 S and 330 P3/P4.  Those machines started as track 

cars but spawned road-going variants. 

The P80/C is based on the 488 GT3 racing car, chosen over the 488 

GTB road car because the extra 50mm of wheelbase offered more 

“crea3ve freedom”.  It has been extensively reworked with a pure 

performance focus. 

The aerodynamics are based on the 488 GT3’s, but without the 

need to meet spor3ng regula3ons, there’s a new front spli7er and 

a reworked rear diffuser.  Ferrari claims the car is 5% more efficient, 

which is required to make use of the unrestricted engine. 

There’s also extensive use of underbody aerodynamics, with rear 

bodywork styled aKer the T-wings that have been seen in Formula 

1 in recent years.  The P80/C’s bodywork is made en3rely from 

carbon fibre. 

Because the P80/C is a track-only car, Ferrari has been able to 

greatly reduce the size of its headlights, while its rear features a 

concave rear windscreen and aluminium louvres on the engine 

cover.  

The car has been designed for a carbon fibre wing and 18 inch 

wheels to be fi7ed when in ‘racing set-up’.  It can be converted to 

an ‘exhibi3on package’, with the aerodynamic appendages 

removed and 21 inch wheels fi7ed.  

Ferrari says the car is sculpted to create a cab forward-effect with a 

more aggressive stance, including a wrap-around windscreen.  

There are also flying bu7resses that converge near the roof line, 

paying homage to both the Dino and 250 LM.  The car’s bodywork 

is widest over the front axle, then narrows sharply before 

broadening again near the rear. 

The interior is similar to the 488 GT3 donor car’s, including an 

integrated roll cage.  Elements of the dashboard have been 

redesigned and there are new carbon fibre shell door panels. 

Performance figures for the car haven’t been given, but it’s likely to 

use an unrestricted version of the 3.9 litre turbocharged V8 in the 

488 GT3.  In the 488 GTB, that unit produces 493kW. 

Ferrari says work on the P80/C began in 2015, giving it the longest 

development 3me of any one-off Ferrari produced to date.  The 

name was chosen by the anonymous collector who commissioned 

it.  Ferrari hasn’t revealed any details on its cost.  The standard 488 

GT3 costs around £455 000. 

FERRARI P80/C REVEALED AS ONE-OFF TRACK CAR 
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Congratula3ons to Mercedes Benz for winning the 

AutoTrader SA Car of the Year award, with their 

new A-Class. 

The pres3gious award was handed to MBSA at a 

gala dinner - one of two, although one was a decoy 

- during early April. 

We have tested a few A-Class models and concur 

that it is a very good car, however do have 

reserva3ons as to whether it is the best car 

launched during the period in ques3on. 

In a first ruling of its kind, the Na3onal 

Consumer Tribunal has instructed 

Volkswagen Financial Services to refund, 

with interest, customers it charged for on-

the-road, administra3on and handling 

service fees since 2007. 

The ruling, which was handed down on 

Thursday 11 April 2019 by the tribunal, 

puts the spotlight on the legality of the 

installment agreements that consumers 

sign prior to taking delivery of vehicles 

bought from dealers. 

The tribunal ruled that Volkswagen 

Financial Services should stop charging 

consumers the prohibited fees by 

Wednesday and should submit a wri7en 

confirma3on that it had done so by 25 

April. 

Volkswagen Financial Services had taken 

the ma7er to the tribunal aKer the 

Na3onal Credit Regulator (NCR) alleged in 

October 2017 that the fees were in 

contraven3on of the Na3onal Consumer 

Act. 

In a 2017 compliance no3ce, the NCR 

instructed Volkswagen Financial Services to 

desist from charging the fees by 24 

October 2017 “and to provide a wri7en 

confirma3on to [NCR] that it had done so 

by 2 November 2017”. 

It also instructed Volkswagen Financial 

Services to submit a list of all the 

consumers who were charged the fees and 

the amount of fees charged to the 

consumers. 

It also wanted Volkswagen Financial 

Services to submit a report with the 

number of consumers refunded and the 

total amount refunded.   

Anne-Carien du Plooy, ac3ng manager for 

inves3ga3ons and enforcement at the 

NCR, said on Monday the body uncovered 

the alleged contraven3ons aKer an 

industry-wide inves3ga3on on fees and 

charges on credit agreements.  

Du Plooy said the 2017 inves3ga3on of the 

regulator found that Volkswagen Financial 

Services, which finances motor vehicles, 

was charging the fees in contraven3on of 

various sec3ons of the NCA.   

Volkswagen declined to comment, saying 

Volkswagen Financial Services was a 

separate legal en3ty. In a statement on the 

ruling, Volkswagen Financial Services said it 

was reviewing the ruling and solici3ng legal 

advice.  “We shall revert in due course,” it 

said on Monday.  

Du Plooy said the company could take the 

ma7er to the high court. 

In its submission to the tribunal, 

Volkswagen Financial Services disputed the 

allega3on. The firm alleged that the fees 

were part of a separate cash purchase and 

sale agreement between a dealer and a 

customer “to which [Volkswagen Financial 

Services] is not a party”. 

The NCR stated in its submission that 

invoices from dealers, which Volkswagen 

Financial Services used to structure credit 

agreements with customers, included the 

prohibited fees. 

In the judgment, the tribunal said credit 

providers could not add items to the 

consumer’s principal debt if doing so 

contravened the Na3onal Credit Act. 

“Allowing credit providers carte blanche to 

include any items in the credit agreement 

on the basis that they had been invoiced 

for those items by the dealer, and then 

passing it on to the consumer in the credit 

agreement, manifestly runs counter to the 

purpose of the NCA …” the tribunal said. 

The Act encourages responsible borrowing 

and discourages reckless credit gran3ng by 

credit providers. 

 

VOLKSWAGEN IN HOT WATER OVER FEES SCANDAL 

MERCEDES BENZ A-CLASS WINS SOUTH 

AFRICAN CAR OF THE YEAR FOR 2019 
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Pretoria, 11 April 2019: The world’s fastest four-door sedan, 

the Jaguar XE SV Project 8 added a new lap record to its growing 

list of global achievements. The stock, standard Jaguar Project 8 

lapped the 5.39km Dubai Autodrome GP circuit in 2:18.81 mins, 

making it the fastest four seater, four door sedan around the 

circuit.  

The Jaguar XE SV Project 8 is the most extreme Jaguar saloon 

ever produced. Based on the award-winning Jaguar XE, the SV 

Project 8 is the most track-ready version designed, engineered 

and hand-assembled by Jaguar’s Special Vehicle Opera3ons. To 

preserve the exclusivity and collectability of the most powerful 

and agile Jaguar road car ever, the brand will build and sell no more than 300 examples 

worldwide.  

The Project 8 has already claimed two previous records at the challenging 20.8km 

Nürburgring Nordschleife in Germany in November 2017, followed by California’s Laguna 

Seca Raceway in September last year. The new lap record was accomplished by Jaguar Land 

Rover Test Driver & Engineering support, Xavi Barrio Duato. Xavi brings with him a wealth of 

driving experience gathered in Spain and China over decades.  

Salman Sultan, Regional Public Rela3ons and Social Media Manager said: “The Nürburgring is 

a well-worn test bed for manufacturers to challenge themselves against the compe**on but 

that is only one track. With the Jaguar XE SV Project 8, our aim is to prove that it is the fastest 

four-door saloon in the world by seJng records at several tracks under different clima*c 

condi*ons and surfaces.” 

Watch a video of the record lap here: hHps://youtu.be/VqpoK6j30uw 

Pretoria, RSA, 9 April 2019: Ford is raising the bar further in the 

ultra-compe33ve light commercial vehicle (LCV) segment with the 

launch of the New Ranger for 2019. Featuring an extensive range of 

mechanical, technological, feature and comfort upgrades, the new 

line-up will make the Ranger an even more compelling choice 

amongst workhorse and leisure-oriented pick-up customers. 

 

“The current Ranger has been a fantas3c success story for Ford in 

South Africa where it remains one of the country’s top-selling 

vehicles, and the leading LCV export to markets in Europe, the 

Middle East and Africa,” says Doreen Mashinini, General Manager 

Marke3ng at Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa. 

 

“The New Ranger introduces fresh exterior and interior design cues 

that build on its ‘tough truck’ image, complemented by the 

adop3on of new technologies that further bolster the Ranger’s 

established reputa3on for safety, convenience and comfort. 

 

“With an extensive range of under-the-skin changes, including the 

introduc3on of the all-new 2.0-litre Bi-Turbo and Single Turbo 

diesel engines, a revolu3onary new 10-speed automa3c 

transmission and a revised suspension set-up, this is by far the 

biggest upgrade yet for the current-genera3on Ranger, which 

con3nues to be proudly produced at Ford’s Silverton Assembly 

Plant in Pretoria,” Mashinini adds. 

THE NEW FORD RANGER PROMISES 

A LOT MORE FOR BUYERS 

JAGUAR XE SV PROJECT 8 SETS NEW LAP 

RECORD FOR THE DUBAI AUTODROME 
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Last month we featured a one horse power car - a car being 

pulled by one horse - and it was pre7y funny.  However what 

about other sources of power? 

We know that you have petrol and diesel combus3on 

engines, and now hybrids, plug-in-hybrids and even electric cars, 

powered by either a plug or hydrogen… but what about cows? 

Well in what is clearly very third-world, probably somewhere in 

Africa where it rains a lot, some resourceful individual decided that 

he was 3red of geXng wet and decided to fit a waterproof covering 

to his ox cart… but couldn’t find a covering so he used the next best 

thing, an old truck cab. 

Thanks to Merlin in Bristol, UK for this one. 

The De Lorean was never a par3cularly good car and was really only 

made famous by the Back to the Future movie franchise.  However 

there were s3ll people who liked and bought them. 

One of the numerous shortcomings was baggage space.  In fact it 

was non-existent, so a De Lorean lover decided to find an ingenious 

solu3on to a problem which should not have existed in the first 

place at all.  He, or she, had a trailer made to mirror the rear end of 

the actual car, complete with original taillights, rims, matching 

paint colour and all. 

We have seen this done before but never on this scale. 

Submi7ed by an anonymous reader from India. 
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The “Helicron” submi7ed by Jessica (UK) February 2019 

SEND YOUR STRANGE MOTORING RELATED PHOTOS TO editoratnakedmotoring.co.za WITH A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
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Motorhomes; an American and Bri3sh phenomenon, with the 

Americans always taking first prize for making theirs bigger and 

be7er. 

But what if you are on a bit of a budget? 

Well the solu3on is simple, you take and old Volkswagen Beetle 

and an equally old caravan and lock them together in a dark 

room with some Barry White playing on the stereo. 

Behold then their love-child, the blending of two incompa3ble 

DNA strands; the Beetle motorhome.  And surprisingly well 

made too. 

Thanks to Derek from Michigan, USA for feeding our 

nightmares with this crea3on. 

 

On the flip side of that coin is what you see in the adjacent 

photograph.  A car which somehow managed to lose its front 

seat area and the only suitable replacement was from a 

significantly older pick-up truck. 

Why remains the only ques3on, but for so many reasons. 

The only thing that comes to mind, which s3ll makes no sense, 

is that the owner prefers the view from a ‘truck’ but the ride of 

a car… maybe??  Sent in by Elaine from Johannesburg, RSA. 

 

Okay, this next one isn’t as much strange as it is just funny. 

And what a statement it makes, too. 

We like people who can take miserable, uncomfortable and 

unpleasant situa3ons and see the lighter side of them. 

From the make and type of car we can safely assume that the 

photograph is of American origin, and from the sign clearly 

someone got divorced and the ex-Mrs took half. 

A play on words perhaps or just a humourous statement?  Who 

cares, its funny.  Thanks to Gerald from Sydney, Australia for 

sending this in. 

 

This isn’t strange, funny or peculiar, but what you see is the 

most expensive number plate (car registra3on) in the world. 

‘F1’ and its on a Veyron. 

The owner reportedly was recently offered $ 10 000 000 for it 

and declined the offer. 

It must be nice to have serious money. 

Submi7ed by Ridwaan from Mumbai, India.  
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Bahrain:  Last month James was in Bahrain to drive a 

Porsche Panamera GTS around the Bahrain race circuit, 

and now its my turn in something a li7le bit more 

special.  The Lamborghini Huracan Evo. 

The Evo is less a mid-life faceliK and more a comprehensive re-

engineering exercise.  Whereas the original Huracan was 

notable on the one hand for its brilliant engine but let-down on 

the other by uninspiring dynamics, the more expensive, 

lightweight Huracan Performante, that arrived two years ago, was 

a genuinely brilliant supercar, but quite extreme and in Spyder 

guise unsuited for any kind of use.  This is Lamborghini’s a7empt 

at bridging that gap. 

The Huracan Evo doesn not have the weight-saving measures of 

the Performante, nor its aerodynamic wizardry.  What it does have 

though is the same uprated V10 engine (albeit with soKware 

differences) and a plethora of new chassis technologies.   

Introduced for the first 3me on the Huracan are rear-wheel 

steering and torque vectoring, and those new systems - along with 

the exis3ng dynamic steering, magne3c dampers, stability control 

and the powertrain - are all integrated into one central brain, 

called Lamborghini Dinamica Veicolo Integrata (LDVI). 

The idea is that the various systems work in harmony, so rather 

than busily doing their own things and achieving not very much, 

they actually talk with one another for the best results.  The 

dampers, trac3on control and torque vectoring will operate 

together to deliver the best trac3on, for instance, all the while 

considering the steering angle and thro7le posi3on. 

This is a first for Lamborghini and a significant development, 

although the likes of Ferrari and McLaren will tell you they also do 

something similar.  Capable of responding in more or less real 3me 

(just 20 milliseconds), LDVI manages every one of the parameters 

under its control to make the Huracan Evo the most responsive 

and alert Lamborghini to date.  It can even read minds and 

soothsay the driver’s inten3on one moment to the next, readying 

the torque vectoring, or the dynamic steering, or the rear-wheel 

steering even before the driver has made the an3cipated input.   

And so the car responds ever more immediately.  Despite being 

heavier than the Performante, the Huracan Evo is both more agile, 

says Lamborghini, and faster around the handling circuit at Nardo. 

That special-edi3on model is powered by the familiar normally 

aspirated 5.2 litre V10, augmented with 3tanium inlet valves.  It’s 

that same unit that’s been dropped into the Huracan Evo, but with 

its own special engine management soKware.  Power is up to 

470kW at 8 000 r/min and torque rises to 600Nm at 6 500 r/min.  

With four-wheel drive, the Huracan Evo will reach 100km/h in just 

2.9 seconds from a stands3ll and run on to “more than” 325km/h. 

There are further changes within the cabin, including a beau3fully 

rendered 8.4 inch touchscreen display in the centre console, and 

revised bodywork, which improves aerodynamic efficiency.  The 

airflow around, underneath and over the car is cleaner now, 

reducing drag, while downforce has leapt up by a factor of seven, 
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thanks to the new front spli7er and slo7ed rear spoiler (the Evo 

s3ll doesn’t produce anything like the downforce of the 

Performante, though, which has far more prominent and 

sophis3cated aerodynamic devices). 

Interes3ngly, there s3ll isn’t a configurable Ego mode, which 

means you cannot separate the firmness of the dampers from 

the drivetrain seXng.  That means Corsa mode, the loudest of 

three, will probably be usable only on race tracks and the very 

smoothest roads, which to be honest is fine too. 

For now, we can only say what the car is like to drive on a 

racetrack - the launch event limi3ng us to a handful of laps of 

the Bahrain Grand Prix track.  In that seXng, the new model is 

not only faster and more agile than the earlier base-model 

Huracan, but more fun to drive too.  More fun than the 

Performante as well?  Well, we will have to get back to you on 

that aKer we have spent more 3me behind the wheel in a full 

road test. 

The standard Huracan could be a frustra3ng car both on road 

and track with dogma3c, insistent handling.  It would defiantly 

do what it wanted to do - which quite oKen was to understeer 

through corners - rather than responding willingly to the 

driver’s instruc3ons.  It all made the Huracan a far less 

rewarding supercar than rivals from McLaren and Ferrari. 

But no more.  On the op3onal, s3ckier Pirelli Zero Corsa tyres, 

the Evo has more grip and a more resilient front end, which now 

tucks into low-speed corners so immediately - thanks to the 

rear-wheel steering - that you would swear those tyres were 

racing slicks.  In longer, high-speed corners, the front axle will 

begin to wash out a li7le - true of any road-biased car - but 

depending on the corner, you are just as likely to feel the rear 

end start to come around.  The Evo’s newfound poise and more 

neutral chassis balance are central to it being more engaging to 

drive. 

The Lamborghini Dynamic Steering - now the only steering 

op3on available, the passive system having been dropped - is 

vastly improved, offering more consistent and precise wheel 

control than the highly dubious dynamic system that preceded 

it (on track, at least).   Unlike before, you now have a clear 

sense of how much grip there is in reserve across the front axle 

and you can posi3on the car intui3vely and with precision.  No 

more second guessing.  There s3ll isn’t the old-school feel and 

sense of connec3on that you get in a McLaren with a hydraulic 

steering rack, but that is admi7edly to be expected. 

From really high speeds under very heavy braking, the car will 

writhe and play around quite markedly.  For a three or four-lap 

s3nt, the carbon-ceramic brakes hold up well, but the 

impression is that beyond that they will begin to fade.  The 

pedal itself, meanwhile, could be firmer and more 

communica3ve, although that would be compromised too far 

for road use, says Lamborghini. 
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In the two modes that are worth using on a circuit - Sport and Corsa - the Evo is 

either playful, over-steers under power and eager to be thrown around with 

reckless abandon, or locked into the track surface for the highest cornering 

speeds.  It is in that Corsa mode, with the stability control system leK in its 

intermediate posi3on, that the Evo is at its fastest around a track. 

The impression you should go away with aKer reading this is of a car that’s now 

more rewarding to drive, less frustra3ng right at the limit, lively and entertaining 

when you want it to be and scalpel-sharp and super-fast when you are seXng 

qualifying laps.  It seems as though Lamborghini has at long last let the Huracan 

off the leash - Performante notwithstanding - and allowed it to be a direct and 

worthy rival to the best cars in this segment.  The V10 remains one of the most 

spectacular performance car power units on sale with a soaring, baleful 

soundtrack.  Its thrilling power delivery makes you never want to drive a 

turbocharged car again.  Over the final 3 000 r/min to the redline (at around 

8500 r/min) the car feels relentlessly accelera3ve, so what it lacks in outright 

punch through the mid-range compared with a Ferrari 488 GTB or McLaren 

720S, it more than makes up for in its sense of drama at the top end.  For track 

driving, meanwhile, the twin-clutch gearbox is pre7y faultless. 

If there is an overriding achievement here, it is surely that the Evo’s suite of new 

technologies and chassis hardware, plus the predic3ve LDVI brain, never give 

the impression of knowing be7er than the driver. 

There are now many more reasons to buy a Lamborghini Huracan than there 

were a couple of months ago.  The Huracan Evo uses its hardware and 

technology to make the car not only faster and more responsive, but much 

more gra3fying and appealing. 
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Gloucestershire, England:  This here is the ‘semi-sporty’ 

version of the impressive new Ford Focus, with decent rather 

than eye-watering performance from its 1.5 litre 

turbocharged petrol three-cylinder engine and smooth six-

speed manual gearbox, but without a set of spring and 

damper rates that remind you - usually by constantly kicking you up 

the arse - of their near-race pretensions with every kilometer. 

In short, this is the sporty car for the family owner, the high-

mileage owner, the dog-owning owner and the city mileage owner - 

anyone who needs a decent value from a five-door hatchback, but 

desperately wants to enjoy driving it. 

The base car is reasonably priced, and with the right set of op3onal 

extras you can boost it by about 10%, yet s3ll remains reasonable 

for what you are geXng. 

The new Focus has already been well reviewed in other forms, and 

if anything this one enhances its capability.  The new three-cylinder 

doesn’t give the car massive performance (8.3 seconds 0-100km/h 

is decently hurried rather than truly fast, though the 220km/h top 

speed is quicker than any one of us will need) but it delivers it so 

smoothly, with such a sophis3cated sound and willing response 

that you can’t help but like it… a lot. 

The power output of 134kW at 6 000 r/min and torque peak of 

240Nm at 1 600 r/min are both decent and at the same 3me 

remarkable from such a small engine.  The power-band is wide; I 

did see some cri3cism of the fact that it doesn’t truly get into its 

accelera3on stride un3l the early 2000s, but it’s smooth and 

flexible well below 

that. 

This car’s effortless 

progress is helped by an easy-changing and good-looking gearlever 

that offers a well-defined gate and sa3sfying movements between 

slots.  It has taken Ford years longer than most rivals to truly get 

this right, but now it’s good.  The top two gears of the six-ra3o 

array are high (top is geared for something like 255km/h against 

the 6 750 r/min redline) but that makes for long-legged cruising 

while s3ll leaving a decent top-gear accelera3on capability on the 

open road.  Of course the calling card of these engines is fuel 

economy, and the average achieved was 5.5 l/100km. 

Ford has already been at the top for ride and handling for three 

Focus genera3ons, and isn’t about to lose that reputa3on at a 3me 

like this.  The Ford is a terrific car, a safe op3on and, dynamically 

speaking at least, it leads the market. 
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Barcelona, Spain:  When KIA eventually signed off the third-

genera3on Ceed, we were told it spent a further six months 

playing with the suspension seXngs of the range-topping GT 

specifically for European roads.  Marke3ng or fact?  Well lets 

look at this objec3vely; the car was designed in Frankfurt, 

manufactured in Slovakia and tested at the Nürburgring.  So far, so 

good. 

And then because the project was overseen by Albert Biermann - 

formerly head of BMW M, now chief engineer at KIA’s parent 

company Hyundai and therefore the man behind the excellent i30 

N - neither can one so easily dismiss such a claim as marke3ng hot 

air. 

The Ceed GT predates the i30 N, of course, and so has some 

history.  Good history too.  Introduced in the 2015 as the Procee’d 

GT, KIA’s first a7empt at a driver’s hatch wasn’t what you would 

call quick, and yet with a 7.7 sec 0-100km/h 3me, neither was it 

unspeakably slow.  

Similarly, while the 

front-driven chassis 

never felt as sharp as that of even a Golf GTI, it was a very long way 

from feeling blunt.  KIA stuck to the line that, rather than being 

a rampant road-racer, this was a hatchback with more easy-going 

‘grand touring’ pretensions, and only a faintly fragile ride 

undermined that.  It felt honest, handled pleasingly, was 

comfortable even over long distances, and we liked it. 

For 2019 the philosophy hasn’t changed, to the extent that this 

second a7empt at a GT-grade Ceed might at first seem to move the 

game on not at all.  You s3ll get a turbocharged 1.6 litre four-

cylinder engine making an iden3cal 150kW at 6 000 r/min and 

265Nm of torque, which now, in fairness, arrives a smidge earlier 

at 1 500 r/min.  The gearbox, a nice six-speed manual. 

The interior is nice enough for the price and is very well equipped, 

which has always been a KIA strength. 

Along with the inherently good ergonomics of the third-genera3on 

Ceed, as everyday transport the GT is not only a convincing car but 

also a promising one. 

It’s clear this chassis has more to give - in fact, it feels only 25kW 

and a tauter rear axle away from being genuinely entertaining.  As 

it is, only an underwhelming combined economy figure of 7.4 

l/100km - the engine is a weak link in general - and this new 

model’s indis3nct styling give genuine pause for thought.         
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Majorca, Spain:  Lets be frank here, neither the appeal of 

the Mercedes B-Class nor its exact reason for being is 

immediately apparent, but with more than 1.5 million sold 

across two genera3ons so far it must be acknowledged that 

the tall yet compact hatchback does 3ck a lot of boxes for a 

significant number of buyers.  This latest model is derived from the 

new A-Class and is dis3nguished from it by a higher roofline and a 

slightly raised sea3ng posi3on.  Wonderful… not. 

Why not then just buy the A-Class?  Accessibility to the cabin is the 

main draw, par3cularly among people who would struggle to get in 

and out of a low-set hatchback.   In other words, old people.   

Compared to the previous genera3on this new B-Class has grown in 

width and length, meaning there’s more cabin space than before. 

Apart from the much more modern exterior design, the most 

obvious improvement from old model to new is the slick, cuXng-

edge interior.  Shared with the A-Class it makes Mercedes’ earlier 

compact car cockpits feel hopelessly outdated, although the AMG 

Line’s soK leather and metal trim inserts, which lend the cabin a 

luxurious feel, do come at a bit of a cost. 

The 10.25 inch central infotainment screen you see here is also an 

op3onal extra, but even without it you get Mercedes’ latest MBUX 

mul3media system.  It features a touchscreen, a laptop computer-

style finger track-pad located on the centre console and a plethora 

of bu7ons on the steering wheel (almost 20 bu7ons, scroll wheels 

and paddles, in fact) with which to navigate its various menus, but 

the whole system is actually far less daun3ng to operate than its 

apparent complexity would suggest.  Not good for the aged though. 

Available as an 

op3on is the 

ENERGIZING seat 

kine3cs system, 

which makes 

minute changes to 

your sea3ng posi3on over long journeys to reduce fa3gue and 

enhance comfort.  Perfect for the aged, I think. 

Unlike its name suggests the B200 uses a 1.3 litre turbocharged 

engine, which for what it is, is decent enough. 

Will it appeal to the masses?  I don’t know.  I certainly don’t like it 

at all, but maybe I need to be 20 years older to appreciate its rather 

unusual quali3es. 

There are, aKer all, s3ll a hell of a lot of really old people out there 

who s3ll can drive.  Just ask one of them. 
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Tokyo, Japan:   Does anyone remember the Micra 160 SR? 

Launched back in 2005, it was Nissan’s first and (un3l today) 

only a7empt to push its supermini into the ‘warm hatch’ 

sphere in Europe.  To say it was unsuccessful is an enormous 

understatement.  

But perhaps the latest genera3on is a be7er fit, with its more 

grown up, angular design and slightly more upmarket posi3oning?  

Nissan clearly reckons so, which is why it’s launched the N-Sport. 

Far from just a cynical trim level, the firm is using it as the basis to 

introduce a new one-litre engine, also available in other higher-end 

trims.  All cars with the new engine get a bespoke chassis tune, 

lowered suspension and a new steering rack, while the N-Sport 

model gets subtle exterior styling tweaks and sporty alcantara trim 

on the dashboard and seats. 

Alongside this, model year upgrades include a newly designed 

infotainment 

system with 

addi3onal 

connec3vity, 

and a new 

smartphone 

app that allows some limited opera3on of vehicle features. 

As good as it needs to be?  Perhaps.  When the latest Micra 

launched in 2017 its biggest failing was that the most powerful 

engine op3on put out just 66kW.  

The Renault-sourced 0.9 litre triple also lacked torque, had an 

inconsistent thro7le response and, thanks to a bizarre whining 

noises when revved, wasn’t exactly the last word in refinement. 

Responding to this cri3cism, Nissan has ditched the 0.9 for a 1 litre 

unit, available in two states of tune.  The N-Sport is available In 

both, and this is the more powerful unit here, puXng out 87kW 

and 180Nm of torque, or up to 200Nm for short periods with an 

overboost func3on.  But have they rescued the car from the rubbish 

dump? 

Well, let me put it like this; buyers will be be7er off se7ling for the 

cheaper, flimsier and less refined (but far more fun) Suzuki SwiK 

Sport, while rivals from Ford and Seat are more complete all-

rounders.  But Nissan’s stylish, polished offering is s3ll worth a look 

- and, if you do want to save money, remember this engine and 

suspension setup can be found on the cheaper Acenta model. 
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Malaga, Spain:  So here is the Lexus that is going to take the 

fright to the benchmark; the BMW 5 Series.  And they have 

decided to do it a bit differently.  The segment is 

understandably tradi3onally conserva3ve, but Lexus has 

decided the 3me is right to change tack in Europe and focus 

on delivering volume, and the new ES plays a core role in that. 

ES is a nameplate that will be instantly familiar to those in the US 

and Asian markets, given Lexus has shiKed 2.3 million of the things 

since the first genera3on went on sale way back in 1989.  It’s not a 

known quan3ty in Britain (and South Africa), despite now being 

lined up to replace the GS here.  

The reasoning is seemingly sound, however.  The GS somehow 

survived four genera3ons in the UK without ever really capturing 

the market.  However to survive every car maker needs to move 

units, and their previous market-share of 0.5% just can’t cut it in 

these uncertain financial 3mes. 

Thus the ES has greater poten3al to increase sales and profitability 

once supply issues have been ironed out - Lexus is unable to deliver 

enough of them to their biggest markets - because unlike the rear-

wheel drive GS it can compete financially with the fleet-heavy 

lower rungs of the execu3ve sector - mainly the four-cylinder 

offerings from Mercedes, Audi and BMW.  The front-wheel drive 

plaZorm is adapted from that of the hugely popular Toyota Camry, 

allowing Lexus to benefit from greater economies of scale and 

lower build costs.  This means that the ES is cheaper than the car it 

succeeds - a rare thing in this sector - but features more standard 

equipment.  The plaZorm also brings more space, while Lexus 

claims be7er 

refinement and a 

more refined 

driving 

experience despite 

the loss of the ‘enthusiasts choice’ of chassis layout.  But is any of 

this a good thing when using the words “execu3ve” and “car” in the 

same sentence? 

The simple answer in my humble opinion is no.  Audi, for example, 

who are owned by VW don’t steal things from the Polo for their 

new A6 because it makes them cheaper to build.  Nor does BMW 

do the same thing with the Mini in their 5 Series. 

So once again Lexus have fallen short of the mark.  And to be 

brutally honest I don’t think they will ever get there.  Not un3l they 

stop trying to compete with the West and just do what they do 

best.  Make cheap and quirky cars.  People like those. 
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Malvern, England:  Some people call me a dinosaur because I 

love classic cars, and to those people I have only one word.  

Idiots.  Classics are the crea3ons that birthed what we drive 

today.  Without the classic Porsche 911 we wouldn’t today 

have the 911 GT2 RS MR seXng ridiculous lap records.  

Without the classic BMW 2002 we wouldn’t have the G20 3 Series.  

And without the Morgan we wouldn’t have a reminder of just how 

much we owe to those fallen soldiers of days gone by.  But don’t 

make the mistake of assuming that the Morgan is ‘old’ by any 

stretch of the imagina3on. 

At any speed, in any gear, a Morgan Aero doesn’t so much rouse 

the deceased as haul them out of the ground by their metatarsals.  

Presumably the good people of Malvern are now accustomed to 

this kind of ruckus. 

Morgan has been hand-building cars in this corner of 

Worcestershire since 1909, and since the supply of engines from 

Rover began to dry up around the millennium they have been using 

a BMW-supplied V8 for its most serious models.  It really 

is devasta*ngly loud in this applica3on, firing pavement-bound 

salvos from a pair of side-exhausts.  And playing with it is so 

addic3ve. 

And yet this, for all intents and purposes, is the last 3me those 

residents will get to enjoy, or bemoan, such a glorious sound, at 

least from a freshly constructed car.  This year the deal with BMW 

ends, and though Jaguar’s name has been men3oned, a new supply 

line of big, juicy engines is yet to be established. 

Truth be told, it may never materialise, usurped by a V6, and along 

with the fact no successor for the flagship Aero 8 is planned, that 

makes the Morgan you see before you incredibly special. 

It’s called the Aero ‘GT’, this one being number eight of a run of 

only eight ‘sky’s the limit’ cars, as Morgan puts it.  Each costs an eye

-watering £144 000 but the sky is quite literally the limit regarding 

customisa3on, with the handful of owners individually invited to 

the factory to meet chief designer Jon Wells and create something 

very unique. 

Though both are actually Lamborghini colours, the green and gold 

livery of this example is inspired by the wood-chassis Aero Super 

Sport cars prepared by Jacques Lafi7e for FIA GT3 racing a decade 

ago.  Dazzling?  Just a bit.  An Aventador would struggle to hold the 

limelight next to one of these; a Huracan may not as well exist. 

Look closer and you will find aggressive aero, which most 
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no3ceably differen3ates these 

models and which the GT wears in 

the manner of knife wielding 

granny.  Louvres cascading down 

the hydro-formed aluminium 

wheel arches are redolent of that 

other bru3sh Brit, the TVR Sagaris, 

and there are dive-planes in the 

front bumper with further 

pressure-relieving cutouts behind 

the gold-painted rear wheels. 

Then there are the rear-facing 

circular vents in the rearmost edge 

of the removable carbon fibre roof 

- to these eyes a superb historical 

touch - but the coup de grace is a 

carbon fibre diffuser cut high into 

the tapered rear bodywork.  

Morgan insists the changes are 

func3onal, with their roots in the 

development work done during 

the 2015 redesign of the standard 

Aero 8. 

What hasn’t changed is the 

driveline or the mechanical 

underpinnings.  What does raise a 

few eyebrows is that Morgan 

places a quite significant £50 000 

premium on the GT over the Aero 

8, but it remains a mouth-watering 

setup. 

That naturally aspirated 4.8 litre 

N62 BMW engine delivers 274kW 

and 500Nm exclusively to the rear 

wheels through a six-speed manual 

gearbox and a mechanical limited-

slip differen3al also of Bavarian 

origin.  All this sits in an aluminium 

bonded and riveted chassis 

weighing a mere 1180kg (without 

fluids).  Only Lotus does similar.  

Meanwhile at each corner you will 

find manually adjustable dampers 

with AP Racing brakes. 

Out on the road, the GT goes 

about its business as Aeros do.  

The engine is closer to your 

kneecaps than it is the front axle, 

and that axle seems miles away 

from your hands, which in this case 

rest on a low-slung Moto-Lita 

wheel with a lovely alloy boss and 

spokes that match the heavy-set 

gear knob. 

This car’s Tillet carbon fibre seats 

(beloved also by quicker Caterham 

models) are upholstered and 

padded with quilted leather, and 

feel as though you could barely 

slide a deck of cards between their 

base and the floor.  Straightaway 

the GT feels unusually reassuring 

simply to be in - certainly 

compared to the remoteness of 

more sophis3cated rivals - and 

… if you are going to annoy your neighbours then this is the perfect weapon for that par*cular task because as much as they will hate you, they will love it... 
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while the cockpit is quite 3ght with 

limited elbow room, headroom won’t be 

a problem - unless you are unusually tall. 

This last-of-the-line Aero is also 

immaculately finished.  Those who have 

not been in a Morgan for some 3me will 

be very surprised, even if the clock is 

inexplicably posi3oned where you would 

ordinarily expect to find the passenger-

side air vent and not all of the grain of 

the wooden trim aligns flawlessly.  

There’s also no infotainment to speak of 

but third-party naviga3on systems and 

the like can be charged via a USB port in 

cubby hole  

Morgan claims these cars will hit 100km/

h in a modest 4.5 seconds but the fact is 

speed seems such a trivial ma7er when 

you are at the wheel.  The gearing is 

short, the throw posi3ve and the steering 

resis3ve, so there’s plenty of work to do - 

and sa3sfac3on to be had - even if you 

are not out to set records.  Likewise, 

mere threads for A-pillars and an 

abundance of glass always exaggerate 

one’s sense of progress, so whilst more 

power would be nice, it simply isn’t 

necessary. 

In any case, you could just as easily slot 

yourself into fourth or even fiKh and 

cruise along all day on this engine’s 

endless supply of torque.  And that’s key.  

Despite the visual aggression and the 

busy low speed ride, the Aero GT s3ll 

feels a longer-legged beast at heart.  The 

ethos remains that of a adventurous 

cruiser than a razor-edged sports car, and 

on balance Morgan was right to preserve 

that. 

Apply the heavy foot and you will 

nevertheless fast discover a car that’s 

startlingly, thuggishly quick point-to-

point, albeit with a few substan3al 

limita3ons.  There’s a resistance to bump 

steer that’s a galaxy away from Morgans 

of old, but anybody coming from a 

Porsche 911 or Aston Mar3n Vantage is 

going to find the steering not only fussy 

but indirect and the suspension a touch 

soK.  Not, perhaps, to the extent that it 

lessens your confidence, but enough to 

… the amount of pantomime that surrounds this car is comparable only to that found on London’s West End 
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get in the way of the fun at 3mes. 

Driving the car is an art, and not for the 

inexperienced, par3cularly in heavy 

cornering.  The front tyres, very good 

225-sec3on Con*nental SportContact6 

do come a li7le unstuck when 

overloaded.  Contrarily, unless you are 

throwing the kitchen sink at it, trac3on 

at the rear axle is absolute on the way 

out of the such bends (okay, so maybe 

350kW would be nice).  Medium-quick, 

flowing direc3on changes are the best. 

In fact they can be downright joyful with 

such a supple, balanced, graceful chassis 

beneath you.  

All eight are sold, but what does GT 

mean to its creators?  Ul3mately this is 

an imperfect but infinitely likeable sports 

car, and with it Morgan’s 20-year 

challenge to Aston Mar3n, Bentley and 

Mercedes Benz is re3red. 

But this most extreme, extroverted and 

rare model also points to the brand’s 

future.  Last year the factory built fewer 

cars than during the previous year but 

turned a more healthy profit. 

The answer was customisa3on, and in 

this respect the final Aero is proof that a 

stable future with less numerous but 

increasingly individual products built to 

more exac3ng standards is viable.  Not 

an insignificant legacy for a run-out 

special, that.  Even one as lovely as the 

Aero GT. 

… the Morgan Aero GT is a serious car for serious enthusiasts.  Wannabe yuppies have no place here... 
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DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual Thermal Drone 

 
May we introduce the DJI Enterprise Dual Edi3on, DJI’s first drone designed to empower a new genera3on of workers without 

boundaries. Being a hybrid crossover between commercial appeal and industrial applica3on, this drone serves a purpose quite like no 

other drone in the commercial market. 

 

The poten3al of this drone can be seen in its wide applica3on for law enforcement, search and rescue, firefigh3ng, coast guards, 

farming, emergency response and construc3on and u3lity inspec3on — and here’s why. 

 

The Mavic 2 Enterprise features a powerful 2X op3cal and 3X digital zoom camera with up to 8 km transmission range at 1080p 

resolu3on. Because it features AirSense and omnidirec3onal sensing, this drone is aware of obstacles and other flying objects in its 

environment. With its thermal imaging and FLIR MSX, the drone is able to detect heat signatures through obstacles such as walls and 

smoke with ease. 

 

The package addi3onally contains a super bright M2E spotlight that can aid in finding missing people or inspec3ng in the evening. You can also expect an M2E beacon that enables the drone to be 

detectable in bad weather condi3ons. It also has an M2E speaker so you may communicate effec3vely with team members, pilots and vic3ms/rescuees. 

 

With password protec3on, the integrity of your data will never be compromised allowing only authorised personnel to access relevant informa3on. DJI also increased the onboard storage from 8GB 

to 24GB and designed the ba7ery to be self-hea3ng for flying in cold environments as low as -10C. 

 

At 905g, the Enterprise is foldable and features a compact and robust design craKed from high-quality lightweight material. The versa3lity and power of the Mavic 2 Enterprise ensure that no ma7er 

where you are, it’s always opera3on ready when duty calls. 

 

R47 999 

Aukey PB-T11 Powerbank Quick Charger (30000mAh) 

Specifica3ons: 

 

Model Number: PB-Y3 

Technology: Quick Charge 3.0 & AiPower 

Micro-USB Input: 5V 2.4A 

Type-C Input/Output: 5V 3A 

Output (Quick Charge 3.0): 3.6V-6.5V 3A | 6.5V-9V 2A | 9V-12V 1.5A 

Output (AiPower): 5V 2.4A 

Capacity: 30000mAh 

Weight: 578g / 20.4oz 

UPC: 701979449356 - UK 

 

R1 799 

JBL Endurance Dive Bluetooth Wireless 

Waterproof Earphones (Black) 

 
Dive into your favourite playlists and waters with 

JBL’s endurance IPX7 rated waterproof earphones 

designed to keep up. CraKed to not fall out, these 

wireless earphones feature a sleek PowerHook 

design that automa3cally powers the headset when 

placed behind your ear while its secure neckband 

keeps it in place. With up to 8 hours of ba7ery life 

and 1GB memory, the world is your oyster. Access 

your workout playlists with its touch control that 

gives you phone control, mode control and volume 

control all within its durable silicone casing that is 

just as comfortable. 

 

R1 999 

The Mechanic - The Secret World of The 

F1 Pitlane by Mark ‘Elvis’ Priestley 

Available from Amazon.com 
DJI Osmo Pocket with 3-Axis Gimbal 

(Black)  

 
Introducing the DJI Osmo Pocket, the smallest 3-axis 

gimbal handheld camera. DJI designed this 

intelligent and incredibly dynamic camera to 

capture life on the move.  Using gimbal stabiliza3on 

technologies, the Osmo Pocket is able to capture 

real-3me footage that is sharp and stable. Capture 

the first footsteps of your children or take in the 

breathtaking frames of an African sunset. A power 

tool for limitless imagina3on, the Osmo Pocket 

transforms all your life’s moments into wonderful 

images using a 1/2.3-inch sensor, 80-degree FOV 

and f/20 aperture. It can addi3onally shoot 4K/60fps 

video at 100 Mbps, slow mo3on at 1080p/120 fps 

and photos at 12 MP. The Osmo also includes easy 

edi3ng tools and templates so that even the 

simplest of frames can become professional quality 

imagery. With the DJI Osmo Pocket, a new story 

awaits you around every corner. 

 

R7 099 

Sony SRS-XB10 EXTRA BASS Bluetooth Speaker 

(Red)  

 
Sony’s SRS-XB10 Bluetooth speaker truly encapsulates what 

‘any 3me, any place’ is really all about. It’s trendy compact and 

lightweight design make it a breeze to pack in a bag, latch on a 

bike or belt. With up to 16 hours of ba7ery life, the SRS-XB10 

features IPX5 water-resistant design with Sony’s EXTRA BASS 

func3on that enhances low-end tones to give you a robust 

punchy bass. Thanks to its Easy Bluetooth connec3vity with 

NFC One-touch, you can connect your smart devices with ease. 

Enjoy the prac3cality of small but immerse yourself in the 

world of big sound with the Sony SRS-XB10. 

 

R899 

ALL GADGETS AVAILABLE FROM WWW.THEGADGETSHOP.CO.ZA 
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we 

oKen forget just how good some of the older adver3sing was.  So in the interests of 

preserving the stuff that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or 

two which of course will be motoring themed. 

Enough said, now on with the fun stuff. 

DISCLAIMER:  As a point of seXng the record straight before we have to actually do so, we must point out that the adverts featured are OLD and therefore the products depicted therein 

are NOT available for sale, and similarly the content whether expressly stated or implied may not be an accurate statement regarding the brand in current 3mes.  And that those adverts 

shown are NOT provided by the companies concerned for the purpose of adver3sing.  All such are published with bona fides and with the reasonable assump3on that all adver3sing material 

is genuine.  We cannot be held liable for any misrepresenta3ons as we did not design or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious though, isn’t it... 
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Shanghai, China:  The Shanghai Motor Show is not an 

interna3onal show, nor is it China’s biggest show; that 

accolade reserved for Beijing, but it is s3ll a showcase 

for car companies, both Chinese and foreign to put their 

best products on display. 

I was there with my racing team so I am able to bring to you 

what was on display, leaving out those nasty Chinese cars which 

nobody would like.  Obviously! 

Xpeng P7 

Mercedes Benz GLB concept 

Landwind E315 
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Volkswagen ID.Roomzz 

Aston Mar*n Rapide-E BMW 3 Series LWB 

Infinity QS Inspira*on concept 

Nio ET 7 Mitsubishi E-Yi concept 

Audi AI:ME Concept Porsche Cayenne Coupe 
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New York City, USA:  April is the month in which one of 

the biggest auto shows on American soil is held, the New 

York Interna3onal Auto Show. 

This is the event, aKer Detroit where American, and 

indeed interna3onal car makers get to showcase, reveal and 

display their latest models and concepts - a vision of the future - 

and this year was as spectacular as always. 

Assembled is a collec3on of photographs of the stars of the 

show, as far as we are concerned, and those which were 

produc3on models will reach showrooms, and obviously the 

motoring media within the next few months, up to early 2020. 

Nissan 370Z 50
th

 Anniversary Edi*on 

Porsche Speedster 

Porsche Speedster 

Toyota Highlander 

Toyota Highlander 
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Hyundai Sonata 

the new Corve-e… wasn’t at the show but will be launched on 18 July Porsche Speedster concept 

Nissan GT-R 50
th

 Anniversary Edi*on 

Mercedes Benz GLS Genesis Mint concept 

Mercedes Benz GLS Genesis Mint concept 
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Lincoln Corsair 

A room with a view... Mercedes-AMG CLA 35 

Mercedes-AMG CLA 35 

Cadillac CT5 

Hyundai Venue concept 

Cadillac CT5 Ford Escape 
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Hampstead, England:  Here is the thing.  

If you already own a Ferrari, the 

Calafornia’s replacement, the Portofino, 

probably isn’t for you, but not for the 

reasons you are probably thinking. 

This is a ques3on of simple sta3s3cs.  For every 

ten people who bought the old California, just 

three were repeat customers for Maranello.  The 

others were lured in fresh - from Mercedes, 

Bentley and Aston Mar3n - by a car more 

useable than the mid-engined F430 Spider but 

less cripplingly expensive than the V12-powered 

599 GTB. 

And it s3ll was a true Ferrari - at least according 

to the Scuderia flank shields.  The truth is that 

while the California broke new ground, it won’t 

go down as a legendary drivers’ car, being too 

soK and substan3al.  More of a legendary seller. 

Along with its turbocharged update, 

the California T of 2014, these cars were made 

and sold in greater volumes than any other 

Ferrari in history - and driven twice as oKen by 

their owners, apparently. 

So the Portofino, Ferrari’s new entry-level 

model, will look to repeat that trick of luring first

-3me buyers, and, naturally, it follows the same 

reasoning as the California.  The 2+2 layout 

remains, although the rear seats are more useful 

for carrying a pair of soK leather duffel bags than 

one’s friends or family, unless they happen to be 

small children.  So far, nothing new then.  S3ll, 

there are four seats if you need them.  There’s 

s3ll a retrac3ng metal roof, though even Ferrari 

couldn’t manage to shave any 3me off the 

California’s class-leading 14 second opening 

3me.  The interior, s3ll very recognisably Ferrari, 

is somehow less in3mida3ng than for the 

Portofino’s stablemates, the seats look - and are 

- comfortable for long s3nts.  So far, so 

approachable. 

But the vibe has shiKed. The Portofino’s 

structure is a 30% s3ffer than that of its 

predecessor, its suspension mounts are 50% 

more rigid and Ferrari claims 80kg has been 

saved through, in order of increasing magnitude, 

the engine, electronics, exterior, interior and 

chassis.  The new electromechanical steering 

also 7% quicker than the hydraulically assisted 

set-up of the California T, which itself was 10% 

more acute than the California’s.  Think about 

that for a moment.  The spring rates are also up 

considerably by 15.5% at the front and 19% at 
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the rear.  So far, it all points to something 

of a personality transplant.  

The Portofino is faster than the California T, 

too.  Of course it is, hiXng 100km/h in a 

bewildering, supercar rivalling 3.5sec and 

going on to nudge 320km/h.  The only 

engine available is the same twin-

turbocharged 90deg 3.9 litre V8 that’s 

carried over, but Ferrari has fi7ed new 

pistons and conrods that increase 

combus3on pressure and there’s now a 

modular turbo manifold that puts the 

exhaust pulses to be7er use.  This engine 

now makes 441kW and 760Nm, the la7er 

generously spread across the midpoint of 

its 7 500 r/min span, and it’s a hammer-

blow in tuning. 

There’s also a new intercooler and exhaust, 

while the engine breathes more deeply 

thanks to bigger-bore intake pipes.  At 

82.0mm, the stroke is marginally shorter 

than that of the closely related engine 

in the excellent 488 GTB, and the 

displacement is commensurately smaller, 

but both use a flat-plane crankshaK and are 

dry-sumped. LiK up the featherweight 

bonnet and you get the same theatre, too. 

Looks are subjec3ve, but we reckon the less 

bulbous Portofino is also much preXer 

than its predecessor.  The bo7om-feeding 

front bumper may resemble, a li7le 

stupidly, that of the 812 Superfast, but the 

overall propor3ons could draw crowds. 

Since par3ng ways with Pininfarina aKer 

the F12 Berline7a, the firm, in my view, 

hasn’t achieved the same level of elegance 

it once did, but the Portofino’s deliciously 

crisp trailing edge subtle bu7resses atop 

the rear deck show improvement. 

The big ques3ons though is how well, once 

you’re inside, does the everyday Ferrari 

work on a par3cularly everyday kind of 

day?  Well, quite, um, well in fact.  It is 

superbly comfortable, incredibly easy to 

operate and when exercising restraint of 

the right foot its also staid and sedate. 

Over the California the Portofino is like 

Fillet Mignon  over dog food.  Worlds apart. 

In short it is a brilliant car, and I genuinely 

believe that as far as a Ferrari goes which 

you can actually use properly every day you 

cannot get any be7er. 

… the cabin is exquisitely appointed, luxurious and perfectly laid out… almost un-Ferrari-like... 
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How much are you 

prepared to spend 

on a car?  Half a 

million? A million, 

maybe? Currency 

doesn’t really 

ma7er either. 

Well, Greg Whi7en, who joined MicrosoK 

in 1979 as its 15th employee sold a car, 

said it’s been a be7er investment since he 

bought it for one-tenth its selling price in 

2000.  

A 1962 Ferrari became the most expensive 

car ever sold at auc3on, fetching $48.405 

million on 26 August 2018. 

The car, a Ferrari 250 GTO, was sold at RM 

Sotheby’s as part of the Pebble Beach 

Concours d’Elegance - a kind of Coachella 

for classic cars and wealthy collectors that 

includes five days of auc3ons, par3es, 

unveilings, tours, and races around 

Monterey and Pebble Beach, California. 

The events concluded on the following day 

with the Concours d’Elegance awards for 

best car restora3ons. 

The Ferrari sale helped push the total sales 

for the collec3ble car auc3ons to about 

$368 million, a 12 percent increase over 

the previous year and the first rise since 

the car market peak in 2014, according to 

Hagerty, the classic car insurance and 

research firm. 

A 1935 Duesenberg SSJ Roadster also sold 

the previous day at Gooding & Co. for $22 

million, breaking the record for the most 

expensive American car ever sold at 

auc3on.  Car analysts said the results show 

that super rare trophies can s3ll smash 

records even though the broader classic 

car market remains subdued. 

“Heavyweight bidders rose to the 

challenge posed by so many A-list cars, but 

the rest of the buyers weren’t so bullish,” 

said Hagerty. 

The record-breaking Ferrari showed once 

again that the 250 GTO’s remain the holy 

grail for classic car collectors. Ferrari only 

made 36 of them and they dominated 

racing during their day, winning more than 

300 races combined.  Many also consider 

the 250 GTO the most beau3ful Ferrari 

ever made, with its elegant, sleek styling 

remaining 3meless.  As CNBC reported, a 

GTO sold in a private sale last April for 

more than $70 million. 

The car that broke the record Saturday was 

the third GTO Ferrari made and it 

maintains many of its original parts.  It was 

sold by Greg Whi7en, a former MicrosoK 

execu3ve who bought the car in 2000 for 

what experts say was less than one-tenth 

of Saturday’s sale price. 

Whi7en said he bought the car to race in 

vintage car races and once got it up over 

250km/h. 

“It’s a beau3ful car, but it’s not whole un3l 

you are racing it,” he said. 

Yet over 3me, as vintage racing was 

opened to a wider variety of cars, Whi7en 

said that he had a hard 3me racing the car 

against more powerful, newer cars.  And 

he said the owners of less expensive cars 

could become careless on the racetrack 

around the far more valuable GTO - so it 

was no longer as fun to race and to own. 

“Some of these people don’t have respect 

for the car,” he said. “If they crash it it’s 

not a big deal.” 

Even though he sold his GTO, Whi7en said 

he s3ll has “about a dozen” other Ferraris 

and he hopes to purchase plenty of other 

classic race cars. 

When asked how a car could possibly be 

worth the price of mul3ple mansions, he 

said, “It’s very hard to fathom.  But you’re 

in a space where you have collectors, and 

Ferraris are the most collec3ble car and 

the GTO is the pinnacle of Ferrari.  You’re 

really in rare territory and there are 

collectors who want to have one.” 

Whi7en, who was the 15th employee of 

MicrosoK and joined in 1979, said he 

doesn’t buy cars as investments - but to be 

driven and raced. 

When asked which had been a be7er 

investment, MicrosoK shares or the GTO, 

he said it depended on the 3me frame.  

From 2000, when he bought the car, the 

GTO had been “ a far be7er investment,” 

because of where MicrosoK was trading in 

2000.  But since 1979, “MicrosoK was a 

much be7er investment.  But the GTO is 

much more fun,” he said. 

KEVIN’S KORNER 

… this is the actual car, Number 23, which sold for $ 48.405 million... 
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It’s the new Formula One season and so far 

(as at 16 April 2019 when wri3ng this) 

Mercedes Benz (AMG Racing) have won all three run races; 

Australia, Bahrain and China.  So well done to them for clearly 

staying a few steps ahead of the rest. 

I also have a 3ny confession.  I have a bit of a crush on one of 

their drivers - Lewis Hamilton.  When I say a bit I mean massive. 

I think he must be the sexiest man in motorsport now, and 

perhaps even ever.  Sorry everyone else. 

Now whilst I don’t want to bore you with the details of my 

crush I just want to take the opportunity to summarise this 

awesome and talented man. 

Lewis Carl Davidson Hamilton MBE (born 7 January 1985) is a 

Bri3sh racing driver who races in Formula One for Mercedes-

AMG Petronas Motorsport.  A five-3me Formula One World 

Champion, he is oKen considered the best driver of his 

genera3on and widely regarded as one of the greatest drivers 

in the history of the sport.  He won his first World 

Championship 3tle with McLaren in 2008, then moved to 

Mercedes where he won back-to-back 3tles in 2014 and 2015 

before winning back-to-back 3tles again in 2017 and 2018.  The 

most successful Bri3sh driver in the history of the sport, 

Hamilton has more World Championship 3tles (5) and more 

race victories (74) than any other Bri3sh driver in Formula One.  

He also holds records for the all-3me most career points (3061), 

the most wins at different circuits (26), the all-3me most pole 

posi3ons (84) and the most grand slams in a season (3). 

Born and raised in Stevenage, HerZordshire, Hamilton’s 

interest in racing started when his father bought him a radio-

controlled car when he was six.  He was signed to McLaren’s 

young driver support programme in 1998, aKer he approached 

McLaren team principal Ron Dennis at an awards ceremony 

three years earlier and said, “one day I want to be racing your 

cars”.  AKer winning the Bri3sh Formula Renault, Formula 3 

Euro Series, and GP2 championships on his way up the racing 

career ladder, he made his Formula One debut twelve years 

aKer his ini3al encounter with Dennis, driving for McLaren in 

2007.  Coming from a mixed background, with a black father 

and white mother, Hamilton is the first and only black driver to 

race in Formula One. 

In his first season in Formula One, Hamilton set numerous 

records as he finished runner-up in the 2007 season to Kimi 

Räikkönen by just one point, including those for the most 

consecu3ve podium finishes from debut (9), the joint most wins 

in a debut season (4) and the most points in a debut season 

(109).  The following season, he won his first 3tle in drama3c 

fashion; on the last corner of the last lap in the last race of the 

season, becoming the then-youngest Formula One World 

Champion in history.  AKer four more years with McLaren 

without finishing higher than fourth in the drivers’ standings, 

Hamilton signed with Mercedes in 2013, reuni3ng with his 

childhood kar3ng teammate, Nico Rosberg. In his first season, 

he finished 4th once again, the third 3me in five years. 

Changes to regula3ons manda3ng the use of turbo-hybrid 

engines contributed to the start of a highly successful era for 

Hamilton and Mercedes, during which he has won a further 

four World Championship 3tles.  Hamilton won consecu3ve 

3tles in 2014 and 2015 during an intense and some3mes 

vola3le rivalry with teammate Nico Rosberg, to match his hero 

Ayrton Senna’s three World Championships.  Following 

Rosberg’s re3rement, Ferrari’s Sebas3an Ve7el became 

Hamilton’s closest rival as the pair engaged in two intense 

championship ba7les, but Hamilton prevailed to claim 

consecu3ve 3tles for the second 3me in his career in 2017 and 

2018, joining Juan Manuel Fangio and Michael Schumacher as 

drivers with five or more World Championship 3tles. 

Lewis has also dated a number of high profile women, including 

Pussy Cat Doll Nicole Scherzinger on-and-off for a few years.  He 

is however currently (thankfully, yes, yes, yes I have a chance) 

reportedly single. 

He lives in Switzerland, is worth a fortune, has an awesome car 

collec3on and owns a private jet, which is red. 

I will in due course be wri3ng the full tribute for our Racing 

Legends feature, so un3l then I shall con3nue stalking, I mean 

researching this handsome devil. 

Motoring made SexyMotoring made SexyMotoring made SexyMotoring made Sexy    
by Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumalo    
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If you live in South Africa and you travel 

by road between, lets say, Johannesburg 

and Durban you will find around the 

Natal-Midlands average speed 

surveillance - ASS for short - which in 

short has cameras scanning each traffic 

lane and reads your registra3on number 

and if you happen to pass between any of the many cameras in less 

than the 3me they deem appropriate then you get fined. 

It is irrita3ng and annoying, but I have figured them out and now, I 

want to educate motorists, as to how the system works and what 

its pros, cons and failings are. 

Pros - I suppose they, the traffic police, don’t need to physically 

man the things - and they don’t - which results in fewer incidences 

of traffic police being bi7en by insects.  Maybe. 

Another is that they can catch speeding motorists 24-hours a day 

without having to liK a finger… the bastards! 

There are a few cons - the main one being that no traffic police 

people are being bi7en, or indeed eaten alive by insect and other 

roadside animals. 

Another con is that the same traffic policemen are saved from 

exposure to the elements - hot, cold, rain, wind. 

However evil it may be the system is very good and will pre7y 

much catch anyone within its reach.  Well, almost. 

Now for the sake of a legal point more than anything, I am not in 

fact encouraging anyone to drive in excess of he speed limit, or 

telling them how to defeat the ASS system.  All I am saying is IF 

they choose to then this is how the system works. 

So let us say for argument sake that there are 3 traffic lanes on the 

motorway.  And on the outside an ‘emergency lane’ and on the 

inside a shoulder. 

The system places 3 cameras - one above each lane - to watch and 

read number plates.  But you need to remember that this is a very 

special system and it focuses intensely on the traffic lanes to read 

the registra3on numbers of passing cars, which could conceivably 

be driving at the na3onal speed limit of 120km/h, which is pre7y 

fast and requires a focused and precision camera. 

What the cameras thus do not do is just look at the general area 

because of their very special, difficult and specific task. 

Are you seeing where this is going yet?  No, well read on. 

So three lanes and three cameras.  Except its not three lanes.  It is 

in fact four.  You forgot about the emergency lane, which 

incidentally is not monitored by any camera. 

Now you are geXng it, I am sure. 

So in theory IF a car driven by a very naughty and ina7en3ve driver 

were to perhaps accidentally stray into the emergency lane just 

before the cameras and then upon realising their mistake, a couple 

hundred meters later, return to their correct traffic lane, they 

would pass the ASS camera undetected. 

Now if this driver is really ina7en3ve and accidentally strays in and 

out of the emergency lane and somehow passes all the cameras 

then he could in theory pass through the ASS zone completely 

undetected and thus the traffic authori3es would have no idea he 

was even there, let alone know his driven speed. 

In fact even if he were to be captured by only one camera the same 

result would occur, because the system requires both and entry 

AND exit point to calculate average speed. 

Now obviously driving in the emergency lane is not something 

which anyone should do when no emergency exists, and I can’t 

argue that bea3ng the ASS qualifies in this regard, but it is just very 

interes3ng regardless of how such an obvious flaw in an otherwise 

very clever system has remained undetected for so long. 

Not my concern though, and nor should it be yours either. 

Safe travels this coming Easter period. 

I tune you straight 
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Barcelona, Spain:  It comes as no 

great surprise that the latest A1 is 

slightly longer than before, now four 

metres overall, because cars get 

bigger and the lack of rear 

accommoda3on was a common complaint 

about its predecessor.  It’s now a mirror of 

a five-door Mini - at 4 092mm long there’s 

47mm between them. 

Gra3fyingly, though, it’s marginally 

narrower than it was and lower, too, which 

is all the be7er for giving the kind of 

asser3ve, purposeful appearance Audi 

does so well.  Audi claims that the design is 

in part motorsport-inspired (three narrow 

vents atop the grille, like a Sport Qua7ro 

rally car) and partly yacht-inspired (the 

hydroplane light signature).  I think it’s 

quite nice, but you can make up your own 

mind when you have one in your rear view 

mirror. 

The purposeful theme is carried inside to a 

prominent driver-oriented instrument pack 

flanked by air vents.  I think what has 

happened here is they have pulled a Mini 

five-door into a workshop and iden3fied 

what makes it so appealing, specifically the 

dis3nc3veness of the design and the ability 

to customise it - which is why you can 

blend A1 interior themes and colours, and 

exterior, wheel and roof colour op3ons in 

quite literally more than a million different 

combina3ons. 

The cabin theme is new to Audi, then, but 

it’s quite an appealing one.  And as in a 

Mini, it pays to look rather than touch.  For 

those accustomed to finding Audis with the 

most solid-feeling interiors in the class, the 

door panels and dashboard plas3cs might 

come as a bit of a surprise.  Surfaces at 

hand and under elbow when tapped sound 

hollow and harsh, which is unexpectedly 

disappoin3ng.  There are soK-touch 

squishy surfaces, on the dash top where 

presumably they help reduce noise and 

windscreen reflec3ons but which you 

never touch.  

Mul3media is now all via a central 
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touchscreen, which you can make a larger one by paying just a li7le 

more.  However, given that there is no op3on of a knob to control 

it, which would be preferable, you might as well pick the smaller 

screen and just have it sync with your smartphone. 

The 2 563mm wheelbase (up by 94mm) makes rear 

accommoda3on pre7y good - normal-adult behind normal-adult 

stuff - with a 335 - 1090 litre boot (bigger than a Mini’s) partly 

afforded by compact torsion beam rear suspension, which is 

connected to struts at the front.  Choose an SE or a Sport and you 

get what’s called ‘dynamic’ suspension; opt for an S-Line and you 

get Sports suspension which you can deselect as a no-cost op3on. 

The 2 litre version comes, though, with adap3ve dampers instead. 

Apparently the 1.0 and 1.5 models we tried were on the Sports 

suspension.  I hope they were, because the A1’s ride isn’t terribly 

clever, with a lot of ‘tapping’ and joined by a fair degree of road 

noise on poorer surfaces.  Wheel op3ons are 15 inch to 18 inch, 

with the three cars I tried being on 17s (the 30 and 40) or 18s (the 

35), but that didn’t seem to make too much difference.  This is a car 

with be7er body control than compliance, even on adap3ve 

dampers in their soKer seXng. 

You can change other driving characteris3cs on the move, such as 

the dual-clutch automa3c gearbox’s responses or the steering 

weight, and adap3ve damper firmness if fi7ed, but the usual 

formula applies where you set the powertrain up to the maximum, 

the suspension and steering to the minimum. 

Either way, the A1 is quite a sharp li7le car.  Mini tries to give all its 

cars ‘maximum go-kart feel’ whether they should have it or not, 

and it’s as if Audi has opted for the same.  The A1’s steering is quick 

and responsive, and the chassis seems in tune with it.  It’s really 

quite willing to turn, and yet it’s without any sense that you are in a 

hot hatchback, just a brisk one if it’s the 2 litre.  It takes more work 

to make the extremely quiet 1.5 responsive, and the 1.0 isn’t a car 

you would want to be late for an appointment in.  

Audi thinks it knows what customers of its small cars want; an 

aggressive-looking car with a cool interior, please, a lot of exterior 

and interior colour and op3on choices, but mechanically something 

as reassuring and familiar as a Labrador. 

The A1 gives them much of that; outside and in, it has the kind of 

appearance you would expect of a small Audi, and mechanically it’s 

predictable, but thereaKer it starts losing the plot.  The interior 

plas3cs and the ride are both bri7le, but it’s more willing to turn 

than most recent Audis. 

Now here is the thing.  I am the right age to be the ideal customer 

for this car - mid-twen3es to very early thir3es - and I would rather 

buy something else. 

It’s an unusual car, then, the A1 - at once a more conven3onal small 

Audi than ever, but at the same 3me one with some surprises 

lurking inside. 

That’s not always all bad, but by no means always all good, either. 

… all that gli-ers is not gold, and all that looks nice doesn’t feel or sound nice to the touch, or tap… a massive disappointment in my humble opinion... 
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Its off to the south of  England this month where one of our 

readers, Paul, owns a gorgeous Sunday Cruiser - a 2005 

Ferrari F430 Spider. 

Bathed in the only colour a Ferrari should be - Rosso Corsa - 

aka red, this is a pris3ne example of one of the best looking 

Ferrari’s ever made - as far as I am concerned. 

Paul a wealthy industrial property owner and the car’s first owner 

admits that the car was bought as a “weekend toy”.  As a result in 

the last 14 years the car has only driven 9 500miles (15 200km). 

Bought also for investment purposes 

the Ferrari had never failed in either 

respect; providing weekends of fun 

motoring memories and an asset of 

substan3al value - the car is currently 

valued at £140 000, which is slightly 

more than when it was new. 

“When I ordered it I made sure that 

the specifica3on was absolutely 

perfect for value reten3on”, said 

Paul. 

In interior is crema leather with  

Bordeaux carpets.  It also has red 

brake calipers, a 6-disc CD changer, 

electric seats, giallo rev-counter 

(yellow), Scuderia shields, roll hoops 

in crema leather, red contrast s3tching and a full Ferrari service 

history.  Like I said a pris3ne example. 

The F430 derives its power from a 4.3 litre naturally aspirated V8 

engine, which produces 360kW, 465Nm and can accelerate from 

stands3ll to 100km/h in a very brisk 3.9 seconds and con3nues onto 

a top speed of around 315km/h.  This par3cular car also has an old-

school six-speed manual gearbox. 

Whilst being very fast Paul prefers to not drive the car like it was 

stolen and when he takes it out for that Sunday drive he likes to put 

Sunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday Cruiser    
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the roof down and take in the scenery 

behind the wheel of a beau3ful motorcar; 

one which offers pre7y much any driving 

experience he demands. 

“For as long as I can remember I wanted a 

Ferrari, in red and a conver3ble, so when 

things were going well it was the obvious 

choice”, says Paul and adds, “the 430 has 

been replaced [by the 458, and now by the 

488] but its classic lines and Pininfarina 

designed body is a thing of classic elegance 

and beauty.” 

Because the car wasn’t bought for showing 

Paul does not bother with concourse-type 

events, but does visit them some3mes to 

admire and appreciate other cars. 

He concludes by telling us, “… this old Fezza 

is like a member of the family.  It has been 

with us for nearly 15 years now, has been 

party to so many good memories and as a 

result can never be replaced.  Sure, there 

are newer and faster models, even be7er 

looking ones, but it’s an old friend, a reliable 

and dependable bright red old friend.” 

What more can we say aKer a closing 

statement like that? 
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Johannesburg, RSA:  It is not oKen in the motoring world 

that you find cars that clearly have the wrong badge, yet for 

some reason the VW / Audi group seem to follow this trend, 

seemingly almost deliberately.  Examples of this would the 

VW Phaeton, which would have sold more than 25000 units 

since 2002 if only they had called the thing something else and put 

an Audi badge on it.  By contrast the A8 on which the Phaeton was 

modelled, sold 22500 units in 2010 alone! 

Another example of this is the Audi R8, which despite being very 

good should rather have a different badge on it… maybe 

Lamborghini?  An Audi supercar… preposterous! 

The TT-RS is another perfect example of this.  By calling it an Audi 

TT you are giving it an ugly haircut and a goofy name like, 

Bartholomew, and you just know that all the other kids on the 

playground are going to laugh at it.  This car is NOT a TT despite 

outwardly looking like one, and I will qualify this statement.  The 

previous genera3on TT was a fun and exci3ng car, and even the 

first ones were properly dangerous, which made them even more 

exci3ng.  There was a 165kW 1800 turbo version and a 3.2 litre V6 

version.  They were both very good cars.  Then 3me 

marched on and Audi remodelled the car and launched 

the current TT range, and oh dear!  The car grew up and 

was now middle aged and very boring.  The engine was 

borrowed from the Golf GTI (155kW & 350Nm) and 

safety replaced fun… what the hell were they thinking?? 

Now that is what the current TT is all about.  I would 

rather stab myself in the foot and walk than buy a current 

TT because it is everything a TT should not be and 

unfortunately Audi have not been successful at disguising 

or concealing this fact.  

Then in 2009 Audi launched the RS version, and oh my, what a 

difference.  The TT-RS produces 250kW and 450Nm which is a LOT 

more than the ‘standard’ TT.  Off the mark the car will get from 

zero to 100km/h in 4.5 seconds (as opposed to 6 seconds in the TT) 

and keep going un3l the limited top speed of 250km/h is reached. 

However for those with a bit more bravery inside them you can get 

a factory re-limi3ng of up to 280km/h! 

What Audi have created is their own worst enemy because all it 

does is show the inadequacies of the normal TT.  I am really sorry to 

put it like this but it is so true.   If you bought a TT between 2009 

and 2011 and it was not a TT-RS then you are a monumental idiot, 

and don’t try the affordability argument here because If you could 

not afford the RS then you should have saved your money and got 

the GTI instead… If however you were one of the 49 people who 

bought the RS… well, let’s just say you know what I am talking 

about.  Unfortunately now there are no more available for sale, 

which makes this ar3cle all the more interes3ng because it is not 

about marke3ng and sales but rather to prove an achievement to 

the world, and that is something that I am honoured to be a part of. 
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I am s3ll adamant that this car should not bear the TT badge, but 

rather be called the Flaming Thrust (FT) RS because then at least it 

would be recognised for the exclusivity that it should have, but 

sadly does not enjoy because it looks too much like a common TT.   

So saying the Flaming Thrust RS is a thing of beauty.  It has different 

bumpers, both front and rear, to the TT, and many other cosme3c 

altera3ons have been made to set it apart from the ‘norm’.  One of 

these is to paint the mirrors and bits of the front bumper silver.  

Now on our test car which was dark grey this effect was simply 

stunning and very no3ceable, however what if the car itself is 

silver…?  This is the same poor a7empt at cosme3c changes seen in 

the Golf R with the black bits.  I do however have a styling 

sugges3on for Audi… hire Italians.  For the uninformed, the Italians 

are a na3on with an ingrained & hereditary giK for design… design 

of anything in fact, be it toasters, ea3ng utensils, clothing, shoes or 

cars.  This is what they do best.  Germans on the other hand build 

stuff well, be it the same items… just don’t ask them to design 

them, or for that ma7er for the Italians to build it.  Hand in hand 

though I think the combina3on would be incredible! 

So the car is incorrectly badged and the “special clothing” it wears 

is not that special aKer all… so why would you want one?  Well, 

there is the phenomenal 2.5 litre, 5 cylinder engine that was 

developed specifically for this car by Qua7ro GmbH* (which is also 

painted red!!).  There is the dual-clutch 7 speed automa3c gearbox.  

There is the blistering performance… and then there is the price.  

What all of this means is that, for example, should you be at a 

traffic light and a contemporary Porsche Carrera 4 GTS, which cost 

R 1.3M (when new) pulls up next to you, when the lights turn green 

you will be able to comfortably beat it in a simple drag race.  The 

same would apply to the Mercedes SL600 which cost R2.1M, or the 

Masera3 Gran Turismo S Cambiocorsa at R1.75M, or even the 

Aston Mar3n DBS Coupe, which clocked in at about R3.9M.  In 

other words what you are geXng for R700k odd is a proper, proper 

performance car for compara3vely not much money at all.  In fact I 

would go so far as to say that the Flaming Thrust RS is the best 

priced sports car on the market at present.  Yes, the others 

men3oned above may be hand built or offer more in terms of size 

and space, but it is a simple illustra3on as to just how quick this car 

really is.  Perhaps this is a be7er example.  During the (original) test 

period with the Flaming Thrust RS I did a test of the Ferrari 458 

Italia and aKer having spent a reasonable amount of 3me in the 

Ferrari, doing with it what Ferraris do best, I got back into the 

Flaming Thrust RS and it s3ll felt as quick as it did before.  I spoke to 

a former Audi person who remembers being in a Audi R8 V10 in a 

drag race with a Flaming Thrust RS and up to 160km/h the two 

stayed together... 

All of this insane performance aside the Flaming Thrust RS is s3ll an 

Audi and therefore is well made, safe, comfortable and equipped 

with the things that you would expect to find in a luxury car.  You 

can drive it to the office and back every day, and as far as cars go it 

is no less complicated or comfortable than driving a Golf GTI… or 

the normal TT as it is also known.  The car is admi7edly not that 

prac3cal, being a two-seater, but it is a sports car and in terms of 

sports car prac3cality the Flaming Thrust RS more than qualifies.  

Just to add that if you need to drop a small child at school then you 

can turn off the passenger’s side airbag to accommodate a baby 

seat and you can even fit a small pram in the boot! 

It is possible that I am being a bit unkind to Audi for not making this 

car the only TT available, and admi7edly Audi themselves are not 

actually responsible for its crea3on.  The blame, and / or credit 

therefore lies with Qua7ro GmbH*, who are to Audi what AMG is 

to Mercedes. 

The exclusivity that vehicle commands is very impressive.  There 

are in fact only 49 in South Africa, which makes it one of the rarer 

buys you could make… if only you had been in 3me… 

This car is so special that not even the normal TT driving variety 

know it exists.  I parked next to a TT belonging to a local 

supermarket owner who got out of his car, looked at the wing on 

the boot and said… “I would not have done that to this car”.  To 

which I replied, “I didn’t, that’s how Audi make them”.  This is of 

course the same man who is performing MASSIVE renova3ons on 

his shop whilst remaining open and trading.  Clearly not the 

sharpest knife in the drawer!  To get the car to drive the way the 
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Audi Gods intended all you need to do is press a li7le bu7on called 

“S” and shiK the gear selector into a mode also called “S”.  Then 

jump on the accelerator.  The revs will build up to about 3500 

before the clutch starts to engage and then you had be7er be 

holding on 3ght.  This is the cleverest ‘launch control’ type system I 

have ever encountered, and I must commend Audi on a brilliant job 

in this respect.  As an alterna3ve you could shiK the car into a 

manual mode and change gears either on the s3ck or with the 

paddles, but to be honest the car will do it be7er and quicker.  The 

paddles are admi7edly not the sharpest I have ever encountered 

and there is a slight delay in changes.  In full automa3c however it 

is brilliant! 

The sound then that comes out of the two huge tailpipes is also 

incredibly good.  So much so that you will find yourself driving 

around with the radio turned off and the window (and roof) down 

just to be able to hear it in its full splendour.  Oh, yes and speaking 

of the roof… you can open and close it whilst on the move below 

40km/h, which is also not very commonplace.  In fact the only other 

contemporary car I can think of ojand that also does that is the 

Aston Mar3n DBS Volante and they were R4M. 

What Audi have created here is something that is mind-blowingly 

good.  This is a car that has redefined the sports car.  It is cheap, yet 

it is excep3onally fast.  It is fast yet it is refined.  It is light yet it is 

well built.  It is the civilised savage.  In fact our (2011) Savage was 

allowed to drive this car and he reckoned it is the best “small 

family” car on the market.  Small family as in numbers of family 

members... 

Everything that you would expect a sports car to be the Flaming 

Thrust RS has, but just 100 3mes be7er and nicer.  This is a crea3on 

that should be immortalised in some museum because it will not be 

easy for Audi to ever recreate or outdo this car. 

Audi are however the authors of their own misfortune, but can 

proudly claim this because the TT-RS, or whatever else you want to 

call it, was theirs to start with and nobody can ever take that away 

from them. 

* since renamed and now known as Audi Sport 
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Stefan Bellof was a German racing driver, best known for 

seXng the fastest lap at the 3me on the Nordschleife 

configura3on at the Nürburgring in 1983, driving a Porsche 

956.  His record stood for 35 years, un3l it was beaten by 

Timo Bernhard driving a Porsche 919 Evo by 52 seconds, on 

29 June 2018.  Bellof was the winner of the Drivers’ Championship 

in the 1984 FIA World Endurance Championship, driving for the 

factory Rothmans Porsche team.  He also competed with the Tyrrell 

Formula One team during 1984 and 1985.  He was killed in an 

accident during the 1985 1000 km of Spa, a round of the World 

Endurance Championship. 

Born in Gießen, West Germany and following in his brother Georg’s 

footsteps, Stefan Bellof made his kar3ng début in 1973, compe3ng 

in the Automobilclub von Deutschland’s Federal Junior Cup, in 

which he ended up in fourth posi3on.  Several other top-five 

championship placings occurred during the next few years before 

Bellof claimed his first kar3ng 3tle, by winning the Interna3onal 

Kar3ng Championship of Luxembourg in 1976.  In the same season, 

Bellof also finished thirteenth in the Kar3ng World Championship in 

Hagen, Germany.  Georg won the German Kar3ng Championship in 

1978, while Stefan finished in eighth posi3on in the same race, 

improving to third in 1979 and becoming German champion in 

1980, while dovetailing a campaign in Formula Ford. 

Bellof moved into Formula Ford at the tail end of the 1979 season, 

as a member of Walter Lechner’s Racing School setup, making his 

bow at Hockenheim in November 1979, where he finished in 

second place.  A full season in the 1600cc class beckoned in 1980, 

and Bellof became champion taking eight victories and nine podium 

placings from twelve races.  He con3nued in the series in 1981, but 

was not as successful as his championship-winning season, taking 

five wins and also made a foray into the more powerful 2000cc 

class, but re3red from both his starts in the Lion Trophy at Zolder 

and the 300 km mee3ng at the Nürburgring.  Bellof also contested 

three VW Castrol Europa Pokal races, of which he won one. 

As well as those ou3ngs, Bellof moved into the German Formula 

Three Championship, making his début for Bertram Schäfer’s team 

at Wunstorf.  Despite missing the opening two races of the season, 

Bellof led the championship by seven points going into the final 

round at the Nürburgring, having taken a top four finish in each of 

his first eight races.  Luck eluded Bellof however, as he finished the 

race in thirteenth posi3on, while 3tle rivals Frank Jelinski and Franz 

Konrad finished in first and second places to overhaul Bellof’s 

points total.  Eleven points separated Bellof from Jelinski, who 

claimed his second successive German Formula Three 
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championship.  At the conclusion of the season, Bellof contested 

the Formula Ford Fes3val at Brands Hatch, but was excluded from 

the mee3ng aKer finishing sixth in his quarter-final heat, for 

excessive contact.  Bellof made a promise to the mee3ng’s clerk of 

the course, saying that the official had “be7er watch my career, 

because I’ll be back here next year and I’ll win my first Formula 2 

race.” 

Bellof joined Mike Thackwell and Alain Ferté at a test session with 

Maurer Motorsport at Circuit Paul Ricard in France at the end of 

the 1981 season.  Eje Elgh, who finished third with Maurer in the 

1981 European Formula Two Championship was present at the test 

and was impressed by Bellof, and recommended him to team boss 

Willy Maurer to sign him for the 1982 season.  AKer acquiring a 

limited amount of BMW backing, Bellof assumed a place in the 

team, with Maurer eventually becoming his manager, having signed 

an eight-year management deal with Bellof. 

The first race of the season was the BRDC Interna3onal Trophy at 

Silverstone, where Bellof qualified ninth on the grid.  S3cking to his 

promise that he made at the 1981 Formula Ford Fes3val, Bellof 

drove through the field in showery condi3ons to win by 21 seconds 

ahead of Satoru Nakajima and became the first driver to win 

outright, and second driver to win a race on his European Formula 

Two début aKer Dave Morgan won on aggregate at Silverstone in 

1972.  He followed this win up with a second successive triumph at 

the Jim Clark Gedächtnisrennen at Hockenheim, having started 

from pole posi3on and achieved the fastest lap during the race.  

Two points from the next six races ruled him out of the 

championship hunt, as he fell to an eventual fourth place 

classifica3on, scoring 33 points. 

By comparison to his 1982 season, Bellof’s 1983 season 

was much less successful.  He made only one trip to the 

podium with second at Jarama while he lost another 

podium when he was disqualified from third place at the 

Pau Grand Prix, aKer his and teammate Ferté’s cars were 

found to be underweight at the race’s conclusion.  Bellof’s 

only other points-scoring finish was fourth at Silverstone, 

as he finished the season in ninth posi3on on nine points. 

While compe3ng in Formula Two in 1982, Bellof made a 

one-off appearance in the World Endurance Championship at 

the 1000 km of Spa, partnering Rolf Stommelen at the wheel 

of a Kremer CK5. The pair re3red from the race on lap 51, due 

to a problem with the starter motor.  The previous weekend, 

Bellof had joined Kremer to compete in the Hessen Cup at 

Hockenheim as part of the Deutsche Rennsport MeisterschaK, 

but re3red with transmission failure. 

In 1983 Bellof joined the Rothmans-backed Porsche factory 

team for the World Endurance Championship driving a 

Porsche 956 alongside Derek Bell.  Bellof and Bell won first 

3me at the 1000 km Silverstone, bea3ng Bob Wollek and 

Stefan Johansson by almost a minute, having taken the lead at 

half-distance, comple3ng the race’s dura3on at an average 

speed of 198.274 kilometres per hour.  Bellof’s pole 3me for the 

race - 1 minute, 13.15 seconds - would have put him twelKh on the 

grid for the Bri3sh Grand Prix later in the year.  The next race on 

the calendar was the 1000 km Nürburgring in which Bellof rewrote 

several records at the Nordschleife.  His pole 3me for that race of 6 

minutes, 11.13 seconds is unofficially the fastest lap ever driven on 

the Nürburgring Nordschleife in its current configura3on, taking 

pole posi3on by five seconds, at an average speed of 202.073 

kilometres per hour.  Bellof also set the fastest lap during the race, 

with a lap 3me of 6 minutes, 25.91 seconds, which remains the 

official Nordschleife lap record for all cars.  Two laps aKer seXng 

the race record, on lap 20, Bellof’s 956 - chassis 956-007 - flipped 

out of the race at the Pflanzgarten.  Bellof added two more wins 

later in the season at Kyalami and at Fuji, as he ended the season in 

fourth posi3on.  He also added a win in the non-championship 

Norisring Trophäe race. 

Bellof was the dominant force in the 1984 championship driving 

alongside Bell, with John Watson also joining the team.  Bellof also 

contested races with Brun Motorsport with whom he won at Imola 

partnering Hans-Joachim Stuck.  Bell and Bellof won the opening 

round of the season at Monza, but only aKer the pair were 

reinstated to the results.  AKer crossing the line first, their 956 was 

promptly disqualified in scru3neering with the car found to be 

under the 850 kg weight limit, which would also apply to the third-

placed Mar3ni Racing Lancia LC2.  Appeals from both teams were 

lodged, with the outcome being successful. 
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Other victories at the Nürburgring, Spa, Mosport and Sandown 

helped Bellof claim the World Sportscar 3tle by eight points from 

Jochen Mass, and also helped Porsche secure the manufacturer’s 

3tle for the year; the make taking all but one victory in the season. 

He was also champion in the German DRM series.  Bellof only 

competed in six sports car races in 1985, taking one win at the 

Norisring alongside Thierry Boutsen again in DRM. 

Bellof first tested a Formula One car towards the end of 1983, 

when he joined the top two drivers from that season’s Bri3sh 

Formula 3 Championship - Ayrton Senna and Mar3n Brundle - in 

tes3ng for McLaren at Silverstone, where Bellof damaged the 

gearbox before Brundle’s opportunity behind the wheel.  Bellof did 

move into the championship ahead of the 1984 season, joining 

Tyrrell Racing Organisa3on, to partner Brundle in naturally 

aspirated, Ford-engined machinery, which were giving away in 

excess of 110 kW to their turbo rivals. 

Bellof failed to finish in his first two races in Brazil and South Africa, 

before scoring his first two championship points in successive races 

at Zolder and Imola.  A re3rement followed at Dijon, before Bellof 

achieved a podium finish in the rain-shortened Monaco Grand Prix.  

Despite star3ng down in 20th and last place, Bellof remained away 

from the barriers that caught out many of his rivals, and was 

catching the race-leading pairing of Alain Prost and Senna when the 

race was curtailed aKer 31 laps due to inclement weather 

condi3ons.  At the end of the race, Bellof had been 21 seconds in 

behind Prost and 13.7 behind Senna.  Re3rements followed in 

Canada and in Detroit, where Brundle claimed the team’s best 

result of the season with second posi3on as Bellof stuck his Tyrrell 

in the pit wall. 

However, Bellof, Brundle and the team were stripped of all their 

championship points, aKer their cars were disqualified from the 

1984 season aKer a dispute over lead ballast in their fuel tanks 

found aKer the Detroit Grand Prix.  FISA charged the team on four 

separate counts, but the team appealed for injunc3ons to allow 

them to con3nue compe3ng in the championship.  Ul3mately, the 

FIA Court of Appeal rejected their final appeal and kicked the team 

out of the remainder of the season.  Despite this, Bellof missed his 

home race to compete in a World Sports Car race on the same 

weekend at Mosport Park, where he and Derek Bell finished fourth 

overall and third in class. 

Bellof remained with the team into the 1985 season, but did miss 

the opening round of the season - the Brazilian Grand Prix - as 

Tyrrell had Brundle and Stefan Johansson in their two cars in Rio de 

Janeiro.  Bellof returned at the Portuguese Grand Prix at Estoril 

where the weather condi3ons were similar to that of Monaco 1984 

in which Bellof had slithered his way up to the on-the-road 

posi3oning of third place.  He once again started way down the 

order in 21st place, but by the race’s conclusion, he had managed 

to make it into the top six, and claiming a point for the team, which 

would be Bellof’s first as all of his 1984 results were expunged. 

He failed to qualify in Monaco, the only 3me Bellof failed to qualify 

in his short Formula One career, along with his exclusion at the 

1984 Austrian Grand Prix.  He made amends for his error of 1984 in 

Detroit, by finishing fourth in the 1985 race, which would ul3mately 

be his final three points in Formula One.  His final race was the 

Dutch Grand Prix, where his Renault turbocharged engine blew on 

lap 40.  Tyrrell had only changed to such engines from the German 

Grand Prix onwards meaning that Bellof never truly had the 
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opportunity to show his talent at the wheel of a Formula One car. 

Regarded as a likely future Formula One World Champion, Bellof 

was racing at the 1000 km of Spa World Sports Car Championship 

race at the Spa-Francorchamps circuit in Belgium on 1 September 

1985, the seventh race of that season’s championship.  Bellof was 

making his fourth appearance of 1985 in the series, despite there 

not being any clashes with his Tyrrell campaign in Formula One.  

Partnering Thierry Boutsen as he had done in his other appearances 

during the season, their Brun Motorsport Porsche 956 would start 

the race from third on the grid, 0.86 seconds adriK of the pole 

posi3on-winning Lancia LC2. 

On lap 78, Bellof was racing Jacky Ickx’s works Porsche 962C from 

the La Source hairpin on the run to Eau Rouge corner.  Both drivers 

had just commenced their s3nts in their respec3ve cars aKer 

Boutsen and Jochen Mass started them.  Entering the leK kink of 

Eau Rouge, Bellof moved to the leK of Ickx in an a7empt to set up a 

pass for the immediate right-hand Raidillon corner up the hill.  

Bellof’s right front came into contact with Ickx’s leK rear, and both 

drivers spun into the barriers.  Ickx’s car hit the wall on the right 

rear side, while Bellof’s car went straight into the barriers, breaking 

through and hiXng a secondary wall.  The Brun Porsche caught fire 

moments aKer the wreck, while Ickx - able to climb unaided from 

his car - a7empted to help safety workers in extrica3ng Bellof.  

During the cau3on period, members of the Brun team also arrived 

to aid in the rescue.  With smoke pouring from the wreckage, the 

emergency medical team struggled for over 10 minutes before 

extrica3ng him.  Bellof was pronounced dead of massive internal 

injuries aKer he had reached the track hospital. 

Out of respect for Bellof, the race organisers chose to end the event 

some 150 km earlier than planned.  The en3re incident was 

recorded on an in-car camera that Ickx’s 962C was carrying.  Even 

aKer the accident, the camera con3nued to work, and was pointed 

in the direc3on of Bellof’s wreckage.  The accident involving Bellof 

was the second in the space of three weeks in which a driver was 

killed at the wheel of a Porsche.  At the previous World Sports Car 

race at Mosport Park in Canada, fellow West German and F1 driver 

Manfred Winkelhock died of severe head trauma aKer crashing into 

a concrete wall while at the wheel of a Kremer Racing-run Porsche 

962C.  Many of the customer teams had concerns with using the 

956 for the remainder of the season, and the 956 was eventually 

withdrawn from the series by the end of the 1986 season, taking 
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victory on its final start at the 1000 km of Fuji. 

AKer Bellof’s death at Spa, teams became unwilling to allow their 

expensive drivers to compete in other races that were not part of 

the championship.  Fellow Formula One driver Jonathan Palmer 

was injured in an unrelated accident during a free prac3ce session 

at the same mee3ng, with the result being that many teams would 

have drivers’ contracts 3ghtened to prohibit them from compe3ng 

outside their respec3ve championships.  Bellof’s talent had been 

noted by many of the rival teams that he had been compe3ng 

against in Formula One, including an offer from Ferrari for the 1986 

season, with a mee3ng scheduled with Enzo Ferrari before his 

death. 

Today, he is oKen men3oned as Michael Schumacher’s childhood 

racing idol, and during an interview for the January 2007 issue of 

the 911 and Porsche World magazine, teammate Derek Bell felt 

Bellof’s death was caused by lack of discipline in his driving style, 

and that the blame for his death lay with those around Bellof, 

including team personnel, who should have allowed him to mature. 

In 2010 Bellof’s family donated his racing mementos to the local 

Sammler und Hobbywelt museum for public display.  The donated 

items included his go-kart from his early racing days, his racing 

overalls and helmets from his works Porsche and Tyrrell days and 

trophies.  There is a kar3ng circuit named in his honour known as 

Motorsportarena Stefan Bellof, located in Oppenrod. 

In 2009, a poll of 217 Formula One drivers chose Bellof as their 35th 

greatest Formula One driver, in a survey conducted by Bri3sh 

magazine Autosport. 

In August 2013, Bellof was honoured aKer management of the 

Nürburgring renamed the sec3on of the Nordschleife previously 

known as Pflanzgarten III as the Stefan-Bellof-S (below image). 

In the Spa Round of the 2015 FIA World Endurance Championship, 

German driver Timo Bernhard wore a helmet with Bellof’s helmet 

livery to commemorate the 30th anniversary of Bellof’s death. 
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Northumberland, England:  There is a God.  It’s a Masera3 Levante with 

a Ferrari-derived petrol V6 under the bonnet.   The only thing is, it’s not 

quite the punchy petrol V6 found in the Levante S - the one that churns 

out a rather punchy 316kW and 580Nm. 

No, this is more of a lesser sibling-type model.  An entry-level petrol offering, 

if you will.  It’s a car that has actually been around for quite some 3me, but it’s 

only now that Masera3 has made the decision to offer it to buyers outside of 

the con3nent. 

That engine is essen3ally the same 3 litre twin-turbocharged V6 you will find 

in the Levante S, only with a few soKware tweaks to curtail its power and 

torque outputs.  In this applica3on, it makes 257kW at 5 750 r/min, while 

torque is brought down to 500Nm and developed between 1 750 r/min and 

4750 r/min. 

Otherwise, it’s largely iden3cal to that more powerful - not to men3on more 

expensive - Levante S.  Drive is sent to all four wheels via an eight-speed 

automa3c gearbox, whilst air suspension and Masera3’s ‘Skyhook’ adap3ve 

dampers are fi7ed standard.  The trim hierarchy is the same, with the 

standard Levante, and the GranLusso and GranSport models.  

Our test car came in the more athle3cally tailored GranSport ouZit, which 

adds - among other features - 20 inch alloys as standard, a more aggressively 

styled front bumper, sports seats and piano black exterior trim detailing.  The 

result is a very smart-looking SUV. 

Out on the road, this par3cular Levante is a bit hit and miss - especially when 

you take into account the fact that Masera3 views itself as a manufacturer of 

luxurious grand tourers as opposed to out-and-out sports cars.  If nothing else, 

a grand tourer - even a 2.1 ton SUV-shaped one - should be capable of rapidly 

covering ground while remaining composed and comfortable on all manner of 

road surfaces. 

Sadly though in both respects, the big Masera3 didn’t quite hit the target.  The 

occasions when the beau3ful yet demanding roads of our test route proved to 

be a bit much for the Levante were just a touch too frequent for my liking.  

Numerous undula3ons surfaced what seemed to be a fairly loose approach to 

ver3cal body control, and the endless and constant heaving soon became 

irrita3ng.  Admi7edly, switching the adap3ve dampers to their spor3est 

seXng went some way to remedying this, but next to a Porsche Cayenne - 

which Masera3, at least, considers to be a direct rival - the Levante just isn’t as 

composed or controlled. 

The same is true of the way it goes around corners.  Although the Masera3 

offers a genuinely impressive amount of trac3on through the twisty stuff, it 

isn’t quite as capable of managing its considerable weight as other 

performance-oriented SUVs are, and allows for more body roll than you might 

like, or expect.  The steering would likely benefit from being slightly more 

athle3cally weighted too. 

The engine at elast sounds the part.  Above 4 000 r/min or so and you will be 

treated to a melodious howl that has just the right amount of aggression to its 

character.  It’s a wonderful soundtrack, and one that’s made all the more 

enjoyable by the fact that there’s no detectable synthe3c audio trickery going 

on behind the scenes.  
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It’s really a shame, then, that the Levante’s performance isn’t as 

intoxica3ng.  There’s certainly a decent amount of poke on offer 

here - overtaking manoeuvres on 3ght country can be dispatched 

with confidence - but it doesn’t feel as quick as its claimed 6 second 

0-100km/h 3me suggests.  Thro7le response though isn’t 

par3cularly sharp, and there’s a degree of turbo-lag that needs to 

be suffered before the engine really comes into its own.   That said, 

the beau3fully machined, tac3le metal paddle-shiKers make the 

task of keeping the engine revving easier, although the eight-speed 

automa3c gearbox a touch hesitant responding to requests for 

downshiKs.  Of course, as enjoyable as revving such a sonorous 

engine out is, do so frequently and you will pay for it at the pumps. 

Over the course of our test drive, which combined those fantas3c 

back roads with reasonably lengthy dual carriageways, the Levante 

managed an incredibly thirsty, oil-field draining 21.7 l/100km. 

Ul3mately, it was on those dual carriageways where the Levante 

felt strongest.  Here, its not-so-convincing body control wasn’t as 

no3ceable, and the cabin’s isola3on was generally good.  Those 20 

inch alloys made for a secondary ride that was irrita3ngly busy at 

3mes, but on smooth surfaces the Levante felt like it was much 

closer to being in its element. 

There are certainly be7er performance SUVs out there, but that’s 

not to say the Masera3 Levante doesn’t have its place in the 

kitchen.  It’s beau3fully designed, and the noise from that V6 is a 

hugely endearing part of its character.  Its cabin is suitably 

luxurious, and rear occupant space is good. 

Objec3vely, a slightly cheaper Porsche Cayenne S is a be7er car.  

Dynamically, it beats the Masera3, but doesn’t offer the style or 

flair of the Italian.   

And as always for those who just fancy the idea of owning a 

Masera3, well, that’s likely the only jus3fica3on they will need. 
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Kilowa7s, horsepower, brake-horsepower, 

mechanical horsepower, Newton metres, pound 

feet.  These, and others, are the units of measure 

for power and torque created by engines, but what 

exactly do they mean?  Well I am going to try and 

explain this and hope that by the end of this ar3cle 

it will all make sense. 

Now firstly in this magazine we use kilowa7s (kW) 

and Newton metres (Nm).  But in other countries 

(like the UK and USA) other units of measure are used, so here is 

the formula to convert these numbers.  One kW = 1.34 bhp and 

1Nm = 0.735 lb K.  In other words a 500 brake-horsepower car 

produces 372.8kW (0.7457 being the calcula3on factor).  You with 

me s3ll? 

Engine output is defined by power and torque, but which one is 

more important to how a car performs? 

If you look at the specifica3ons of a modern turbo diesel 

engine and one thing you can’t miss is the large amount of torque 

they produce. 

The 2.3 litre turbo diesel, for example, in the Nissan NP300 Navara 

claims 450Nm, an unheard of figure for a rela3vely small four-

cylinder diesel a few years back, while a good 3 litre diesel these 

days makes 600Nm or more.  And if that’s not enough, something 

like the 4.4 litre V8 turbo diesel in a new Range Rover claims 

740Nm… or more! 

But what does 450Nm, 600Nm or even 740Nm really mean?  And is 

having a huge torque figure like that more important than having a 

decent amount of power? 

Simple laws of physics actually 3e power and torque inextricably 

together, because power is simply the mathema3cal product of 

torque mul3plied by engine speed.  So where torque is a rota3on 

force, power is the rate at which that force can be applied. 

Consider this simple analogy:  You have an old 4x4 with a wheel nut 

badly rusted onto its stud.  Thankfully you have a huge wheel brace 

that’s a metre long and an even bigger friend, whose pizza and beer 

diet sees him weighing in at 100kg, to help get the wheel nut off. 

To get the nut turning you need to overcome the fric3on between 

the nut and the stud by applying sufficient force to the end of the 

wheel brace. 

If your friend puts all of his 100kg weight on the end of the wheel 

brace when it’s in a horizontal posi3on, that 100kg weight equates 

to a downward (linear) force of 980 Newton; Newton being the 

standard measurement of force in the metric system.  That 980 

Newton force comes from mul3plying your mate’s 100kg mass by 

9.8 metres per second, the accelera3on due to gravity. 
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That 980 Newton force on the end of a 

lever (the wheel brace) that’s a metre 

away from the nut, then produces a torque 

on the nut of 980 Newton metres (Nm), 

calculated by mul3plying 980 (Newtons) by 

one (metre). 

The torque on the wheel nut is being 

applied regardless of whether the nut 

moves or not. If the nut doesn’t move, no 

power is being produced.  But once the nut 

starts to move your friend also starts to 

produce power. 

Assume the 980Nm is just sufficient to 

start moving the nut and that the fric3on 

remains constant all along the rusted stud.  

Also assume (by some sort of magical 

dexterity) that your friend can maintain 

the 980Nm torque on the nut as it rotates, 

regardless of the posi3on of the wheel 

brace. 

If he turns the wheel nut at one revolu3on 

per minute, a simple formula (con3nue 

reading) determines how much power he 

is producing.  In this scenario he would be 

producing just over a tenth of a kilowa7. 

If he could rotate the nut 10 3mes a 

minute he would produce just over 1kW.  

So lots of torque in this case does not 

translate to much power produc3on. 

The lesson to learn here is that big torque 

numbers are worthless unless your ‘friend’ 

or engine in ques3on can produce that 

torque at a decent rate or speed.  Even if 

your friend could turn the nut at typical 

engine idle speed of 800rpm, his power 

output would be up to a far more useful 

82kW. 

In the real world, power is what you want, 

because power, rather than torque, is what 

you need to overcome the weight of your 

car, its aerodynamic drag, and other minor 

factors such as its wheels’ rolling 

resistance.  Everything else being equal, 

more power will give you more 

accelera3on, faster hill climbing and a 

higher top speed, regardless of engine 

torque. 

So is torque therefore overrated?  Well far 

from it in fact, as the more torque you 

have, the less engine speed you need to 

generate good power. 

When it comes to engines, the simplest 

way to get more torque is to build a bigger 

engine.  With a big engine that produces 

lots of torque, you don’t need high engine 

speeds to make decent power.  If you 

combine a big engine with lots of revs then 

you will produce big power numbers. 

Smaller engines struggle to make lots of 

torque so therefore need more revs to 

produce decent power.  The other simple 

way to increase engine torque is to use 

forced induc3on, namely supercharging or 

turbocharging. 

The simple rela3onship that power equals 

torque mul3plied by engine speed holds 

true for all engines, diesel or petrol, of any 

capacity and with any number of cylinders, 

and with or without turbocharging or 

supercharging. 

THE MAGIC FORMULA 

The rela3onship between power and 

torque comes down to a simple formula of 

power equals torque mul3plied by engine 

speed. 

The formula also contains a ‘constant’ to 

adjust to the units being used.  For 

example, in the metric system, Power (in 

kW) equals Torque (in Nm) mul3plied by 

engine speed (in r/min), divided by 9549. 

In the imperial system, once used in South 

Africa and s3ll used in some parts of the 

world, where power is measured in 

horsepower (hp) and torque in pound-foot 

(lb-K), this formula applies: hp equals lb-K 

mul3plied by r/min, divided by 5252. 

In the metric system, the standard unit of 

torque (Nm) pays homage to the great 

English physicist and mathema3cian Sir 

Isaac Newton, as Nm stands for Newton 

metres.  Newton fathered the 

understanding of gravity and the basic 

physics of movement. 

The standard unit of power in the metric 

system is kW, or kilowa7, and refers to the 

ScoXsh inventor and engineer James Wa7.  

Wa7 developed the steam engine that was 

pivotal in the so-called Industrial 

Revolu3on.  The ‘kilo’ prefix is used in the 

metric system to signify mul3plica3on by 

1000.  So an engine producing 50kW 

actually produces 50 000 wa7s. 

And that in simple terms explains power 

and torque.  I trust that these technical 

lessons are of value and invite anyone 

looking for more informa3on to contact 

me. 

info@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Bonn, Germany:  The first Mercedes 

Benz I drove with off-road abili3es 

was the E-Class All-Terrain model, 

and I really enjoyed it.  Now its 3me 

for its bigger brother to prove itself. 

The Mercedes-Benz GLE, known formerly 

as the ML-Class has racked up more than 

two million sales worldwide since it first 

went on sale way back in 1997.  To even 

try suggest it hasn’t been a success is 

tantamount to lunacy.  However, this new 

model is entering a vastly different market 

to the one back then.  Today, the luxury 

SUV ranks have grown to include mul3ple 

offerings from a wide variety of car makers 

in many different sizes and configura3ons, 

thus to truly stand out and a7ract interest 

of poten3al customers takes something 

truly excep3onal. 

In a bid to take the compe33on head on, 

the fourth-genera3on model driven here 

has been developed anew from the ground 

up in an engineering programme that also 

includes the second-genera3on GLE Coupe 

and third-genera3on GLS, both due for sale 

later this year.  This is just as well, because 

the outgoing third-genera3on GLE was 

looking somewhat dated when compared 

to newer rivals such as the Audi Q7, BMW 

X5 and Range Rover Sport. 

The surprise is just how much technology 

Mercedes-Benz has thrown at it in an 

a7empt to elevate its appeal.  There are 

features included on the new model that 

are not yet available on the flagship S-

Class, or any other Mercedes-Benz model 

for that ma7er.  So, in this respect, the 

seven-seat SUV finds itself in the unusual 

posi3on of playing a pioneering role. 

The most no3ceable change when you see 

it up close is the decision to make it even 

larger again.  Like all previous incarna3ons 

of the GLE launched since the first-

genera3on model rolled off Mercedes 

Benz’s US produc3on line 22 years ago, this 

new one has grown, puXng on a 

considerable 105mm in length at 4924mm.  

Crucially, some 80mm of this is 

concentrated within the wheelbase, which 

now extends to 2995mm, providing it with 

a much larger footprint and with it the 

scope for improved interior space. 
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Climb up into the cabin through a larger front door aperture and 

you are immediately aware the new GLE is a far more luxurious 

offering than anything that came before it.  To suggest it has been 

totally transformed, as Mercedes does, is probably going a li7le too 

far, but to its credit everything you see and touch has been 

reworked, including the front seats which are a good deal firmer 

and more snug fiXng than before.  The materials used throughout, 

not least the op3onal - in some markets - wood and leather trims, 

are also of a no3ceably higher quality than in previous versions, 

giving it a dis3nctly more upmarket air before you have even 

thought about pressing the start bu7on. 

The mul3-layered dashboard oozes individuality with bespoke 

rectangular air vents, as opposed to the round vents used by every 

other recent new Mercedes Benz car.  Ahead of the driver, its 

upper sec3on houses a large uncovered digital panel with two 12.3 

inch high defini3on screens for the instruments and infotainment 

features - the la7er controlled by Mercedes Benz’s new MBUX 

opera3ng system with touch screen, conversa3onal speech and 

gesture control func3ons complimen3ng small touchpad 

controllers within the horizontal spokes of the steering wheel and a 

larger touchpad unit within the centre console. 

New technology comes in the form of an op3onal head-up display 

unit boas3ng 720 x 240 pixel resolu3on across a screen area of 

45cm by 15cm.  Ac3ve Stop and Go assist, a driving func3on that 

permits semi-autonomous driving in traffic jams, is also among a 

wide range of driver assistant programs adopted by the new model.  

There is a dis3nct feeling of space up front with vast levels of head 

and elbow room, combined with the commanding sea3ng posi3on 

and more upright A-pillars to create a really nice driving 

environment.   A high mounted centre console with integrated grab 

handles also provides a wide divide between the driver and front 

seat passenger, further adding to the feeling of space. 

In the back, however, is where the biggest increases in 

accommoda3on have occurred.  That longer wheelbase has freed 

an addi3onal 69mm of rear legroom and, in combina3on with a 

longer rear overhang, also helps to increase the accommoda3on 

offered by the third seat row.  Boot space has actually been 

reduced by 60 litres but s3ll remains compe33ve at 630 litres with 

the second-row seats, which now come with op3onal six-way 

electric adjustment, set as far back as possible.   Slide them 

forward, however, and the capacity grows by a significant 135 litres 

over the old GLE to 825 litres, further growing to an enormous 

2225 litres when they are folded away.  

The fourth-genera3on GLE is based on a brand new plaZorm that is 

claimed to offer an impressive 33% increase in rigidity over that of 

the outgoing model.  The so-called MHA (modular high 

architecture) structure adopts cast aluminium nodes for the front 

and rear suspension moun3ngs as well as other changes in the 

material composi3on that not only helps to increase its overall 

s3ffness but also sees it hit the scales at the same weight of the 

shorter and narrower version of the older MRA (modular rear 

architecture) plaZorm. 
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The new GLE range is topped by a turbocharged 2.9 litre six-

cylinder petrol unit which produces 270kW and the same 500Nm 

in the GLE 450 4Ma3c. 

The la7er engine, part of a new in-line family of petrol and diesel 

units, is equipped with Mercedes-Benz’s new EQ Boost func3on, 

comprising of a 48-volt integrated starter generator.  Mounted 

within the forward sec3on of the gearbox, it uses energy from a 

lithium-ion ba7ery to provide an added 16.5kW and generous 

250Nm of torque under accelera3on in a mild-hybrid process that 

is not only claimed to enhance performance but overall economy, 

too. 

The car is beau3ful to drive and with very clever ac3ve suspension 

which counteracts body roll in heavy cornering makes for a very 

calm, smooth and composed ride, and it goes without saying that 

all but a whisper of outside noise penetrates the cabin. 

Off-road driving, whilst not being a Land Rover, is good regardless. 

In GLE 450 4Ma3c guise, it is a compelling, complete and highly 

accomplished SUV that, with the op3on of seven seats, makes for 

outstanding family transport, both on and off-road. 

A compara3ve test with the Audi Q7, newly introduced fourth-

genera3on BMW X5 and Range Rover Sport is required to se7le 

the ques3on of just where it stands in the luxury SUV pecking 

order, but from what we have seen so far it appears to have the 

necessary appeal to uphold the sales success of its various 

predecessors. 

… the interior is an excep*onally nice place to be and the improvements in material quality is remarkable making the GLE into a proper luxury offering… 
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Stonehenge, England:  Two men 

plus one woman equals three.  

And on the internet there are 

many sites offering all sorts of 

naughty ac3vi3es involving that 

configura3on of people.  Most people call it a threesome.  Risqué 

for some.  Ordinary for others, perhaps.  But it can always get 

people’s imagina3ons working over3me.  So what happens when 

you take three supercars and drive out to a place steeped in 

mystery?  Stonehenge... in a Porsche 911 GT3 RS, a McLaren 600LT 

and a Lamborghini Huracan Performante?  The answer in a three-

le7er word.  Fun! 

Now we have done these sort of compara3ve reviews in the past.  

SUV shoot-outs, super-sedan races and 

such, but in all of those the cars in ques3on 

are generally all very similar insofar as 

price, engine capacity, cylinder count and 

driven wheels.  This 3me however things 

are very different. 

Four-wheel drive and rear-wheel drive; mid

-engined and rear-engined; naturally-

aspirated and turbocharged; £141 000, 

£185 000 and £215 000.  Rarely does a 

compara3ve test contain three cars so 

different in the way they go about their 

business.  The common denominator, the 

secret handshake, the weird bit at the 3es 

that bind, is the exact nature of that 

business.  

It’s not simply going fast.  Any supercar can do that.  These cars are 

only one 3ny step removed from the racetrack, and as perfectly at 

home on it as they are parked at a shopping mall parking lot 

a7rac3ng hoards of excited, cellphone camera wielding admirers. 

From tall stories to long tails, specifically the McLaren 600LT, 

the latest track-tuned supercar vying for your lo7ery 

winnings.  Neither McLaren’s model naming strategy nor its 

styling is helpful for beginners, and even informed car enthusiasts 

have to think twice to be sure about what the new model is.  So, to 

be clear, the 600LT is part of McLaren’s entry-level Sports Series 

range that un3l now consisted of the 540C, 570S and fastback 
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570GT.  Like those cars the three-character number refers to the 

output in metric horsepower, meaning the 600LT has 600PS, or 

441kW, from its 3.8 litre twin-turbocharged V8. 

The LT bit, meanwhile, refers to the elongated versions of the 

McLaren F1 road-car-turned-racer campaigned at Le Mans in the 

late ‘90s rather than any colossal increase in actual length (the 600 

does measure 75mm longer than the 570S, but the credit for that 

gain is split front and rear).  The name’s first appearance in the 

modern era was on the brilliant 675LT, a lighter, harder, faster and 

plainly awe inspiring successor of the 650S. 

In its lightest configura3on, with all right op3ons selected, the 

1356kg 600LT weighs 100kg less than an ordinary 570S.  To go with 

the lighter weight there’s 100kg more downforce from 

aerodynamic aids, including a juXng front lip and a fixed rear 

spoiler whose centre sec3on is covered in a special material to 

protect it from flames that shoot from twin pipes poking clear of 

the rear.  Actually, quite a few other supercars shoot flames too, 

but I can’t remember seeing them in the rear-view mirror before.  

Shall we just call it for the McLaren and wrap it up here? 

At £185 500, the 600LT finds itself neatly situated between the 

£150k 570S that spawned it and the bigger, faster, but supposedly 

conceptually less focused £210k 720S from the rung above.  And at 

that price it looks like good value next to the £215 000 Lamborghini 

Huracan Performante. 

Wow is all I can say!!  I am driving a Huracan, which unlike 

McLaren, Lamborghini uses a different 3tle for the hardest of 

its cars.  SV or Super Veloce for the V12 Aventador, 

and Performante for the V10 Huracan.  The recipe is iden3cal, 

though.  More power, 470kW to be precise from a naturally-

aspirated 5.2 litre V10, less weight, and sufficient overall 

performance capability to carve its name on the Nordschleife 

leader board.  Back in 2017 when we first tested this car the 

Performante was briefly the overall ‘Ring’ champ, having snatched 

the 3tle from the Porsche 918 hypercar with a 3me of 6 minutes 

and 52.01 seconds, though Porsche’s 911 GT2 RS and Lamborghini’s 

own Aventador SVJ have both gone substan3ally quicker since.  And 

without wan3ng to rub their noses in it too much… we did smash 

Porsche’s own GT2 RS lap record in January this year… by 3.4 

seconds. 

For the record - but not fast enough to capture it - the GT2’s 

li7le brother, the £141 000 GT3 RS that we’re tes3ng here, 

rounded the Nürburgring in 6:56.3 driven by Kevin Estre, and 

then 0.3 seconds slower when driven by The Savage and then only 

1.8 seconds off that in the hands of the late Jennifer Muller.  I was 

there when they did the GT3 RS run (and the subsequent GT2 RS 

run, too) so it stands to reason that I picked the Porsche. 

Like the GT2 RS, the 3 comes with race-spec rose-jointed 

suspension, vast NACA air-ducts carved into the bonnet and a wing 

like a surnoard, and it sends all its power to the rear wheels 

through a seven-speed dual-clutch transmission.  You can have a six

-speed manual on the plain GT3 (it’s mandatory on the GT3 

Touring), but the RS is PDK-only.  Unlike its 516kW GT2 RS big 

brother, however, the GT3 RS is naturally aspirated.  Its 4 litre flat-

six is good for a compara3vely modest-sounding 382kW, but 

promises more, be7er noise and a crisper thro7le response as 

compensa3on. 

Despite the aerodynamic addi3ons, it’s s3ll shaped like a 911, 

which, for some people - me being one of them - is a massive plus.  

The Lamborghini and McLaren, whilst beau3ful cars to look at are 

not exactly what could be regarded as ‘instant classics’ and this has 

always been a 911 party-piece. 

But for another equally fana3cal group, those ‘same-again’ looks 

mean that, even with all the wings and the oversized wheels with 
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their beau3ful centre-lock hubs pushed so far into the arches it 

looks like it’s on custom-scene airbags instead of boring old steel 

coils, the RS simply doesn’t look enough like a supercar.  It looks 

like a be7er version of a nice £80k 911 Carrera. 

“That”, they’ll say, mo3oning to the Lamborghini, shaped like 

a stunt ramp and rumbling so menacingly that if Lamborghini 

did a television advert it would be banned before its debut 

screening, “is what a supercar is supposed to look like.”   

Climb inside and the view through the impossibly raked windscreen 

is exactly how you imagined it would be in a Countach or Diablo 

when you were young.  The base of the windscreen is so far away 

you would need one of those li7er-picker claws to reach a pay-and-

display 3cket blown to the far side of the dash.  There’s an almost 

square steering wheel, a configurable TFT instrument cluster and 

hexagons everywhere.  It’s like the inside of a Gothic beehive. 

And it feels like a proper supercar, though your inner child will be 

disappointed that the doors don’t scissor upwards like those of the 

V12 Aventador.  You are more likely to be concerned by the lack of 

headroom.  As in all Huracans, the seat on this one is mounted a 

li7le bit too high. 

McLaren’s 600LT on the other hand more than sa3sfies your 

young and present selves.  Slide a hand along the underside 

of the side blade that seems to float proud of the body 

structure, push the release and the door liKs smoothly.  McLaren 

doesn’t reserve the good stuff for its richest customers.  Whether 

you’re buying an entry-level 540C starter supercar or a £2m central

-seat Speedtail, you get great doors.  LT buyers get a version of the 

same V8 and a fancy carbon chassis, too, albeit one made from pre

-preg carbon rather than the fancy 3me-consuming hand-laid stuff. 

And you get a driving posi3on that feels like it was actually 

designed with the help of a human rather than science, plus the 

op3on of the very sexy looking carbon chairs liKed from the Senna. 

You will however need to be siXng when I tell you that those 

Senna seats are part of a £24 200 MSO (McLaren Special 

Opera*ons) Clubsport Pack that basically comprises a lot of non-

essen3al carbon fibre garnish.  Terrifyingly, that pack contributed 

to less than half of the £60k of op3ons on our car (ironically, this 

same car did without either air condi3oning or a radio in the name 

of lightness) that pushed its price close to a scary quarter of a 

million Pounds, or right into 720S-with-op3ons territory.  Food for 

thought perhaps. 

For all its carbon fibre trim and expensive McLaren Designer 

Interior, the cabin feels more like something Lotus would put in a 

second-genera3on Evora - if it actually got its act together.  

It’s not that the quality is poor (though we did have frequent ‘key-

not present’ messages pop up when it clearly was).  Perhaps the 

minimalism just feels a bit uninspiring.  Just a small instrument 

cluster, compact ver3cal media screen and not much else.  There’s 

no cubby hole and the ergonomics aren’t that great - for example 

the op3onal nose liK kit to raise the new, longer, lower front end 

clear of steeply angled surfaces should be operated by a dedicated 

bu7on somewhere, but instead you have to wade through some 

sub-menus using a column stalk. 
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Maybe McLaren’s engineers keep meaning to earmark it up for 

some improvements, but then they drive the car and it’s so damn 

good they forget all about it.  The 600LT is an absolute master-class 

in how to make a sports car ride and handle.  At just 1 356kg this is 

the lightest car here, 124kg lighter than the Lamborghini and 74kg 

lighter than the Porsche.  It feels it, too.  You flick the 600LT around 

like a Lotus Elise, connected to the front tyres by steering that’s 

arguably the best feature of the whole car.  

McLaren says the steering setup is three per cent faster than the 

570S’s, though it’s not the extra speed you no3ce, more the extra 

clarity in the messages relayed to your hands.  It’s light in your 

finger3ps, and busy too, not to the extent that it sniffs out ruts and 

grooves like the Senna, but definitely busy.  Drive it quickly and you 

will need to bring your A-game. 

You feel the LT’s extra body control compared with the 570S, but 

the suspension - conven3onal steel-springs rather than hydraulic, 

like the bigger 720S - never feels harsh, even aKer you have 

switched the suspension’s level from Normal to Sport.  Track mode 

best leK for the track.  As it should be. 

Connec3ng with the Lamborghini is not so easy.  There’s that 

strange driving posi3on and inferior visibility to hamper your 

confidence.  And where the McLaren’s steering feels so 

effortlessly natural, Sant’Agata’s engineers seem to have got 

sucked into following their fellow-countrymen rivals at Ferrari into 

fiXng a hyper-quick rack.  You don’t have that immediate 

confidence.  Not that it doesn’t work - you are just less sure how 

things will end. 

Get out of the Performante now and you might dismiss it as a bit of 

a footballers’ car.  But keep driving and you realise it’s so much 

be7er than that.  There’s an incredible amount of front-end bite, 

for a start.  And once your brain a7unes to the way the steering 

responds, you start to trust yourself and the car to use it.  There’s 

not quite the same level of connec3on you get with the McLaren, 

but the Performante feels incredibly alert, and the fact that all four 

driven Pirelli P-Zero-wrapped 20 inch rims are helping out makes 

the Huracan feel most secure under power. 

Flicking the Anima switch on the steering wheel changes the torque 

split and also the steering effort, damping and gearshiK mapping.  

Strada (street) floats through the gears just fine for the daily 

commute, but Corsa is best saved for the track, and even then only 

when you want to extract the quickest possible 3me.  Sport - my 

favourite - has a more rear-biased torque split which makes it the 

most fun. 

But not as much fun as the Porsche.  Pushed to call it, we 

would say the McLaren’s steering trumps the Porsche’s for 

driver involvement at all speeds, not only when you are 

driving hard.  But the GT3’s is right up there with the best.  And as 

with its 911 Turbo brother, the RS steers from both ends.  The four-

wheel steering technology on the rear axle is a superbly integrated 

system.  The only 3me it feels obvious is at parking speeds where it 

helps turn the car in spaces 3ght enough to make a Mini feel super-

sized.  In every other situa3on it moves almost impercep3bly 

between steering with and against the front wheels.  Go over-

ambi3ously hard and the lack of front-end weight manifests itself in 

a whiff of understeer.  But through the quick stuff it’s absolutely 

locked down. 

Compared with the old GT3 RS, the spring rates are massive: 

doubled at the front and 50 per cent s3ffer at the back.  The body 

control is impeccable but the PASM adap3ve dampers’ s3ffer mode 

can make a really tough Bri3sh back road feel bumpier than a rally 

stage, and the rose-jointed suspension that helps make the steering 

feel so special also makes running over a cat’s eye feel like you have 

run over the rest of the cat too. 

McLaren 600LT 

Lamborghini Huracan 

Performante 

Porsche 911 GT3 RS 
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… the Porsche GT3 RS won our hearts when Jennifer blitzed the Nürburgring in one last August, and today it s*ll wins a special place in our hearts... 

Work the flat-six through the last 1 000 r/min to the epic 9 000 r/

min redline and you might wonder whether that cat got caught in 

the drivebelt on the way under.  Between 8 000 and 9 000 r/min 

the 4 litre unit makes the best noise of any produc3on car on the 

planet.  But it’s a rarefied treat.  The PDK box disguises the six’s 

modest 470Nm of torque by dropping gears at the lightest hint of 

accelera3on, always keeping the engine working, and moving you 

so fast that you will normally run into traffic before you get to the 

best bit.  Given everything, the RS will hit 100km/h in 3.2 seconds, 

but we really do mean everything.  The engine responds crisply 

from low revs but li7le happens below 5 000 r/min. 

But if you’re of a lazier disposi3on the Lamborghini pulls 

harder from low revs thanks to its extra 1 200cc, and the 

combina3on of four-wheel drive and an extra 88kW helps it 

shave 0.3 seconds from the 911’s 0-100km/h 3me.  It’s the 

Performante’s V10 that defines the car.  It sounds raw and urgent 

and a li7le in3mida3ng from the moment you poke your finger 

through the gimmicky flap to reach the starter bu7on to the 

moment you reach out to grab the gorgeous forged carbon shiK 

paddles.  It sounds even be7er than the Porsche through much of 

the rev range, and matches the GT3 RS’s turbo-free thro7le 

response. 

So here is our verdict.  And it’s here, against 

this kind of performance, that the McLaren 

loses favour.  The 600LT is a fantas3c car, one 

with its own character and a personality that separates it from the 

other cars in the McLaren range.  Dynamically, it’s got this test all 

s3tched up.  It’s stupendously fast - as quick as the Lamborghini to 

100km/h without the benefit of four-wheel drive, and delivering 

blistering mid-range accelera3on once the turbochargers are 

allowed to breathe. 

But compara3ve tests are brutal arenas and you simply cannot 

drive a GT3 RS or Performante then climb into a 600LT without 

wishing the McLaren sounded more exci3ng or that it had a purer 

connec3on between your right foot and the back wheels.  Is that 

how you should be feeling about a car touted as one of the most 

exci3ng sports or supercars on the planet? 

Maybe flat-out on track, with a helmet muffling the sound and 

turbo lag disguised by a quick-thinking dual-clutch transmission, 

neither ma7ers.  But for all their posturing, these cars s3ll need to 

excite on the road too and not just on a track.  Yes, the 600LT kicks 

like an an3-aircraK gun when the turbos spool.  And yes, it shoots 

flames. But a fireworks show isn’t the same without the bangs. 

The Porsche GT3 RS isn’t perfect, but at £44k less than the McLaren 

and £74k less than the Lamborghini it arguably doesn’t need to be.  

It doesn’t offer much prac3cal advantage, because there are no 

back seats (or even access to the space where they should be if you 

go for the Weissach Package and its rear roll cage), yet for some it 

simply doesn’t look sufficiently like a supercar.  Others will be as 

disappointed with the wispy mid-range and the rela3vely ordinary 

looks.  But it wins here because it immerses you in the ac3on - and 

in every aspect of the ac3on - in a way the two rivals can’t quite 

manage. 

Above all, there’s a purity to the GT3 RS experience, an 

authen3city, that liKs it above its rivals.  This, as we have already 

proven, is so much more than just another 911.  
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The Jaguar E-Type, or the Jaguar XK-E for the North American 

market, is a Bri3sh sports car that was manufactured by 

Jaguar Cars Ltd between 1961 and 1975.  Its combina3on of 

beauty, high performance, and compe33ve pricing 

established the model as an icon of the motoring world.  The 

E-Type’s 241 km/h top speed, sub-7-second 0 to 100km/h 

accelera3on, monocoque construc3on, disc brakes, rack-and-pinion 

steering, and independent front and rear suspension dis3nguished 

the car and spurred industry-wide changes.  The E-Type was based 

on Jaguar’s D-Type racing car, which had won the 24 Hours of Le 

Mans for three consecu3ve years beginning 1955, and employed 

what was, for the early 1960s, a novel racing design principle, with 

a front sub-frame carrying the engine, front suspension and front 

bodywork bolted directly to the body tub.  No ladder frame chassis, 

as was common at the 3me, was needed and 

as such the first cars weighed only 1 315kg. 

On its release in March 1961 Enzo Ferrari 

called it “the most beau3ful car ever made”.
 
 

In 2004, Sports Car Interna*onal magazine 

placed the E-Type at number one on their list 

of Top Sports Cars of the 1960s.  In March 

2008, the Jaguar E-Type ranked first in The 

Daily Telegraph online list of the world’s “100 

most beau3ful cars” of all 3me.  Outside 

automo3ve circles, the E-type received 

prominent placement in Diabolik comic 

series, Aus*n Powers films and the television 

series Mad Men. 

The E-Type was ini3ally designed and shown to the public as a rear-

wheel drive grand tourer in two-seater coupe form (FHC or Fixed 

Head Coupe) and as a two-seater conver3ble “roadster” (OTS or 

Open Two Seater).  A “2+2” four-seat version of the coupe, with a 

lengthened wheelbase, was released several years later. 

Later model updates of the E-Type were officially designated 

“Series 2” and “Series 3”, and over 3me the earlier cars have come 

to be referred to as “Series 1.”  As with other partly hand made cars 

of the 3me, changes were incremental and ongoing, which has led 

to confusion over exactly what a Series 1 car is.  This is of more 

than academic interest, as Series 1 E-Types - and par3cularly Series 

1 roadsters oKen have values far in excess of Series 2 and 3 models. 
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Some transi3onal examples exist.  For example, while Jaguar itself 

never recognised a “Series 1½” or “Series 1.5,” over 3me, this sub-

category has been recognised by the Jaguar Owners Club of Great 

Britain and other leading authori3es.  The “pure” 4.2 litre Series 1 

was made in model years 1965 - 1967 (earlier Series 1 models had a 

smaller, 3.8 litre engine with less torque).  The 4.2 litre Series 1 has 

serial or VIN numbers 1E10001 - 1E15888 (in the case of the leK-

hand drive roadster), and 1E30001 - 1E34249 (in the case of the leK 

hand drive hardtop, or FHC).  The Series 1.5 leK hand drive roadster 

has serial numbers 1E15889 - 1E18368, with the hardtop version of 

the Series 1.5 having VIN numbers 1E34250 - 1E35815.  Series 1.5 

cars were made in model year 1968. 

The Series 1 cars, which are by far the most valuable, essen3ally fall 

into two categories: Those made between 1961 and 1964, which 

had 3.8 litre engines and par3al synchromesh transmissions, and 

those made between 1965 and 1967, which increased engine size 

and torque by around 10%, added a fully synchronised 

transmission, and also provided new reclining seats, an alternator 

in place of the prior dynamo, an electrical system switched to 

nega3ve earth, and other modern ameni3es, all while keeping the 

same classic Series 1 styling.  The 4.2 litre Series 1 E-Types also 

replaced the brake servo of the 3.8 litre with a more reliable unit.   

The 4.2 became the most desirable version of the famous E-Type 

due to their increased power and usability while retaining the same 

outward appearance as the earlier cars. 

As of the end of 2014, the most expensive regular produc3on 

Jaguar E-Types sold at auc3on included a 4.2 litre Series 1 roadster, 

with matching numbers, original paint and interior, under 80 000 

original miles, and a history of being in the original buyer’s family 

for 45 years (this car sold for $467 000 in 2013) and a 1961 “flat 

floor” Series 1, selling for $528 000 in 2014.  Special run racing 

lightweights go for far more s3ll.  For example, a 1963 E-type 

Lightweight Compe33on adver3sed as very original and with lots of 

pa3na (wearing the “factory installed interior and bodywork 

showing the pa3na of decades of use,” although it was re-painted 

and has a non-matching numbers - albeit factory provided - 

engine), one of just twelve that were built, sold for $7 370 000 at 

the 2017 Sco7sdale, Arizona auc3ons. 

Being a Bri3sh-made car of the 1960s, there are some rather rare 

sub-types of Series 1 E-Types, par3cularly at the beginning and end 

of the Series 1 produc3on.  For example, the first 500 Series 1 cars 

had flat floors and external bonnet latches.  At the close of the 

Series 1 produc3on run, there were a small number of cars 

produced that are iden3cal in every respect to other Series 1 units 

(including triple SU carbs, bu7on actuated starter, toggle switches, 

etc.), except that the headlight covers were removed for be7er 

illumina3on.  It is not known exactly how many of these Series 1 

cars (some3mes referred to as for convenience sake as “Series 

1.25,” but per Jaguar, Series 1) were produced, but given that 1 508 

Series 1 roadsters were produced worldwide for 1967, combined 

with the fact that these examples were made in just the last several 

months of Series 1 produc3on, means that these, like the flat floor 

examples that began the Series 1 produc3on run, are the lowest 

volume Series 1 variant, save of course for the special lightweights. 

Worldwide, including both leK and right hand drive examples, a 

total of 7 828 3.8 litre Series 1 roadsters were built, with 6 749 of 

the later 4.2 litre Series 1 roadsters having been manufactured. 

While the 1968 Series 1.5 cars maintained the essen3al design of 

the Series 1 models, emission regula3ons caused US models to lose 

the Series 1 triple SU carbure7ors; these were replaced in the 

Series 1.5 by less powerful twin Zenith-Stromberg units, dropping 

claimed power from 197kW to 183kW and torque from 384Nm to 

357Nm. 
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Of the “Series 1” cars, Jaguar manufactured some limited-edi3on 

variants, inspired by motor racing: 

The “’Lightweight’ E-Type” which was intended as a racing follow-

up to the D-Type. Jaguar planned to produce 18 units but ul3mately 

only a dozen were reportedly built.  Of those, two have been 

converted to low drag form and two others are known to have 

been crashed and deemed to be beyond repair, although one has 

now been rebuilt.  These are exceedingly rare and sought aKer by 

collectors.  The “Low Drag Coupe” was a one-off technical exercise 

which was ul3mately sold to a Jaguar racing driver.  It is presently 

believed to be part of the private collec3on of the current Viscount 

Cowdray.  In 2014, Jaguar announced its inten3on to build the 

remaining six lightweights, at a cost of approximately £1 million 

each. 

Safety and emissions regula3ons in the North American market 

forced the Series 2 and 3 E-Types to lose “the original’s purity, with 

a larger grille, wider wheel arches and bigger bumpers being added 

that distorted the (Series 1’s) looks.” 

The New York City Museum of Modern Art recognised the 

significance of the E-Type’s design in 1996 by adding a blue 

roadster to its permanent design collec3on, one of only six 

automobiles to receive the dis3nc3on.  The museum’s XK-E is a 

Series 1 roadster. 

The Series 1 was introduced, ini3ally for export only, in March 

1961.  The domes3c market launch came four months later in July 

1961.  The cars at this 3me used the triple SU carbure7ed 3.8 litre 

six-cylinder Jaguar XK6 engine from the XK150S.  Earlier built cars 

u3lised external bonnet latches which required a tool to open and 

had a flat floor design.  These cars are rare and more valuable.  

AKer that, the floors were dished to provide more leg room and the 

twin bonnet latches moved to inside the car.  The 3.8 litre engine 

was increased to 4.2 litres in October 1964. 

The 4.2 litre engine produced the same power as the 3.8-litre 

198 kW and same top speed 241 km/h, but increased torque 

approximately 10% from 325 to 384 Nm.  Accelera3on remained 

pre7y much the same and 0 to 100 km/h 3mes were around 6.4 

seconds for both engines, but maximum power was now reached at 

5 400 r/min instead of 5 500 r/min on the 3.8 litre.  That all meant 

be7er thro7le response for drivers that did not want to shiK down 

gears. The 4.2 litre’s block was completely redesigned, made longer 

to accommodate 5 mm larger bores, and the crankshaK modified to 

use newer bearings.  Other engine upgrades included a new 

alternator/generator and an electric cooling fan for the radiator. 

Autocar magazine road tested a UK spec E-Type 4.2 fixed head 

coupe in May 1965.  The maximum speed was 246 km/h, the 0-

100 km/h 3me was 7.6 seconds and the 
1
⁄4 mile (400 m) from a 

standing start took 15.1 seconds.  They summarised it as, “In its 4.2 

guise the E-Type is a fast car (the fastest we have ever tested) and 

offers just about the easiest way to travel quickly by road.”. 

Motor magazine road tested a UK spec E-Type 4.2 fixed head coupe 

in October 1964.  The maximum speed was 241 km/h, the 0-

100 km/h 3me was 7 seconds and the 
1
⁄4 mile (400 m) 3me was 

14.9 seconds.  They summarised it as, “The new 4.2 supersedes the 

early 3.8 as the fastest car Motor has tested.  The absurd ease 

which 100 mph (161 km/h) can be exceeded in a 
1
⁄4 mile never 

failed to astonish.  3 000 miles (4 828 km) of tes3ng confirms that 

this is s3ll one of the worlds outstanding cars”. 

All E-Types featured independent coil spring rear suspension with 

torsion bar front ends, and four wheel disc brakes, in-board at the 

rear, all were power-assisted.  The Coventry engineers spared 

nothing with regards to high automo3ve technology in braking.  

Like several Bri3sh car builders of the middle and late 1950s, the 4 

wheel disc brakes were also used in that era by Aus3n-Healey, MG, 

and the French Citroën DS puXng the Bri3sh and French far ahead 

of Ferrari, Masera3, Alfa Romeo, Porsche, and Mercedes-Benz.  

Even Lanchester tried an abor3ve a7empt to use copper disc 

brakes in 1902.  Jaguar was one of the first vehicle manufacturers 

to equip produc3on cars with 4 wheel disc brakes as standard from 

the XK150 in 1958. The Series 1 (except for late 1967 models) can 

be recognised by glass-covered headlights (up to 1967), small 
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“mouth” opening at the front, signal lights and tail-lights above 

bumpers and exhaust 3ps under the number plate in the rear. 

3.8 litre cars have leather-upholstered bucket seats, an aluminium-

trimmed centre instrument panel and console (changed to vinyl 

and leather in 1963), and a Moss four-speed gearbox that lacks 

synchromesh for first gear (“Moss box”).  4.2 litre cars have more 

comfortable seats, improved brakes and electrical systems, and an 

all-synchromesh four-speed gearbox.  4.2 litre cars also have a 

badge on the boot proclaiming, “Jaguar 4.2 Litre E-Type” (3.8 cars 

have a simple “Jaguar” badge).  Op3onal extras included chrome 

spoke wheels and a detachable hard top for the OTS.  When leaving 

the factory the car was originally fi7ed with Dunlop 6.40 × 15 inch 

RS5 tyres on 15 × 5K wire wheels (with the rear fiXng 15 × 5K½ 

wheels supplied with 6.50 X15 Dunlop Racing R5 tyres in mind of 

compe33on).  Later Series One cars were fi7ed with Dunlop 185 - 

15 SP41 or 185 VR 15 Pirelli Cinturato as radial ply tyres. 

A 2+2 version of the fastback coupe was added in 1966.  The 2+2 

offered the op3on of an automa3c transmission.  The body is 

229 mm longer and the roof angles are different.  The roadster and 

the non 2+2 FHC (Fixed Head Coupe) remained as two-seaters. 

Less widely known, right at the end of Series 1 produc3on, but prior 

to the transi3onal “Series 1½” referred to below, a small number of 

Series 1 cars were produced, with open headlights.  These Series 1 

cars had their headlights modified by removing the covers and 

altering the scoops they sit in, but these Series 1 headlights differ in 

several respects from those later used in the Series 1½ (or 1.5), the 

main being they are shorter at 143 mm from the Series 1½ at 

160 mm.  Produc3on dates on these machines vary but in right 

hand drive form produc3on has been verified as late as July 1968.  

They are not “rare” in the sense of the build of the twelve 

lightweights, but they are certainly uncommon; they were not 

produced un3l January 1967 and given the foregoing informa3on 

that they were produced as late as July 1968, it appears that there 

must have been an overlap with the Series 1.5 produc3on, which 

began in August 1967 as model year 1968 models.  These calendar 

year/model year Series 1 E-Type ‘s are iden3cal to other 4.2 litre 

Series 1 examples in every respect except for the open headlights; 

all other component areas, including the exterior, the interior, and 

the engine compartment are the same, with the same three SU 

carbure7ors, polished aluminium cam covers, centre dash toggle 

switches, etc. 

Following the Series 1 there was a transi3onal series of cars built in 

1967 - 68 as model year 1968 cars, unofficially called “Series 1½.”  

Due to American pressure the new features were not just open 

headlights, but also different switches (black plas3c rocker switches 

as opposed to the Series 1 toggle switches), de-tuning (using two 

Zenith-Stromberg carbure7ors instead of the original three SUs) for 

US models, ribbed cam covers painted black except for the top 

brushed aluminium ribbing, bonnet frames on the OTS that have 

two bows, and other changes.  Series 1½ cars also have twin cooling 

fans and adjustable seat backs.  The biggest change between 1961-

1967 Series 1 E-Types and the 1968 Series 1.5 was the reduc3on in 

the number of carbure7ors from 3 to just 2, resul3ng in a loss in 

power and torque.  Series 2 features were gradually introduced into 

the Series 1, crea3ng the unofficial Series 1½ cars, but always with 

the Series 1 body style. 

A United States federal safety law affec3ng 1968 model year cars 

sold in the US was the reason for the lack of headlight covers and 

change in dash switch design in the “Series 1.5” of 1968.  An oKen 

overlooked change, one that is oKen “modified back” to the older 

style, is the wheel knock-off “nut.”  US safety law for 1968 models 

also forbid the winged-spinner knockoff, and any 1968 model year 

sold in the US (or earlier German delivery cars) should have a 

hexagonal knockoff nut, to be hammered on and off with the 

assistance of a special “socket” included with the car from the 

factory.  This hexagonal nut carried on into the later Series 2 and 3.  

The engine configura3on of the US Series 1.5s was the same as is 

found in the Series 2. 

An open 3.8 litre car, actually the first such produc3on car to be 

completed, was tested by the Bri3sh magazine Motor in 1961 and 

had a top speed of 240 km/h and could accelerate from 0 to 

100 km/h in 7.1 seconds.  A fuel consump3on of 13.3 l/100km was 

recorded.  The test car cost £2 097 including taxes. 

The cars submi7ed for road test by the motoring journals of the 

3me (1961) such as Motor, Autocar and Autosport magazines were 

specially prepared by the Jaguar works to give be7er-than-standard 

performance figures.  This work entailed engine balancing and 

subtle work such as gas-flowing the cylinder heads and may even 

have involved fiXng larger diameter inlet valves. 

Both of the well-known 1961 road test cars: the E-Type coupe Reg. 

No. 9600 HP and E-Type Conver3ble Reg. No. 77 RW, were fi7ed 

with Dunlop Racing Tyres on test, which had a larger rolling 
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diameter and lower drag coefficient.  This goes some way to 

explaining the 240 km/h maximum speeds that were obtained 

under ideal test condi3ons.  The maximum safe rev limit for 

standard 6-cylinder 3.8 litre E-Type engines is 5 500 r/min.  The 

later 4.2 litre units had a red marking on the rev counter from just 

5000 r/min.  Both test cars must have reached or exceeded 6 000 r/

min in top gear when on road test in 1961. 

Produc3on numbers from Robson: 

• 15,490 - 3.8s 

• 17,320 - 4.2s 

• 10,930 2+2s 

The Series 2 introduced a number of design changes, largely due to 

U.S. design legisla3on.  The most dis3nc3ve exterior feature is the 

absence of the glass headlight covers, which affected several other 

imported cars, like the Citroën DS, as well.  Unlike other cars, this 

step was applied worldwide for the E-Type, not just to Americans 

living under the authority of the Na3onal Highway Traffic and 

Safety Administra3on. 

Other hallmarks of Series 2 cars are a wrap-around rear bumper, re-

posi3oned and larger front indicators and tail lights below the 

bumpers, an enlarged “mouth” which aided cooling, twin electric 

fans, plas3c rocker switches in place of the Series I toggle switches, 

and a downgrading in performance resul3ng from a switch from the 

three SU carbure7ors used in Series I models to a mere two 

“smogged” Stromberg carbs, reducing both power and torque. 

A combina3on steering lock and igni3on key was fi7ed to the 

steering column, which replaced the dashboard mounted igni3on 

switch and charisma3c push bu7on starter.  A new steering column 

was fi7ed with a collapsible sec3on in the event of an accident. 

New seats were fi7ed which allowed the fitment of head restraints, 

as required by U.S. law beginning in 1969.  The interior and 

dashboard were also redesigned; rocker switches that met US 

health and safety regula3ons were subs3tuted for toggle switches.  

The dashboard switches also lost their symmetrical layout. 

The engine is easily iden3fied visually by the change from smooth 

polished cam covers to a more industrial “ribbed” appearance.  It 

was de-tuned in the US with twin Strombergs and larger valve 

clearances, but in the UK retained triple SUs and the much 3ghter 

valve clearances.  (Series 1½ cars also had ribbed cam covers).  This 

detuned engine produced 183 kW. 

Air condi3oning and power steering were available as factory 

op3ons. 

Produc3on figures according to Robson is 13 490 of all types. 

The E-Type Series 3 was introduced in 1971, with a new 5.3 litre 

twelve cylinder Jaguar V12 engine, uprated brakes and standard 

power steering.  Op3onally an automa3c transmission, wire wheels 

and air condi3oning were available.  The brand new V12 engine 

was originally developed for the 24 Hours of Le Mans.  It was 

equipped with four Zenith carbure7ors.  The final engine was 

claimed to produce 203 kW, more torque, and a 0-100km/h 

accelera3on of less than 7 seconds, but this power figure was 

reduced in later produc3on.  The short wheelbase FHC body style 

was discon3nued, with the Series 3 available only as a conver3ble 

and 2+2 coupe. 

The newly used longer wheelbase now offered significantly more 

room in all direc3ons.  The Series 3 is easily iden3fiable by the large 

cross-sla7ed front grille, flared wheel arches, wider tyres, four 

exhaust 3ps and a badge on the rear that proclaims it to be a V12. 

Cars for the US market were fi7ed with large projec3ng rubber 

bumper over-riders (in 1973 these were on front, in 1974 both 

front and rear) to meet local 8 km/h impact regula3ons, but those 

on European models were considerably smaller.  US models also 

have side indicator repeats on the front wings.  There were also a 

very limited number of six-cylinder Series 3 E-Types built.  These 

were featured in the ini3al sales procedure but the lack of demand 

stopped their produc3on.  When leaving the factory the V12 Open 

Two Seater and V12 2+2 originally fi7ed Dunlop E70VR − 15 inch 

tyres on 15 × 6K wire or solid wheels. 

The Jaguar factory claimed that fiXng a set of Jaguar XJ12 sedan 

steel-braced radial-ply tyres to a V12 E-Type raised the top speed 

by as much as 10km/h.  The produc3on car was fi7ed with tex3le-

braced radial ply tyres.  This fact was reported by the editor of 

Motor magazine in the long-term test of his E-Type edi3on dated 4 

August 1973, who ran a V12 fixed head for a while. 

Robson lists produc3on at 15 290. 
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Wiltshire, England:  Cast your minds 

back slightly to the ‘old’ BBC Top 

Gear and the Polar Special where 

Jeremy and James raced against 

Richard to the North Pole.  Richard 

was using a team of sled dogs and the duo 

a red Toyota Hilux pick-up modified by a 

company called Ar*c Trucks.  It was an 

extreme vehicle for an extreme 

environment and even more extreme 

task… and if nobody minds, the car won 

the race too.  Now dial forward about a 

decade and it seems that Arc*c Trucks are 

s3ll around and their latest offering is 

something from the Nissan stable. 

The AT32 is the pick-up equivalent of a 

track-day special - more compromised on 

the road but be7er equipped to fulfil its 

true reasons for being. 

And when Arc*c Trucks get involved those 

reasons are fairly serious.  

The engineering company specialises in 

modifying vehicles for especially rugged 

terrain, having grown out of a 

Toyota franchise in Iceland that ouZi7ed 

the Hilux, Land Cruiser and 4Runner for 

du3es in Polar regions during the nine3es.  

There is almost no place on earth the 

company’s products cannot or will not go. 

Since separa3ng from Toyota, Arc*c Trucks 

has established bases in countries as far 

afield as the UAE and Russia, and plies its 

trade on stock models from several 

manufacturers, including Mercedes Benz.  

There are ultra-hardcore op3ons for 

explora3on, sport and the like (for instance 

type ‘Hilux AT44x6’ into your search engine 

to get an idea) but others are a touch more 

subtle, such as the Navara AT32 driven 

here. 

‘Subtle’ is of course a rela3ve term, and in 

reality this truck is as understated as a 

Bentley mounted with machine guns.  

For the AT32, Arc*c Trucks takes the top-

spec Navara Tekna and fits a Safari snorkel 

whose water3ght air intakes increase the 

wading depth from 600mm to 800mm.  

The next most no3ceable element is the 

20mm increase in ride height, courtesy of 

83 
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AT’s Performance suspension, which increases ground clearance 

from 223mm to 243mm and significantly increases both the 

approach, break-over and departure angles. 

Beneath the thuggish wheel arch extensions are the 32 inch NoKIAn 

275/70 tyres that give the car its name.  And ensconced within all 

that rubber are the least road-friendly wheels in existence: 

a7rac3ve, black 17 inch items of AT’s own design.  Crawl 

underneath and you will no3ce further modifica3ons - a branded 

skid-plate, sump guard and other protec3ve underbody measures 

to help fend off boulders that threaten to puncture the engine, 

gearbox, propshaKs and fuel tank. 

Along with a locking front differen3al to complement similar, 

exis3ng hardware in the rear axle, the AT32 is the most capable 

Navara ever offered through official Nissan sales channels. 

And you feel the effects of that - the AT32’s underlying ability to 

wade through considerable expanses of water, nego3ate 

impossibly ru7ed trails and develop unbreakable trac3on in snowy 

climes - out on the road.  The third-genera3on Navara might have 

the most sophis3cated suspension in this class but the knobbly 

tyres undermine that by genera3ng a relentlessly endless and busy 

ride. 

Likewise, the raised ride height might add to already impressive 

forward visibility but does nothing to reign in pitch and yaw 

movements.  To say the AT32 bounces its way down a road would 

be grossly unfair, but its manners are sufficiently less refined than 

the standard car to give serious pause for thought.  The vast 

majority of drivers in most countries would be be7er off with the 

smoother, quieter quali3es of the normal Navara. 

The powertrain is unchanged, with a 140kW 2.3 litre, four-cylinder 

dCi twin-turbodiesel connected to an old-fashined six-speed 

manual gearbox.  With the rack-and-pinion steering, the driving 

controls hang together well enough to make driving the AT32 easy 

enough to stroke along but no more.  Direc3on changes are indirect 

rather than imprecise, and while the engine note is a bit 

agricultural, it isn’t aggrava3ng. 

With more than two tons to haul, this engine is par3cularly 

loud under load, however.  Were it only loud enough to drown out 

the squeals of understeering off-road tyres, whose limits are 

exceeded with surprising ease.  No doubt, the AT32 is far more at 

home off the beaten track rather than on it. 

Finding tempta3on in such a prac3cal, single-mindedly capable 

vehicle is not difficult.  Moreover, I probably speak for many drivers 

who would never normally want or need a pick-up when I say the 

AT32 is a terrific-looking bit of kit.  Both the underlying Navara and 

the modifica3ons are also covered with five-year warran3es by 

there respec3ve makers, and so this is no journey into the 

unknown. 

But first, a couple of things.  The ride is poor - too poor to put up 

with if the vast majority of your 3me with this pick-up will be spent 

on the road.  The snorkel and the locking front diff are also op3onal 

… when you want to protect something you cover it with steel, and in the case of the AT32 the en*re undercarriage is covered in protec*ve plates… good... 
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extras on top of the AT32 package and together cost quite a bit. 

They are expensive.  Very even.  Then again, if you need to use 

them, that is likely to be money very well spent. 

And what if you don’t?  In that case you’re unlikely to take much 

advantage of all the other modifica3ons Arc*c Trucks makes, 

and so the overall cost of the car seems indefensible when you 

can buy the be7er-equipped Mercedes X-Class - one with a V6 

engine - for less. 

But ul3mately the AT32 will do things an X-Class and many other 

rivals besides won’t.  Perhaps, then, it’s simply a case of only 

professionals need apply?  Most definitely, yes.  This is a car 

which you need rather than want, but if you need it then it is - 

outside of a much more expensive Bowler Bulldog - the most 

purpose built off-roader money can buy. 

One thing I am curious to see would be a ‘what if’ scenario. 

What if Arc*c Trucks were to get hold of the new upcoming 

Land Rover Defender?  What if, indeed... 
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The Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of Driving    
with The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savage    

This is a subject which I have previously 

discussed, but it seems there is a lot of 

interest and many readers have asked for 

more informa3on. 

The racing line is the fastest line or arc 

through a corner on a race circuit.  The 

trajectory of the racing line depends on the 

severity of the corner, how long the 

following straight is and what kind of car is 

being driven. 

The goal is to always carry as much speed 

in the braking zone, through the corner 

and onto the next straight. 

There are a few terms you will hear drivers 

talk about when describing a racing line.  

It’s straighZorward, but it’s important that 

you know the key terms.  The four main 

sec3ons of a racing line are the braking 

point, turn-in point, apex or clipping point 

and the exit point. 

Here’s a summary of how to take the 

racing line: 

• Brake to maximum capacity at your 

braking point; 

• Move your vision to the apex point; 

• Turn-in your car at the turn-in 

point; 

• Make the apex of the ideal racing 

line; 

• Begin to introduce the accelerator, 

and; 

• Open up steering to the corner’s 

exit point. 

BRAKING POINT 

The braking point is the posi3on at which 

you begin to get on the brakes before a 

corner.  Understanding the term is simple, 

however, picking the latest braking point 

possible and con3nuing to decelerate at 

100% of the grip available is less so. For the 

moment, know that the majority of your 

braking should be in a straight line, with 

the final release of the brake pressure 

requiring absolute smoothness. 

TURN-IN POINT 

Next up in our racing line process is the 

turn-in point - the point at which you turn 

into the corner.  What’s important here is 

that you are already looking towards the 

apex, so you know when and how hard to 

turn into the corner. 

Miss the perfect turn-in point and your lap 

3me will suffer.  Turn in too late and you 

won’t be able to carry as much speed 

through the corner, turn in too early, and 

you will cripple your exit speed. 

APEX OF A CORNER 

You will hear drivers talking about hiXng 

the perfect apex, or about when they just 

THE ART OF DRIVING THE PERFECT RACING LINE 
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missed it.  

The apex is the point at which you are at the inside of the corner - it 

can also be referred to as the clipping point. 

Most circuits will have a kerb  at the apex to stop greedy drivers 

(most of us) from running onto and over the grass.  The kerb is 

usually an excellent visual cue of where the apex is when you are 

turning the car into the corner. 

Once you have made it to the apex (if your racing line is correct) it 

will be 3me to begin geXng back on the thro7le.  You need to 

remember that faster corners tend to have early apexes, and slow 

corners and hairpins will generally have late apexes. 

EXIT POINT 

The exit point is the point at which your car once again reaches the 

outside of the track.  Once you have passed the apex, you should 

begin to increase thro7le posi3on and open up your steering angle 

accordingly - do this correctly and you will end up at the op3mum 

exit point. 

Now that we have got the main terms under our belt, let’s take a 

look at the theore3cal best racing line, known as the geometric 

line. 

THE GEOMETRIC RACING LINE 

The geometric line is the most shallow arc possible through a 

corner.  It uses every inch of the circuit, apexes in the centre of the 

turn and if you were driving it, you could keep a constant speed 

from turn-in all the way to the exit point. 

Take a look at the diagram (below)  - the green line is the most 

shallow arc and geometric best. 

Although the geometric line is not the fastest way through almost 

all corners, explaining the theory serves a purpose in understanding 

something very simple about corners: the 3ghter the corner, the 

more steering input you require and the less speed you can carry 

through it. 

Like I said, very simple, but something that’s important to men3on.  

If you decrease the radius of a corner, you must decrease your 

speed through it. 

Most drivers who are new to circuit driving do not use all of the 

circuit’s width.  By doing this, they are making the corner 3ghter 

and, therefore, impossible to carry the maximum speed through it.  

Once they realise they can use more of the track, they go faster and 

this is a very simple win. 

The geometric line is the fastest racing line through a corner if it’s 

in complete isola3on with nothing before or aKer it.  Luckily, race 

circuits are a bit more interes3ng than that and will have a corner 

or straight following the previous corner. 

This means that the ideal racing line is altered to focus a li7le more 

on the exit speed of the corner.  Carry extra speed here and you 

will con3nue to carry it all the way down the following straight, 

accumula3ng in a good reduc3on of lap 3me. 

THE IDEAL RACING LINE 

The ideal line will turn-in and apex a li7le later than the geometric 

line and allow for a straighter and easier line from apex to exit - the 

more straight the racing line is here, the more you can accelerate 

and the faster you will hurtle yourself down the following straight. 

With the geometric line, you can gain a few km/h on entry, for let’s 

say 100m.  The ideal racing line will loose a li7le on entry, but you 

will gain a few km/h for, let’s say 500m, down the next straight - 

resul3ng in a larger win in lap 3me. 

As you can see from diagram below (geometric line green, ideal line 
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red), the ideal line turns into the corner a li7le later, turns sharper 

from turn-in to the apex and then opens up the exit crea3ng a 

straighter line aKer apex. 

This creates numerous advantages: 

• as the turn-in point is slightly later, you can brake a li7le 

later, saving lap 3me; 

• the amount of 3me you spend turning is reduced – a car is 

fastest in a straight line, so you want to op3mise this, and; 

• because the car is turned earlier in the corner, the corner 

exit is opened up, and you can get to full thro7le sooner. 

The only nega3ve - compared to the geometric line - is that the car 

needs to turn a li7le sharper, meaning that the line’s radius is less 

and so our minimum speed is going to be somewhat slower.  This 

slight loss in 3me is easily outweighed by the posi3ves men3oned 

above. 

To be en3rely clear, take a look at the graph above.  This shows 

speed vs. distance for a car taking each racing line on the corner 

above  once again the green line is geometric and the red is the 

ideal. 

As the cars are braking you can see both lines decreasing in speed, 

however, the red line is travelling a li7le faster as it’s been able to 

brake later due to the later turn-in point - 3me gain to the red 

(ideal) line. 

Then, as we begin turning into the corner, you can see the green 

line carries more speed into the turn as it has a more open radius at 

this entry phase.  The red line is below, has a slower minimum 

speed and more of a ‘V’ shape - 3me gain to the green (geometric) 

line. 

As we are reaching both apexes, the ideal line begins to speed up 

significantly quicker than the geometric line as it’s opened up the 

corner exit and can get to full thro7le sooner.  The size of the 3me 

gain here depends on how long the following straight is - the longer 

the straight, the bigger the 3me gain. 

As you can see, the ideal racing line focuses on exit speed.  With my 

racing experience, it’s clear that this is an area where most drivers - 

beginners and experienced - can improve. 

Most drivers are impa3ent and will try to make too big of a gain on 

corner entry, thereby destroying their exit speed.  The trick here is 

to be pa3ent, get the car turned and poin3ng out of the corner, and 

get on the thro7le as soon as possible. 

DIFFERENCE IN RACING LINES (SLOW AND FAST CORNERS) 

All corners are different.  They may have bumps, camber, difficult 

kerbing and a whole range of differen3ators.  However, in general, 

the faster the corner, the closer the ideal racing line will be to the 

geometric line. 

The fundamental reason for this is that the faster the corner is, the 

less you will be able to accelerate on the following straight.  For 

example, take a car that has a maximum speed of 240km/h.  When 

exi3ng a 65km/h hairpin onto the next straight, the car can 

accelerate by 175km/h, so you will want to accelerate out of the 

corner as soon as possible. 

When exi3ng a corner that has a minimum speed of 160km/h, the 

same car can accelerate by only 80km/h - therefore opening up the 

exit creates less 3me gain than in a slow corner. 

As you can see, below, by comparing the two corners and 

corresponding racing lines (again geometric green, ideal red), the 

lines are significantly different in the hairpin where we need to 

focus on the exit speed and less different on the fast kink, where 

we’re trying to maintain momentum. 

And all of this is how to drive the perfect racing line; the line which 

can either make or break a race win. 

I hope that this more conclusively explains the concept.  Now go 

prac3ce. 

 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT PLEASE DO SO AT: 

the_savage@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Masera3 is an Italian luxury vehicle manufacturer established on 1 

December 1914, in Bologna.  The Masera3 tagline is “Luxury, sports 

and style cast in exclusive cars”, and the brand’s mission statement 

is to “Build ultra-luxury performance automobiles with 3meless 

Italian style, accommoda3ng bespoke interiors, and effortless, 

signature sounding power”. 

The company’s headquarters are now in Modena, and its emblem is 

a trident.  It has been owned by the Italian-American car giant Fiat 

Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) and FCA’s Italian predecessor Fiat S.p.A. 

since 1993.  Masera3 was ini3ally associated with Ferrari S.p.A., 

which was also owned by FCA un3l being spun off in 2015, but 

more recently it has become part of the sports car group including 

Alfa Romeo and Abarth.  In May 2014, due to ambi3ous plans and 

product launches, Masera3 sold a record of over 3 000 cars in one 

month.  This caused them to increase produc3on of the 

Qua7roporte and Ghibli models.  In 

addi3on to the Ghibli and Qua7roporte, 

Masera3 offers the Masera3 GranTurismo, 

the GranTurismo Conver3ble, and has 

from 2016 offered the Masera3 Levante, 

the first Masera3 SUV, and the Masera3 

Alfieri, a new 2+2 in 2020.  Masera3 is 

placing a produc3on output cap at 75 000 

vehicles globally. 

The Masera3 brothers, Alfieri, Bindo, 

Carlo, E7ore, and Ernesto, were all 

involved with automobiles from the 

beginning of the 20th century.  Alfieri, Bindo, and Ernesto built 2 

litre Grand Prix cars for Dia7o.  In 1926, Dia7o suspended the 

produc3on of race cars, leading to the crea3on of the first Masera3 

and the founding of the Masera3 marque.  One of the first 

Masera3s, driven by Alfieri, won the 1926 Targa Florio.  Masera3 

began making race cars with 4, 6, 8, and 16 cylinders (two straight-

eights mounted parallel to one another). 

The trident logo of the Masera3 car company is based on the 

Fountain of Neptune in Bologna’s Piazza Maggiore.  In 1920, one of 

the Masera3 brothers, ar3st Mario, used this symbol in the logo at 

the sugges3on of family friend Marquis Diego de Sterlich.  It was 

considered par3cularly appropriate for the sports car company due 

to fact that Neptune represents strength and vigour; addi3onally 

the statue is a characteris3c symbol of the company’s original 

home city. 
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Alfieri Masera3 died in 1932, but three other brothers, Bindo, 

Ernesto, and E7ore, kept the firm going, building cars that won 

races. 

In 1937, the remaining Masera3 brothers sold their shares in the 

company to the Adolfo Orsi family, who in 1940, relocated the 

company headquarters to their home town of Modena, where it 

remains to this day.  The brothers con3nued in engineering roles 

with the company.  Racing successes con3nued, even against the 

giants of German racing, Auto Union and Mercedes.  In back-to-

back wins in 1939 and 1940, an 8CTF won the Indianapolis 500, the 

only Italian manufacturer ever to do so. 

The war then intervened and Masera3 abandoned car making to 

produce components for the Italian war effort.  During this 3me, 

Masera3 worked in fierce compe33on to construct a V16 town car 

for Benito Mussolini before Ferdinand Porsche of Volkswagen built 

one for Adolf Hitler.  This failed, and the plans were scrapped.  

Once peace was restored, Masera3 returned to making cars; the A6 

series did well in the post-war racing scene. 

Key people joined the Masera3 team.  Alberto Massimino, a former 

Fiat engineer with both Alfa Romeo and Ferrari experience, 

oversaw the design of all racing models for the next ten years.  

With him joined engineers Giulio Alfieri, Vi7orio Bellentani, and 

Gioacchino Colombo.  The focus was on the best engines and 

chassis to succeed in car racing.  These new projects saw the last 

contribu3ons of the Masera3 brothers, who aKer their 10-year 

contract with Orsi expired went on to form O.S.C.A..  This new team 

at Masera3 worked on several projects: the 4CLT, the A6 series, the 

8CLT, and, pivotally for the future success of the company, the 

A6GCS. 

The famous Argen3nian driver Juan-Manuel Fangio raced for 

Masera3 for a number of years in the 1950s, producing a number 

of stunning victories including winning the world championship in 

1957 in the 250F.  Other racing projects in the 1950s were the 

200S, 300S, 350S, and 450S, followed in 1961 by the famous Tipo 

61. 

Masera3 re3red from factory racing par3cipa3on because of the 

Guidizzolo tragedy during the 1957 Mille Miglia, though they 

con3nued to build cars for privateers.  Masera3 became more and 

more focused on building road-going grand tourers. 

The 1957 3500 GT marked a turning point in the marque’s history, 

as its first ground-up grand tourer design and first series produced 

car. Produc3on jumped from a dozen to a few hundreds cars a year.  

Chief engineer Giulio Alfieri took charge of the project, and turned 

the 3.5 litre inline six from the 350S into a road-going engine.  

Launched with a Carrozzeria Touring 2+2 coupe aluminium body 

over superleggera structure, a steel-bodied short wheelbase 

Vignale 3500 GT Conver3bile open top version followed in 1960.  

The 3500 GT’s success, with over 2200 made, was cri3cal to 

Masera3’s survival in the years following withdrawal from racing. 

The 3500 GT also provided the underpinnings for the small-volume 

V8-engined 5000 GT, another seminal car for Masera3.  Born from 

the Shah of Persia’s whim of owning a road car powered by the 

Masera3 450S racing engine, it became one of the fastest and most 

expensive cars of its days.  The third to the thirty-fourth and last 

example produced were powered by Masera3’s first purely road-

going V8 engine design. 

In 1962, the 3500 GT evolved into the Sebring, bodied by Vignale 

and based on the Conver*bile chassis.  Next came the two-seater 

Mistral coupe in 1963 and Spider in 1964, both six-cylinder 

powered and styled by Pietro Frua. 

Also in 1963, the company’s first sedan arrived, the Qua7roporte, 

also styled by Frua.  If the 5000 GT inaugurated the marque’s first 

road-going V8, the Qua7roporte’s Tipo 107 4.2 litre DOHC V8 was 

the forefather of all Masera3 V8s up to 1990. 

The Ghia-designed Ghibli coupe was launched in 1967.  It was 

powered by a 4.7 litre dry sump version of Masera3’s quad cam V8. 

The Ghibli Spyder and 4.9 litre Ghibli SS followed. 

In 1968, Masera3 was taken over by Citroën. Adolfo Orsi remained 

the nominal president, but Masera3 changed a great deal.  The 

rela3onship started as a joint venture, made public in January 1968, 

in which Masera3 would design and manufacture an engine for 

Citroën’s upcoming flagship SM.  Launched in 1970, the SM was a 

four-seat front-wheel-drive coupe, powered by a Masera3 Tipo 

C114 2.7 litre 90° V6 engine; this engine and its gearbox had been 

used in other vehicles, such as rally-prepared Citroën DSs used by 

Bob Neyret in Bandama Rally, and in the Ligier JS2. 

With secure financial backing, new models were launched, and built 

in much greater numbers than before.  Citroën borrowed Masera3 

exper3se and engines for the SM and other vehicles, and Masera3 

incorporated Citroën technology, par3cularly in hydraulics.  

Engineer Giulio Alfieri was key to many of the ambi3ous designs of 

this period. 

The first new arrival was the 1969 Indy - a Vignale-bodied four 

seater GT with a tradi3onal V8 drivetrain, which was produced in 

over 1100 units. 

In 1971, the Bora was the company’s first series produc3on mid-

engined model, an idea agreed with administrator Guy Malleret 

shortly aKer the 1968 takeover.  The Bora ended Masera3’s 

reputa3on for producing fast but technologically out of date cars, 

being the first Masera3 with four wheel independent suspension.  

In contrast, compe3tor Lamborghini had independent suspension 

in 1964. 

In 1972, fiXng a Tipo 114 SM-derived V6 enlarged to 3 litre into the 

Bora produced the Masera3 Merak. 

Citroën never developed a 4-door version of the SM - instead 

Masera3 developed the Qua7roporte II, which shared most of its 

mechanical parts with the SM, including the mid-engine, front-

wheel-drive layout, and six headlight arrangement. 
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To power this large car, Alfieri developed a V8 engine from the SM 

V6 with 190 kW and fi7ed it to a lightly modified SM, proving the 

chassis could easily handle the power increase.  Citroën’s and 

Masera3’s financial difficul3es hampered the type homologa3on 

process; the development costs for the s3llborn sedan further 

aggravated Masera3’s situa3on.  Only a dozen Qua7roporte IIs 

were ever produced, all with the V6. 

The replacement for the successful Ghibli was the Bertone-

designed Khamsin, a front-engined grand tourer introduced in 1972 

and produced un3l 1974; it married the tradi3onal Masera3 V8 GT 

layout with modern independent suspension, uni-body 

construc3on, and refined Citroën technologies such as DIRAVI 

power steering. 

Meanwhile, the 1973 oil crisis put the brakes on this ambi3ous 

expansion; demand for fuel-hungry sports cars shrank dras3cally.  

Austerity measures in Italy meant that the domes3c market 

contracted by 60-70%.  All of the main Italian GT car manufacturers 

were damaged, having to lay off workers in order to empty lots of 

unsold cars.  Masera3 received the hardest blow, as its home 

market sales accounted for over half of the total - in contrast with 

Ferrari’s 20%.  In this situa3on, the only Masera3 that con3nued to 

sell in appreciable numbers was the small-displacement Merak. 

In 1974, with the 1973 - 75 recession at its climax, things took a 

turn for the worse.  Citroën went bankrupt and its incorpora3on 

into PSA Peugeot Citroën begun.  The year closed with domes3c 

sales tumbling from 1973’s 360 to 150 units, and losses exceeding 

the share capital. 

On 22 May 1975, a press release from Citroën management 

abruptly announced Masera3 had been put into liquida3on.  The 

workforce immediately picketed the factory, but produc3on was 

not halted.  Trade unions, the mayor of Modena, and local 

poli3cians mobilised to save the 800 jobs; industry minister Carlo 

Donat-CaXn even flew to Paris to meet Citroën chairman Francois 

Rollier.  An agreement was reached in June, aKer several mee3ngs 

and assemblies.  During one of these mee3ngs, Citroën liquidators 

disclosed that a possible Italian buyer had showed up, and the 

name of de Tomaso was put forth for the first 3me.  Citroën 

accepted to suspend liquida3on as requested by the Italian 

government, which on its part guaranteed six months of special 

redundancy fund to pay the salaries. 

On 8 August 1975, an agreement was signed at the Ministry of 

Industry in Rome, and property of Masera3 passed from Citroën to 

Italian state-owned holding company GEPI and Alejandro de 

Tomaso, an Argen3nian industrialist and former racing driver, who 

became president and CEO.  As of December 1979, GEPI’s quota 

amounted to 88.75% of Masera3, the remaining 11.25% being 

controlled by De Tomaso through an holding which grouped his 

automo3ve interests in Masera3 and Innocen3.  Beginning in 1976, 

new models were introduced, sharing their underpinnings - but not 

their engines - with De Tomaso cars; first came the Kyalami grand 

tourer, derived from the De Tomaso Longchamp restyled by Frua 

and powered by Masera3’s V8.  Following was the Italdesign 

Giugiaro-designed third genera3on Qua7roporte, introduced in 

1976 and put on sale in 1979.  Bora sales dwindled down; Khamsin 

was discon3nued between 1982 and 1983.  Progressively stripped 

of its Citroën-derived parts, the Merak con3nued to sell over one 

hundred pieces a year, un3l 1982. 

The 1980s saw the company largely abandoning the mid-engined 

sports car in favour of a compact front-engined, rear-drive coupe, 

the Masera3 Biturbo.  Of fairly conven3onal construc3on, the 

Biturbo’s pleasure and pain was its twin-turbocharged V6 engine, 

the first ever in a produc3on car.  This engine, descending from 

Alfieri’s 90° V6, was fi7ed in a large number of models, all sharing 

key components; every new Masera3 launched up to the 1990s 

would derive from the Biturbo.  The Biturbo family was extremely 

successful at exploi3ng the aspira3onal image of the Masera* 

name - selling 40 000 units. 

In 1983 and 1984, the range was extended to include sedans (the 

425 and 420) and a cabriolet (the Zagato-bodied Spyder), 

respec3vely on a long and short wheelbase Biturbo plaZorm. 

During 1984, Chrysler bought a 5% share in the new company. 

Following an agreement between De Tomaso’s friend and Chrysler 

head Lee Iacocca, a joint venture was signed. Masera3 would 

produce a car for export to the American market, the Chrysler TC 

by Masera3, with Chrysler-sourced engines.  In July of that same 

year, a merger between Masera3 and Nuova Innocen3 was 

decided; it was carried out in 1985.  Chrysler upped its stake to 

15.6% by underwri3ng three quarters of a 75 billion Lire capital 

raise in 1986. 

New Biturbo-based cars and model evolu3ons were launched year 

aKer year. In 1984, it was the 228, a large coupe built on the long 

wheelbase sedan chassis, with a new 2.8 litre version of the twin-

turbo V6.  Weber Fuel injec3on was phased in star3ng in 1986, 

bringing improved reliability and a host of new model variants.  The 

same year, the ageing third genera3on Qua7roporte was updated 

as the luxurious Masera3 Royale, built to order in an handful of 

examples a year; its discon3nua3on in 1990 marked the 

disappearance of Masera3’s four-cam V8 engine, a design that 

could trace its roots back to the 450S racer and the legendary 5000 

GT. In 1987, the 2.8-litre 430 topped the sedan range.  1988 

brought the Masera3 Karif 2.8 litre two-seater, based on the short 

wheelbase Spyder chassis.  Meanwhile, the Biturbo name was 

dropped altogether, as updated coupes and sedans were updated 

became the 222 and 422.  1989 marked the reintroduc3on of an 

eight-cylinder grand tourer: the Masera3 Shamal, built on a 

modified short wheelbase Biturbo bodyshell, clad in new muscular 

bodywork by Marcello Gandini.  It was powered by an all-new twin-

turbo 32-valve V8 engine paired to a 6-speed gearbox. Two litre, 24

-valve engines also debuted. 

In October 1989, De Tomaso bought the remaining GEPI quota.  In 

December, Fiat entered in Masera3’s history. Masera3 and 

Innocen3 were separated; Innocen3 Milano S.p.A., the company 

that sold Innocen3 cars, con3nued its business under a 51% Fiat 

Auto ownership.  All of the Modena and Lambrate plants went to a 
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newly created company, the s3ll extant Masera3 S.p.A.; 49% of it 

was owned by Fiat Auto and 51% was controlled by De Tomaso 

through the old company, Officine Alfieri Masera3. 

In the early ‘90s, a mid-engined sports car was developed, the 

Masera3 Chubasco - which was to début in 1992.  It featured 

Gandini-designed body, a V8 powertrain, and a backbone chassis.  

The project was cancelled, as it proved too expensive.  Star3ng in 

1990, the en3re range received a faceliK by Marcello Gandini, on 

the lines of the Shamal’s styling.  The last version of the Biturbo 

coupe proper was called Masera3 Racing.  It was a transi3onal 

model in which several features to be found on the upcoming 

Ghibli were tested. 

The Masera3 Ghibli was introduced in 1992.  It was a six-cylinder 

coupe, with modified Biturbo underpinnings dressed by new 

Gandini bodywork (toned down from the Shamal) and the latest 

evolu3on of the 24-valve twin-turbo V6 with record breaking 

specific output.  The underpinnings of the s3llborn Chubasco gave 

birth to the Masera3 Barche7a, a small open top mid-engine sports 

car styled by Synthesis Design (Carlo Gaino).  A one-make racing 

series was held in 1992 and 1993, using the Barche7a Corsa racing 

version; the road-going Barche7a Stradale was never put into 

produc3on.  Just 17 Barche7a examples were produced.  Between 

1992 and 1994 all models save for the Ghibli and Shamal were 

progressively discon3nued. 

On 19 May 1993, 17 years aKer having rescued it from liquida3on, 

Alejandro De Tomaso sold its 51% stake in Masera3 to Fiat, which 

became the sole owner.  Substan3al investments were made in 

Masera3, and it has since undergone something of a renaissance. 

In 1998, a new chapter began in Masera3’s history when the 

company launched the 3200 GT.  This two-door coupe is powered 

by a 3.2 litre twin-turbocharged V8 derived from the Shamal 

engine, which produces 280 kW. 

Over two decades aKer the ill-fated Chrysler TC by Masera3 during 

Chrysler’s brief ownership stake in Masera3, the two companies 

became interconnected again when Fiat purchased majority control 

of Chrysler in 2011 as a result of Chrysler’s bankruptcy. 

In July 1997, Fiat sold a 50% share in the company to Masera3’s 

long-3me arch-rival Ferrari (Ferrari itself being owned by Fiat).  In 

1999, Ferrari took full control, making Masera3 its luxury division.  

A new factory was built, replacing the exis3ng 1940s-era facility.  

Ferrari is credited for bringing Masera3 back into business, aKer 

many lacklustre years of Masera3 teetering on the brink of 

bankruptcy. 

The last links to the de Tomaso era were cut in 2002, when the 

3200 GT was replaced by the Masera3 Coupe and Spyder; evolved 

from the 3200, these cars ditched its twin-turbocharged V8 for an 

all-new, naturally aspirated, dry sump 4.2 litre V8 with a transaxle 

gearbox.  In turn Coupe and Spyder were replaced by the 

GranTurismo and GranCabrio. 

Meanwhile, two new models have been shown to the public: the 

MC12 road supersports and successful GT racer with a Ferrari Enzo-

derived chassis and engine and the new Qua7roporte, a high luxury 

sedan with the 4.2 litre V8 engine.  Nowadays, Masera3 is back in 

business and successfully selling on a global basis.  In 2001, Ferrari 

decided to throw away all the old tooling and installed high-tech 

devices in the Modena factory, making it one of the most advanced 

in the world. 

Since early 2002, Masera3 once again entered the United States 

market, which has quickly become for Masera3 the largest market 

worldwide.  The company has also re-entered the racing arena with 

their Trofeo and, in December 2003, the Masera3 MC12 (formerly 

known as the MCC), which was developed according to FIA GT 

regula3ons and has since competed with great success in the world 

FIA GT championship, winning the teams championship three 

consecu3ve 3mes from 2005 to 2007.  The MC12 has also been 

raced in various na3onal GT championship as well as in the 

American Le Mans series.  The MC12 is based on the Enzo Ferrari 

sports car; 50 street-legal homologa3on models (roadsters and 

coupes) have been sold for about US$700 000 each. 

The Masera3 and Alfa Romeo group, under Fiat Group, started in 

2005, when Masera3 was split off from Ferrari and partnered with 

Alfa Romeo.  On 9 June 2005, the 20 000th Masera3, a 

Qua7roporte, leK the factory.  In the second quarter of 2007, 

Masera3 made profit for the first 3me in 17 years under Fiat 

ownership. 

On 22 January 2010, Fiat announced that it had created a new 

partnership/brand group for Alfa Romeo, Masera3, and Abarth.  

The group was led by Harald J. Wester, the current CEO of 

Masera3.  The late Sergio Marchionne said that “[the] purpose of 

bringing the Alfa Romeo, Masera3 and Abarth brands under the 

same leadership is to emphasize and leverage the value of the 

shared quali3es of the three brands in terms of their spor3ng 

characteris3cs and performance.”  Abarth stayed under Wester’s 

leadership un3l 2013, leaving Masera3 and Alfa Romeo in the 

brand group, led by Wester.   Although Masera3 and Alfa Romeo 

are in a brand group, Alfa Romeo is structured under FCA Italy 

S.p.A., which itself is structured under FCA, whereas Masera3 is 

structured solely under FCA.  In addi3on, in an interview with 

Wester in 2015, he clarified that his “role at Masera3 is different 

from that in the Alfa Romeo as the la7er is be7er integrated into 

the Fiat Group” and that “the new Alfa car won’t share any parts 

with the current Masera3 model.  I’m not planning any technical 

merging of these two makes.” 

In 2013, Masera3 started its expansion with the sixth-genera3on 

Masera3 Qua7roporte, which was designed to be7er compete with 

the Mercedes-Benz S-Class.  This was followed by the introduc3on 

of the Ghibli, which was slated to compete against the Mercedes-

Benz E-Class and BMW 5 Series.  On May 6, 2014, Masera3 

confirmed produc3on of the Levante SUV and the Alfieri (previously 

a 2+2 concept sports car that was named aKer Alfieri Masera3).  At 

this event, it was revealed that 2014 will be the last year of 

produc3on for the GranTurismo and GranTurismo Conver3ble, 
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although produc3on of the GranTurismo was extended un3l 2016, 

with a new GranTurismo s3ll to be unveiled.   In a 2015 interview, 

Harald J. Wester said that there was room for a future sports car, 

posi3oned above the Alfieri. 

Along with their expansion, Masera3 started their re-entrance into 

the high-performance car field, in order to compete with brands 

such as Mercedes-AMG, BMW M, Porsche, Jaguar, and in certain 

cases, Ferrari.  This is being done with Masera3s that have higher 

output engines, higher performance components, and be7er 

handling.  The fastest Masera3 Alfieri will be receiving a 388 kW V6 

with all-wheel drive, while the Qua7roporte, Ghibli, and Levante 

are receiving 418 kW V8s in the future with all-wheel drive, in order 

to be7er compete with their respec3ve AMGs, M cars, Jaguars, and 

Porsches.  The Masera3 Alfieri will be compe33ve against the 

Mercedes-AMG GT, Porsche 911, Jaguar F-Type R, and even the 

Ferrari Portofino in terms of performance.  The replacement for the 

GranTurismo, to be presented in 2018, will have a 418 kW V8.  The 

high performance all wheel drive version of the Ghibli (as 

men3oned above) will likely wear a GTS badge.  For the 

Qua7roporte, this will be a replacement for the GTS version (with 

increased power and all wheel drive, as men3oned above). 

In addi3on, Harald J. Wester stated that Masera3 is experimen3ng 

with plug-in hybrid powertrains, and that one will be offered in the 

second half of 2017 in the Levante SUV.  By 2018, the base Ghibli 

will receive a performance upgrade 261 kW, and the Ghibli S Q4 

336 Kw, which more or less happened as planned. 

Masera3 sales in 2013 were 15 400 units, which is up from just over 

6 000 units worldwide in 2012 (2013 included the release of the 

new Qua7roporte and Ghibli towards the end of the year, and thus 

the first year to fully represent the sales inclusive of these models is 

2014).  In May, 2014, Masera3 sold a company record of over 3 000 

cars worldwide, causing them to increase produc3on of the Ghibli 

and Qua7roporte.  For that same month in the United States, 

Masera3 sold 1 114 vehicles, which is up 406.19% over the same 

month in the previous year in the United States.  Masera3’s best 

month of sales in the United States was September 2014, with 1318 

units sold.  The month in 2014 where the increase on sales for the 

same month of the previous year was the highest was May, with a 

volume increase of 406.19%.  The sales target for 2018 was 75 000 

units worldwide. 

2014 marked an historic record of 13,411 total units sold in North 

America for the year, a 169% increase versus 2013, boas3ng the 

highest-ever overall sales year for Masera3 North America, Inc.  

Worldwide, in 2014 Masera3 sold about 36 500 cars, a 136% 

increase over 2013.  Harald J. Wester stated that Masera3 will not 

surpass the 70 000 sales per year mark, and that Masera3 will 

maintain its current posi3on in the higher end of the luxury sports 

car market, not expanding downmarket and making vehicles 

smaller and less expensive than the Ghibli and Levante (such as 

those similar to the Audi Q5 and Mercedes-Benz C-Class), as other 

FCA brands, specifically Alfa Romeo, are or will be in those market 

spaces. 

Since 2009, Marco Tencone (born 1967) has been the head 

designer of Masera3 cars. 

Current and future models 

Masera2 QuaHroporte 

Italian for “four-door,” the Masera3 Qua7roporte is a spor3ng 

luxury sedan.  The sixth genera3on Masera3 Qua7roporte was 

introduced in 2013.  The Qua7roporte is currently available in S Q4, 

GTS and Diesel trim.  The S Q4 has an advanced four wheel drive 

system, and a twin-turbo V6.  The GTS is rear wheel drive, and has a 

more powerful V8.  A Qua7roporte Diesel model is offered on 

selected markets.  The sixth-genera3on Qua7roporte has grown in 

size in order to be7er compete with the roomier luxury sedans like 

the Mercedes-Benz S-Class. 

By 2018, the Qua7roporte S Q4 will be upgraded to produce 

336 kW from its V6, and the GTS to produce 418 kW from its V8, 

both with all-wheel drive (for the V8 to increase performance). 

Masera2 Ghibli 

The first presenta3on of this car was on 20 April 2013 in Shanghai.  

It is a spor3ng/luxury execu3ve sedan that competes against the 

BMW 5 Series, Mercedes E-Class or Audi A6.  This new model is 

expected to be key in order to reach the ambi3ous target sales of 

75 000 cars a year by 2018, up from 32 474 in 2015.  The car, along 

with the new Qua7roporte, is built in the Italian factory of 

Grugliasco, Turin (former Bertone).  The base Ghibli comes with 

245kW, the Ghibli Diesel with 205kW, and the Ghibli S Q4 with 

305kW. 
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Masera2 GranTurismo and GranCabrio 

The Masera3 GranTurismo is a grand tourer introduced in 2007.  

The GranTurismo has a 4.7 litre V8, making 339 kW in Sport form 

and MC form.  A conver3ble (GranCabrio) version is also available in 

standard, Sport, and MC form.  The final produc3on year for the 

Masera3 GranTurismo was scheduled to be 2014, but is s3ll to be 

revived with a more powerful V8, again in rear wheel drive form. 

Masera2 Levante 

The Masera3 Levante is a crossover SUV due to be released in 

2014.  It has been an3cipated with the Masera3 Kubang concept 

SUV in September 2003 at the Frankfurt Motor Show and again in 

2011.  It was announced, at the Paris Motor Show held in Paris in 

September 2012.  The Levante will be assembled in Mirafiori Plant, 

in Turin. It was confirmed on May 6, 2014.  The Levante 3 litre V6 

will be offered in either 260kW or 315kW states of tune, with a 3.8 

litre V8 producing 418 kW.  All models have all-wheel drive. 

Masera2 Alfieri 

The Masera3 Alfieri was a concept 2+2 presented at the Geneva 

Motor Show in 2014.  The concept was based on the lighter chassis 

of the GranTurismo MC Stradale, although it had a shorter 

wheelbase.  The concept was introduced with a 4.7 litre V8 

producing 343 kW. 

The Alfieri was confirmed for produc3on in 2016 at a Fiat Chrysler 

Automobiles event on 6 May 2014.  The produc3on version will 

receive three different V6 engine choices, producing 306 kW, 

336 kW, and 388 kW, respec3vely. The more powerful versions will 

only have an all-wheel drive system.  The Alfieri will be joined by an 

Alfieri conver3ble. 
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AVAILABLE FROM 23RD MAY 2019 (GMT) 

COMING UP NEXT IN JUNE... 
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